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HUNTING FOR OWLS
SOFTBALL GETS ONE

GOLFING PARADISE

HEAR VE, HEAR VE
TAKE ASTEP BACK

Trip to Augusta will be memorable for men

I
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Stadium, medical school, faculty salary on trustees' plate
ASHLEY BURNS
)

Managing Editor

The Board of Trustees is meeting
today and will have placed before it a
number of issues ranging from campus
expansion to faculty appeasement The
meeting is from 8:30 am. to 5 p.m. in the
Cape Florida Ballroom in the Student
Union.
Among the hot-button topics at
today's proceedings are the presentation

speaker.
supports

of th~ UCF Athletic Association's feasibility study on an on-campus stadium, a
library expansion project, university
governance issues, a Central Florida
medical school initiative and the collective bargaining agreements for the
American Federation of State, County
and Municipal Employees as well a<> the
United Faculty of Florida.
Originally the Trustees were going to
vote on the feasibility study for the stadium at today's meeting, but they have

since postponed that vote up.til April 14
in order to participate with local communities in a series of open forums.
The faculty agreement has been in
the works since June 2003, and for the
volunteers that make up UFF the final
result has come as quite a relief. The faculty voted last week to approve the ratification of the collective bargaining
agreement, and an overwhehning 99
percent approved it. Dawn Trouard,
President of UFF, said she was very opti-

mistic prior to the faculty's vote, and with
the success of the ratification she is
happy.
''The large turnout for the faculty vote
shows how engaged the facµlty are about
their contract," said Jim Gilkeson, the
chiefnegotiator for UFF. "Thirty percent
of those eligible voted, despite many
problems with UCF mail services and
the fact that ratification was assumed a

than 19 months, and now the agreement
lies in the hands of the Trustees for final
ratification. Gilkeson said he thought the
process would only take two or three
months when he signed on. The final
product is something he has looked forward to.
'We wete really glad that we· could
ratify this agreement, and we'll be even
happier when the Board of Trustees rat-

lock."
. The ratification process took more
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PLUSH PROTEST

bridging
divides
U.N. adviser says
corporations widens
•
an econonuc
gap
BRUCE RABIN
Staff Writer

''

Senior Policy Adviser Gillian Lindsay-Nanton of the Bureau for Development Policy at the U.N. Development Program in New York said that
the World Trade Organizatiori and
multinational corporations are
widening the gap between the rich
and the poor people of the world
because they reduce the scope of
national policy.
The U.N. senior adviser, who is
originally from Jamaica, encouraged
students to support Caribbean Community initiatives to unify Caribbean
nations and close the gap between the
rich and the poor in the world. She
addressed the Caribbean Students'
Association at its Annual Closing
Banquet at 6:30 p.m. Friday in the Student Uniop Key West Room.
She explained, "It is true to say
that trade liberalization, new technologies, foreign investments and
expanding media and Internet connections are opening up many opportunities for millions of people around
the world. However, owing to the privatization and concentration of technology and power, these advancements and their potential for
development threaten to exclude and
marginalize significant numbers of
PLEASE SEE
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Relay takes

strides for
cancer help

. MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Hosted by UCF's GLBSU, the 'Kids Come First' display at the UCF Memory Mall Green on Tuesday sparked interest fro~ students who felt that the child's best interest should be the ultimate concern.

Gay adoption ban hits home
'Kids Come First' displayed 2,000 toys representing 2,000 foster care children
KATE HOWELL

· Anita Bryant's "Save the Children" campaign.
Orlando City Commissioner, UCF alumna and
lesbian Patty Sheehan mocked Bryant with a song
Personal stories humanized a thorny issue when ·
she'd written during her college days while observcommunity leaders and students advocated the
ing the "Save Our Children" campaign. "I'm sorry,
repeal of Florida's gay adoption ban during a "Kids
Mrs. Bryant, that I do not agree," she said as she serCome First" display at UCF on Tuesday.
enaded the crowd. "Because it's fruit that's growing
"A.lex is a perfect example of why we care about
on the Florida tree."
this issue," said Joe Saunders, president ofUCF's Gay,
. . Sheehan urged citizens to vote. ''You have to vote
Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union, addressing the
in every single election, dog catcher on up," she said,
crowd with his giggling red-haired nephew in his
encouraging attendees to bypass form letters and
arms. "If something, God forbid, happened to my sissend their personal stories to politicians. .
ter, according to the state, I would be unfit to take
Speakers chimed in with their own personal stocare ofAlex."
ries. "Many of us would like to adopt children and
The display, consisting of 4,000 child items each
bring them into our families but have been preventMICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
representing one of the 2,000 children in foster care Event organizer Shannan Brady uses visual display to fight gay adoption ban. · ed from doing so by myths and misinformed moral
who are eligible for adoption, was exhibited on
judgments," said Lisa Gray, president of Orlando Gay
UCF's Memory Mall, next to the Health and Public
Brady got the idea while wandering through the Parents.
Affairs Building I.
.
"Eyes Wide Shut" display, a traveling exhibition
"I'm not an alcoholic, I don't smoke, I don't watch
"We're denouncing the ban on gay adoption where 1,000 combat boots were set up to represent pornography, I'm not a convicted felon," she said. ''.All
through visual display," said Shannan Brady, the Stu- the 1,000 American soldiers killed in Iraq last fall
those people would be eligible for adoption, but the
dents Advocating For Equality coordinator who '
The ban on gay adoption was passed in 1977 a,t the
helped organize the event.
zenith of activist and orange juice spokeswoman
PLEASESEE MANY ON AS
Senior Staff Writer

ELIZABETH MURRAY
Contributing Writer

~
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UCF is hosting its eighth annual
Relay for Life, beginning April 8 from 6
p.m. till noon the following day at the
UCF Track and/Field.
With the nurp.ber of relays across
the nation outnumbering the number
of Wal-Marts, according to Kelly Morrell, UCF student and survivorship
chairman, Relay for Life is the American Cancer Society's biggest fundraiser.
It is held to raise money for the fight
against cancer and to honor those
affected by cancer.
After raising a $100 donation, teams
can sign up to attend the overnight
event. Throughout the 18 hours, team
members take turns running or walking
around the track; teams are encouraged

Late Night drummer makes mark UCFstudent
Max Weinberg spoke about dropping out of law school to achieve dream
VANESSA FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer
·~11 I ever wanted to do was play the
drums," said Max Weinberg, current drummer of NBC's Late Night With Conan
O'Brien. Weinberg spoke in front of more
than 100 UCF students Monday night in the
Live Oak Room.
"What can I tell you about myself?"
Weinberg asked his audience. "Well, I can
give you some insight on what I did right."
Weinberg, 54, spoke to students about
his childhood dream, how he got into the
entertainment industry and how he attended and dropped out of law school. He
encouraged UCF students to find something they have a passion for and make their
dreams come true.
Describing himself as a "lucky guy,"
Weinberg showed pictures of himself from

to have at least one person on the track

•

at'all times.
"The entire relay is supposed to represent the phases a cancer patient goes
through," Nancy Caine, Orlando's senior contact representative of the ACS,
said. "Dusk is when they are diagnosed,
PLEASE SEE
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MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Late Night Max Weinberg signs autographs for students afte~ his speech in the live Oak Room.
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makes eBay
fihn history
JOSS STRASSNER
Contributing Writer

a

Aaron Mighty, 26-year-old MBA
student at UCF, is making eBay history
by being the first independent filmmaker ever to auction off the rights to a
major movie.
The film, An American Soldier, is a
documentary voicing the experiences
and opinions of fighting soldiers ·Spanning every major war since World War I.
Interest is high, and the young filmmaker is hoping to raise about $500,000. ·
The documentary is designed to be a
tribute to the fighting men and women
of the Armed Forces, with all social
PLEASE SEE
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Around Campus
• News and notices for
the UCF community

Read all about it
The Library will have its
Book Sale from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
today in room 142.
For more information, contact Nelsy Livingston at 407-·
823-5315.
'

Special guest
United Christian Faculty
and Staff and Baptist Collegiate
Ministries will present Joel
Hunter of Northland Community Church from 7 p.m. to 9
p.m. today in the Student Union
Cape Florida Ballroom.
The event is free and open to
the public.
For more information, contact Thomas Selby at 407-823..:
6752.

Guest lecturer '
The College of Engineering
and Computer Science welcomes guest lecturer John English, professor and head of the
Department of Industrial Engineering at the University of
Arkansas, at 10 a.m. tomorrow
in the Engineering Building II
Room 326, the Lockheed Martin SELL Laboratory.
For more information, contact Mia Alexander-Snow at
407-823-4688.

Field day
Volunteer UCF will celebrate Chill With Children Field
Day from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Satl,lrday on the Memory Mall
between Classroom Building I
and Health and Public Affairs.
Enjoy free food, music and
lots of great giveaways. Volunteers should arrive by 9:30 a.m.
For more inforniation, email
Arianne
at
ariliz822@aol.com.

Getting some fresh air
The Florida Student Clean
Energy Alliance will host the
Florida Student Clean Ehergy
Conference from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. Saturday in the Communication Building Room 117.
The event will feature various presentations and discussions on renewable clean energy resources.
For more information, contact Monique Hurbert at 321946-9150.

Short on fashion, long on hope
Business in the front, party in the rear for m~et runners in charity runs
BRUCE RABIN
Kappa Delta sorority
received a little surprise Saturday when a group of mullethaired runners showed up to
compete in KD's Second
Annual
Shamrock
SK
Run/Walk at Lake Claire. The
sorority raised more than
$7,000 for Prevent Child
Abuse America.
About 275 runners participated in the event. An additional 100 spectatox;s 'received
T-shirts and refreshments for
supporting the event by showing up to cheer the runners on
and paying a registration fee of
between $15 and $25.
"I'm not sure how the Mullets heard about it," said Stacy
M,cCord, 21, advertisillg and
public relations major and
chair of the event. "We weren't
anticipating people dressing
up like mullets. The first thing
I heard was the music coming
from their backpacks, and they
were all wearing short shorts
and mullet wigs. They were so
great out there on the course;
they really motivated people."
"They were a pleasure to
have, and they can come back
anytime," she added.
The Mullets is an organization of Orlando running
enthusiasts who have enjoyed
running in charity events
around Orlando since November 2004.
Members take on assumed
"mullet names" and "mullet
numbers." The group dresses
in full mullet gear, sucli as
moustaches, tank tops and aviator glasses, and some members carry backpacks that play
inspirational music such as the
theme song from Rocky. The
founding members call them-

All students are invited to
attend
the
Multimedia
Job/Internship Fair from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Monday in the Student
Union Cape Florida Ballroom
CD.
For more information, contact Christine Dellert at
ucf_spjprez@hotmail.com.

Roll call
Theta Chi Fraternity is looking to recruit interested members at 8 p.m. Tuesday on the
AV Basketball Courts.
An informational meeting
Wm be held at 7 p.m. Thursday
in the Student Union Sand Key
Room220.
For more information, contact Chad Dedmon at 863-3700406.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are·S p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

·•

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

•

Doctors upgrade Rev.Jerry
Falwell's condition to stable
LYNCHBURG, Va. - Doctors upgraded Rev. Jerry Falwell's condition from critical
to stable on Wednesday and
removed the. Moral Majority
founder from a ventilator.
Falwell, 71, has fluid in his
lungs, and doctors say he suffers from congestive heart
failure, although a cardiologist, Dr. Carl Moore, said testing showed "his heart is
strong" and he had not suffered a heart attack.
Ron Godwin, Falwell's
executive assistant, had said
Tuesday that Falwell had suffered a recurrence of the viral
pneumonia he had suffered
from weeks earlier. Doctors
said Wednesday he did not
have pneumonia. ·

Staff Writer

Former Boy Scout official pleads
guilty to child porn charge
COURTESY KAPPA DELTA SORORITY

The Mullets pose with members of Kappa Delta, who organized the Second Annual Shamrock.SK Run/Walk Saturday at Lake Claire.

selves "The Fantastic Five" about finishing together."
and are comprised of Ernie
"We have been growing our
#0001, Rusty #0002, Dale mullets for years," DeAndrea
#0003, Junior #9004 and Rick- said. "Everyone seems t0 love
our long, flowing hair, and we
ie #0005.
Although a true marathon encourage others to let their
is 26.2 miles long, the longest . hair down and have a good
running event the Mullets time."
have participated in is 7.4
DeAndrea said that the
miles.
group participates in most
"We are in training and charity events - like Disney
hope to run in more distance and Outback Steakhouse's
events in the future," said charity runs - and mostly
"Dale #0001" DeAndrea. "The stays in the Orlando area. He
mullet marathon is ~ way of also maintains that the group
life. A lifestyle dedicated to · doesn't organize any events
healthy living and inspiring but merely runs in them.
"We are always looking for
others. Stretching and carb,
loading. Letting your hair new members, and you can
down and giving high fives. In join us by going to www.multhe Mullet marathon, it's not letmarathon.com," DeAndrea
about finishing first ... it's said. "Everybody who joins

gets a mullet name, a mullet
number, a T-shirt and authentic Mullet certificate."
The Mullets have also
appeared at the Super Bowl
~d at the Daytona 500.
"We all love NASCAR,"
DeAndrea said. "We would
love to rrieet Jeff Gordon, but
we'd really rather hook-up
with his ex-wife."
The next event the Mullets
will run in is the DeFeet Diabetes SK Run and Walk hosted
by Florida Hospital. The event
takes place at 8 a.m. Sunday.
More event information can
be found at http:// www.trackshack.com.
"It's all about having fun,
inspiring others and benefiting charities," DeAndrea said.

FORT WORTH, Texas A former high-rankirig Boy
Scouts of America official
who ran a task force that
worked to protect children
from sexual abuse pleaded
guilty Wednesday to a federal
child pornography charge.
Douglas Sovereign Smith
Jr., 61, was accused of receiving images over the Internet
of children engaging in sex
acts. He pleaded guilty to a
charge of possession and distribution of child pornography.
Smith, who lives in Colleyville, near Fort Worth,
faces five to 20 years in prison
without parole and up to a
$250,000 fine. He remains free
until sentencing July 12.
Smith, who worked for the
Boy Scouts for 39 years, was a
national program director and
led the Youth Protection Task
Force that worked to shield
youth from sexual abuse.

Pope makes appearance at
window but is unable to speak

Police Beat

Hit and run leaves behind.trail Of evidence
AMBER FOSTER

Media Fair

Nation &World

Cressman
was
StaffWriter ·
~~ arrested and taken to
the Orange County .
Apopka
resident ;1iir'1.ff?1~n)' D.U.I. testing center
Melissa Cressman was \ (f@p;/ where she refused .to
1
arrested Easter morning
submit to a breathalyzer
"
after crashing into a light post test.
at the University Boulevard
She was charged with driventrance to UCF.
ing under the influence with
At about 4:30 a.m., UCF property damage and leaving
Police Officers Melissa San- the scene . of an accident
tomenno and Mario Jenkins involving property damage.
heard a sound that "resembled that of a vehicle striking Cursing at officers leads to arrest
Friends Dustin Parker and
a metal object," according to
Gerald Stroop spent a drunkthe police report.
The two officers arrived at en night in jail Friday after
the crash scene, but the sus- Parker was arrested for driving under the influence,
pect was not there.
·
They searched the area for according to a police report.
Officer Randy Clarke
a car with damage matching
the severity of the accident stopped Parker's silver Volkand found Cressman standing swagen at 2:43 a.m. after
next to her Toyota Corolla, observing the vehicle stop in
which was missing· a hubcap the middle of Gemini Boulevard to pick up a passenger..
that fell off at the scene.
Parker refused to submit to
Santomenno conducted
field sobriety tests after notic- field sobriety' tests and was
ing that Cressman had slurred charged with driving under
speech and bloodshot eyes. the influence.
Stroop, a passenger in the
The suspect failed all tests,
vehicle, began cursing at Offiaccording to the report.
.;~

iff'P

cers Samuel Gonzalez and
Clarke when he and the other
passengers were instructed to
leave the area after Parker's
arrest.
-According to the police
report, Stroop, who appeared
to be drunk, begari to leave
the scene with the other passengers, but only made it
about 100 feet before again
cursing at the officers.
Gonzalez attempt~d to
arrest Stroop, but he refused
to place his hands behind his
back. Sgt. Woody Furnas had
to assist in getting the· suspect
handcuffed.
During routine post-arrest
questioning, Stroop refused
to answer basic questions, the
report said.
He was charged with dis. orderly intoxieation and
resisting arrest wit:Pout violence.

responded to a disturbance
call at the suspect's residence,
the police report stated.
Officers Clarke and Gonzalez. arrived at Melton's Pegasus Pointe apartment to provide backup for Sgt. Furnas at .
about 11 p.m. on March 23.
According to the report,
Gonzalez noticed small used
cigars containing cannabis set
on a candle in.the kitchen, but
neither Melton nor his roommate Roderick Stubbins
admitted to smoking the
cigars.
Both Stubbins and Melton
agreed to a search of their
rooms.
A search of Stubbins' room
turned up nothing, but Gonzalez found cannabis inside
an envelope in Melton's top
dresser drawer.
After Gonzalez exited .
Melton's room, the suspect
tried to take back consent but
the narcotics had already
Anarcotic disturbance
Altonard Melton · was been found, the report said.
Melton was arrested and
. charged with possession of
cannabis under 20 grams transported to the Orange
after UCF police officers County jail.

VATICAN CITY- Pope
John Paul II is getting nutrition from a tube in his nose,
the Vatican said Wednesday,
shortly after· the frail pontiff
appeared at his wip.dow in St.
Peter's Square and managed
only a rasp when he tried to
speak.
·
Vatican
spokesman
Joaquin Navarro-Valls said the
step was taken to "improve
th~ pope's calorie intake" and
so he can recover his strength.
It was unclear when the tube
was inserted, but it was not
visible when John Paul made
his appearance.
The tube is not the only
source of nutrition for the
pope. a Vatican official 'said on
condition of anonymity.
Asked about reports of a
possib1e hospitalization, the
official said there were no
plans at this time and any
decision would be up to his
doctors.

Jewish settler leaders propose
roundup of settlers' weapons
JERUSALEM - Jewish
settlers should hand over
their weapons before the
planned Gaza withdrawal this
summer to prevent any
chance of bloody confronta-
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Discounts for UCF Students!
Professional Eye Care· Contact Lens Exams
Bob Yip~ O.D. and A~sociates, P.A~
Waterford Lakes Town Center
325 N. Alafaya Trail

(407) 737-3580

407-207-0011
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*1.9 financing available through Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval. Not available
on 832 or Phaeton. See Salesperson for Details. oner good through 4/30/05.

Auto, Lthr, P/Lock, P/Windows, Tiit,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD, Sunroof,
Alloy Wheels, Much More!

Recaro Seats, 18" Wheels, All Power,
Sunroof, CD, And Much More!
)

.

~

~~N'fN~TrAx

FOR 48 MONTHS

TURBO DIESELS
AVAILABLE

HUGE SELECTION
-~

.

~- 48. mo. lease plus

Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit, PLUS .
first payment. See dealerfor details. leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 4/30/05

tax. Total due at signing is $279 which includes security deposit, PLUS
first payment. See dealer for details. leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 4/30/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile .Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

2005 JETTA GL

2005 NewGTI

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tiit, Cruise,
Keyless Entry, 6 Airbags, CD Player
and Much More! .

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise,
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!

* 48·mo. lease plus tax.

'PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MPNTHS

ucNrrn~TrAx

TURBO DIESELS
FOR 48 MONTHS
AVAILABLE

(

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $199 which includes security deposit, PLUS

first payment. See dealerfor details. 'Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 4/30/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
~- 5Yr/60,000 ·Mile Powertrain warrantv

Side Curtain Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, .
Alarm Pwr Pkg, Monsoon, Sunroof, AUoys
and Much More!

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX PASSAT WAGONS
FOR 48 MONTHS ABE NOW HEBEi

$288

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $288 which includes security deposit, PLUS
first payment. See dealer for details. leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 4/30/05

•

•

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $268 which includes security deposit, PLUS
first payment. See dealer for details. leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 4/30/05

HUGE SELECTION OF 20TH ANNIVERSARY
MODELS AVAILABLEI HURRY WHILE THEY LISTI

2005 NEW BEETLE GLS
CONVERTIBLE

2005ALL NEW
PASSATGL
LEASE FOR

BIG SElECTION! .

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

P/Top, P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
& Much More!

PER MONTH

Go Topless!

* 48 mo. lease plus tax.

Total due at signing is $269, which includes security deposit, first
payment. See dealer for details, &tax in advance with approved credit. leasing WA.C
thru Volkswagen Credit. 1.9% financing available. Expires 4/30/05.

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv .

Warranty up to 5 years! See Salesperson for Details. Interest Rates as low as 2.9%. See Salesperson for Details. Expires 4/30/05

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER

sfFIRST
TIME
BUYER

We Can Assist You With:

•

..

~COLLEGE-GRAD
PROGRAM

Drivers wanted:

~CREDIT

PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED "."/2YR, .24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)

···---=•·
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4175 S. ·Hwy 17-92

.
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401-3 6 5-3 3 0 0
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Higher Education
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Fraternity suspended after
members participate in porn
CHICO, Calif. - Califor'nia State University, Chico
suspended a fraternity after
its members admitted they
participated in an adult film
at their off-campus residence.
.The national chapter of
Phi Kappa Tau also suspended the school chapter and is
investigating the taping several months ago by Shane's
World, an adult film producer that is known for using
college students in its
videos.
Shane's World made the
film in the Phi Kappa Tau
House's private off-campus
residence, though universitY
officials said they were told
the students neither identified their campus nor their
fraternity.

South Carolina law school
requiring pro bono service
CHARLESTON, S.C. Students at the new
Charleston School of Law
will have to perform 30
hours of volunteer, or pro
bono, service before they
can get their diplomas.
The ·law school, which
opened last summer, is one
of only a handful of law
schools in the natfon that
will require pro bono work.
"Pro bono" is a Latin phrase
that means "for the public
good."
While the students won't
be practicing lawyers yet,
they will volunteer with
things like nonprofit organizations, immigration programs and in government
offices, among other places.

Man charged with groping
female Georgia stu<fents
ATHENS, Ga. An
Atlanta man is accused of
groping female students on
the University of Georgia
campus.
The man was charged
with misdemeanor sexual
battery Monday for allegedly grabbing · two women
walking on campus. Thomas
was not a student himself,
said UGA Police Chief
Jimmy Williamson.
"The victims were people
just walking down sidewalks
on campus and had contact
with
this
individual,"
Williamson said.

Proposed funding halt for tribal
college seen as broken promise
PHOENIX - Five years
ago, Arizona began sending
$1.75 million a year to the
Navajo Nation's college as
part of a 10-year deal.
Now, Republican lawmakers want to eliminate
the transfer to Dine College
to help ease the state's budget woes.
The GOP legislators
argue that the, Navajos
should help fund the college,
especially since the tribe has
made the decision to allow
casino gambling on its reservation.
Established as Navajo
Community College in 1968,
Dine College is based in
Tsaile and operates five
campuses in Arizona and
two in New Mexico.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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tions with Israeli troops over
the dismantling of settlements,
a settler leader said Wednesday.
The proposal by ultranationalist lawmaker Effie Eitam
marked the first time a settler
leader acknowledged the
potential for violence among
settlers during the withdrawal.
Eitam and another prominent
settler, Bentsi Lieberman, said
troops should also be barred
from carrying firearms at the
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time.
:Many Jewish settlers in Gaza
and the West Bank are armed,
and settler leaders have warned
that extremists could be planning to fire on authorities during the withdrawal, set to begin
this summer.
Eitam and Lieberman said
they hoped to negotiate an
agreement
on
banning
weapons with the Israeli police
minister.
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other tests confirmed that all
strains came from the same
source: the dentist.
"During a crime, there is
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior StaffWriter
always a transfer of material,"
explained Ballantyne. This
The next big challenge in forensics
means that microbial species With rising concerns about sexually transmitted diseases or
the threat of bioterrorism spores from soil -will be transattacks, the nation is in the ferred from the suspect to the
process of developing a strong victim. "If you find microbial
microbial forensics program, a agents, you have the chaiice to
field that has been more or less pinpoint where it came· from,"
left in the background since the he·said
For example, the organisms
advancement of DNA technolofound in soil can provide clues
gy.
'
The hope of microbial foren- as to which region the criminal
sics is not only to identify bioter- came from or where the crime
roristic agents, such as bacteria, took place.
·But there are still a few chalviruses or fungi, but also to trace
their point of origin, explained lenges to overcome before
Jack Ballantyne, associate pro- microbial forensics becomes
fessor in the UCF Department of mainstream in analyzing trace
Chemistry.
evidence.
For instance, with DNA techAccording to Ballantyne the
nology, scientists can match up persistence, range and transferstrains of a certain organism, like ability of microbial species are
anthrax, and find clues that not known well. In addition, the
point to the laboratory or region results of such investigations
that the organism may have should be done so that they will
come from. Biosensors are be admissible in court and be
another product of this area of accepted by senior government
forensics, and they are 'built to decision-makers, according to
detect dangerous levels of cer- researchers who discussed the
tain agents in the air or in places issue in the 229th National
Meeting of the American Chemlike mail rooms.
However, researchers still ical Society earlier this month.
face many challenges in the area
There are also some conof microbial forensics. For cerns with laboratory safety and
instance, it does not tak~ much techniques.
Ballantyne worries that durto turn biological pathogens into
weapons, and effective treat- ing the process of analyzing and
ments may not exist for many of culturing soil and other materi. als, some organisms may be culthese agents.
Quality assurance is another tured in labs to dangerous levels.
area that still needs to be further "There are anthrax species
developed to avoid false alarms. around us, but we don't need to
In addition, only laboratories . culture them and blow them up:'
with the highest security and he said
Now, Balla.IJ.tyne and his colsafety level are authorized and
capable of conducting such leagues in UCFs forensics proresearch. Very few of such labs gram are in the process of writing grants and proposals to
exist in the nation.
But before bioterrorism further the research in applicashined the spotlight on micro- tion of microbial forensics in
bial forensics, crime scene inves- crime investigations.
He said, "UCF is one of the
tigators used it as a tool to trace
few universities that has prelimdown the criminals.
The very first case of such inary data on trace-evidence
application happened here in microbial forensics. But we are
Florida in 1992, when ·a dentist still unclear [about its potential],
infected five of his patients with and that's why we're doing [the
· mv. DNA al}alysis and several research]:'
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Many oppose gay ban
agreed with Kohn.
"I've worked in social servicstate of Florida says rm unfit."
es in the past and still do partGray went on to dispel what time," Pines said. "I've seen a
she called the "myths" of gay number of gay families raise
parenting, the main one being healthy, happy, well-adjusted
'' that homosexuals are somehow children." Pines and Ziffer are
equal to child molesters. "Peo- raising their daughter Elyson
ple are often afraid gays will together.
molest their children," she said.
"Kids Come First" prompted
"Sexuality, straight or gay, is discussions on the legal justifiabout the attraction between cations behind the ban. "I have a
adults." Gray added that 90 per- strong distaste for dictating
cent of pedophiles are straight morality," Aaron Shkoler, a
males.
math major, said. "There's no
Vann New from Equality legal reason behind the ban.
Florida shared her experiences They lump in homosexuals
J
with the group. "I met someone with drug addicts and child
who is 17, and he'd been in 17 fos- abusers in not allowing them to
ter homes," she said. "The state adopt."
of Florida says that's somehow
"To me, the Constitution and
' .better than a stable gay home."
the Declaration of IndepenNew spoke about her work dence are very clear, and to take
with the Coalition for Fair any group of people and disAdoption and attempted to dis- criminate against them - that
pel the beliefthat people cannot should be illegal," Mike Barr, a
be religious and allow gay adop- representative of the Libertarition, citing the Faith Commit- an Party, said. "We believe to
tee, a collection of religious discriminate against any class
people who support gay adop- or group of people is un-Amertion.
ican. To leave those kids in state
_ Robin Kohn, representing care is bordering on criminal"
the National Association of
Jonathan Mullens, an inforSocial Workers, provided a mation technology major,
social worker's view on gay called the legislation ofbaniiing
adoptic~n.
gay adoption "a waste of time."
1
"The sexual orientation of
Jason Ring, a hospitality
one's parents has not been . major, referred to it as "an inter- ·
shown to do any harm to a ruption of church and state."
; child," Kohn said. "We're not
Family Law lawyer Michael
saying that anyone can adopt. Morris'spoke on the civil rights
We're saying that people in a aspect of the gay adoption ban.
stable environment who can
"We are the only state that
' . provide the love and care need- categorically bans gay adoped should be able to adopt."
tions,'' Morris said. He added
Emily Pines, a licensed ther- that Utah effectively bans gay·
apist, and Julie Ziffer, a UCF adoptions by only allowing
~ physics graduate student, married couples to adopt, that
FROM Al

Mississippi allows single homosexuals but not couples to adopt
and that Alabama is considering a ban, as well
"We are keeping company
with many states that have a
regressive history on civil
rights," he said
Morris also clarified the difference between permanent
foster placement and adoption,
saying that the adopted parent
of a child has certain rights,
whereas a foster parent could
lose the cliild at any time without extensive procedures.
Morris acts as a guardian ad
litem, an individual appointed
by the court to represent a
child's best interest, for many
kids and has worked on many
heterosexual adoptions. However, under Florida law he is not
allowed to adopt a child
Soundtracks from Disney
cartoons blasted from the
speakers as students wandered
through the child-symbolic
items, including a giant stuffed
Scooby Doo and 104 pairs of
kid-sized shoes.
Michelle Cortes, a forensic
science student, and Nicole
Ora, a theater major, were on
their way to class when a colorful display advocating the need
to protect children caught their
attention.
"It [the display] makes me
think of the best interests of the
child," Cortes said. "I think
they're so cute. Little kids don't
discriminate."
Ora agreed. "Do you think
the kids give a crap?" she asked
"It doesn't matter if the parents
are gay or not, as long as .they
provide a loving environment."
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Soldier tells tales of courage
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implications and political leanings left out by the·narrator. As
for the ability to make a war documentary without personal feelings, Mighty says he ''let the soldiers tell their own stories in
their own words, then let the
audience decide for themselves:'
Born and raised in Brooklyn,
Mighty began networking and
asking for veterans to send in
their views on combat. What
started as an idea to collect war
stories grew to be a national
frenzy. Within 48 hours, there
was an overwhelming response
with tales of courage from the
beaches of Normandy in WWII
to powerful lessons ofloss in the
jungles of Vietnam that turned
into a deep sense of psychological abandonment and betrayal
once th,e soldiers returned to the
turbulent streets filled with the
people they fought to protect
; Soldiers from the GulfWar go
o.ver the extensive list of "Gulf
War Illness" symptoms with
which they suffer from every

day. Men no older than 20 speak
of their second family made up
of fellow soldiers whom they
fought with across the deserts of
Iraq and Afghanistan and whom
they feel closer to than their oWI1
mother and father.
Also featured is a living piece
ofhistory who goes by the name
of John Webster Sr., who hails
from Rhode Island. He's 109
years old and served in the Army
for 30 years. Webste:r saw combat in the deepest trenches of
WWI and details bis harrowing
and entertaining passages.
Described as a classy yet tough
gentleman, he is said to be quite
handsome for his age.
Mighty, a registered Democrat who considers himself one of
the few blessed moderates, got
the motivation for the documentary after three separate events.
The first was an interview with
an ROTC cadet at the University
of Florida, where the glowing
pride the innocent young man
exhibited while talking about
fighting for the his country was
evident. Another catalyst was

the suicide bombing attack in a
mess hall last November in the
"Green Zone" in Iraq that killed
22 and wounded dozens. The
third, and most personal, was
seeing soldiers, includllg his
cousin who was an Army
Reservist, come home from Iraq.
Mighty asked bimself, "How do
you bounce back from seeing
and being a part ofall that 'essential violence' and adjust to a regular life?"
This question has captured
the interest of several key people,
including Rod Underhill, cofounder of MP3.com and associate producer for An American
Soldier. Mighty met Underhill
through contacts he made while
making his first film, One Happy
Movie, which explores the question: "What is happiness?'' The
film brought critical acclaim and
put him in touch with the Creative Entity Production Company, which he is also working with
again on An American Soldier.
The auction is currently on
eBay for a 10 day listing, ending
April 7 at 6 pm.
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Miss Black and Gold named
Brandy Hollinger crowned during
Egyptian-themed beauty pageant .
MEAGAN JOHNSON
Contributing Writer

Adorned with Egyptian pyramids and sphinx statues, the
Visual Arts Building auditoriwn was filled with anxious students waiting to see who would
be crowned the next Miss Black
and Gold.
On
Tuesday,
Brandy
Hollinger was crowned Miss
Black and Gold 2005, winning a
$500 scholarship and the
opportunity to compete nationally. The first runner-up was
sophomore Michelle Gordon.
The 15th annual Miss Black
and Gold Scholarship Pageant
was presented by the brothers
of the Xi Iota chapter of Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity.
"I am relieved the event
went the way it did," Hollinger
said, gushing about her victory.
"I had a lot of support from the
brothers, and the girls were
great. They are truly my little
sisters."
Asked if she would compete
· in another pageant, runner-up
Gordon replied, "I probably
would never do it again. I'm a
tomboy, and that is more comfortable for me. But if needed at
districts, I would be more than
willing to help the brothers
out."
Beginning an hour later than
scheduled, the event had a
shaky start due to technical

problems. Hosts Joey Barnes
and Tykeshia Williams, Miss
Black and Gold 2003, kept the
rowdy audience entertained
with their comical conversations.
The theme and expectations
_ of the pageant were changed
this year. Audience members
were introduced to the contestants as they gracefully walked
on stage and began dancing to
Whitney Houston.
"'This show is different from
the others because we had a
.theme this year with the girls
dancing and wearing Egyptian
costumes," said Chairman
Alain Pompilus. The ladies
wore elaborate gold and white
costumes resembling the attire
of an Egyptian queen. ·
Continuing with the theme,
contestants stated what queen
they felt most closely related to
their personality. Contestant
Michelle Gordon felt she best
represented Queen Amina
because she was known for
being a woman with the same
capabilities as a ma!)..
Contestants strutted down
the aisles wearing swimsuits
from SwimWear Source. Ranging from bright orange to subtle
gold and brown, the ladies were
covered elegantly iti one-piece
bathing suits and matching
sarongs. Some chose to remove
their bottom piece in an
attempt to show utmost confi-

dence.
' The sight of bare thighs
caused · several men and
women in the audience to
become excited. Contestant
Camille Thompson removed
her brown sarong'with a look of
certainty. "I had taken it off during practice so I was prepared,
but my friends and boyfriend
had no idea what I had
planned."
When asked if she felt
degraded by being made to
wear a bathing suit, Hollinger
replied, "No. People who. have
never been involved in a pageant may feel otherwise, but the
ladies are in no way being
objectified."
Displaying her Indian culture, Zamena Ladak, 20, proudly performed a traditional Indian dance routine.
Wearing a blue and yellow
costume, Ladak moved skillfully to the fast beat. Astounding
the audience with her winding
body, Ladak won the Best Talent award in the pageant.
"The dance by Zamena was
great - she was entertaining
and got the audience excited,"
medical laboratory student
Genise Grier said. "It was
something unexpected and different yet amazing."
Other contestants performed singing and piano solos
and spoken word selections.
Freshman Martine Kone chose
to p~rform "Phenomenal
Woinan" by poet Maya '
Angelou.
"She is my favorite poet, and
her words are very inspira-

tional for women," Kone said.
Several spoken word performances were done, but
some students felt other talents
should have been displayed.
Not straying from tradition,
the ladies presented themselves to the judges in elegant
evening wear. Contestant Tyesa
Spidell. a criminal justice major,
wore a sparkling white dress
that accentuated her womanly
figure.
During the question and
answer portion of the event,
contestants were confronted
with contentious issues including the government's involvement with the Terri Schiavo
case, AIDS in the minority
community and the war in Iraq.
When asked how she felt
about the prospect of gay marriages in the United States, Gordon said, "Someone's personal
life has no.thing to do with the
government, and it should be
kept that way."
Each contestant received a
complimentary gift bag from
the ladies of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, but only one ·
cpuld be crowned.
Second runner-up was
Zamena Ladak, junior Camille
Thompson won Superior .
Achievement and Tyesa Spidell
.was voted Miss Congeniality.
Created in 1976, the pageant
has been held at UCF since
1990. With the goal of honoring
strong black females, the pageant consisted of seven beautiful contestants. Judges included
members of the fraternity and
other Greek organizations.
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Mlisician describes self as lucky
FROM

Al

when he was a child, as well as
clips and outtakes from performing with Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band
and also from Late Night.
According to Weinberg, it
wasn't easy growing up in a
home with a kid who wanted
to play the drums. Weinberg
was raised in a Jewish household, his father an attorney and
his mother a schoolteacher.
It was a performance on
The Ed Sullivan Show that
made a young Weinberg first
want to play. Elvis Presley was
performing the song "Hound
Dog," and Weinberg· couldn't
help but drum along with the
now legendary drummer, DJ
Fontana. After that night,
Weinberg says he was "never
the same again."
Growing up, Weinberg
played the drums every oppor"'
tunity he got. He took lessons
and played at weddings, bar
mitzvahs and anywhere else
he could get a gig.
In the 1970s, Weinberg auditioned for Bruce Springsteen
and the E Street Band after
seeing an ad in a local newspaper. After lugging his drum set
up four flights of stairs, he set ·
up and performed for the
band.
Weinberg joined the band
shortly thereafter, and he performed with Bruce Springsteen from 1975 to 1985. Weinberg,' along with the band,
re.c orded the hit song "Born in
the USA," and they also per-

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Max Weinberg, drummer for Late Night with Conan O'Brien, spoke as a guest of Hillel Monday.

formed in more than 43 soldout stadium concerts. Weinberg says that joining the band
was a "good career move."
During this time, Weinberg
said, "Bonds were created. It
was hard work, but it was very
exciting. It's a rarity to be
working so hard at something
you love."
But all good things come to
an end sooner or later. On Oct.
18, 1989, Weinberg received a

phone call from Bruce Springsteen that he would never forget. Springsteen thanked him
for his 15 years of dedication
but, unfqrtunately, he was
going to try new things with
different musici~s.
"It was over," Weinberg
said. "The next six months
were very painful."
Weinberg decided to return
to school and finish getting his
undergraduate degree. He

planned on attending law
school and becoming an entertainment lawyer. The last
thing he wanted to do was play
the drums.
However, not all things tum
out as planned. "I stand before
you a statistic," he joked. "I am
a law school student dropout."
The winds of destiny were
soon going to blow in Weinberg's direction. It was in the
early '90s one night after having dinner with his wife that
they both noticed Conan
O'Brien standing outside on a
street corner.
O'Brien had just been given
the approval by NBC to have
his own late-night talk show
that was set to air right af:ter
The Tonight Show with Jay
Leno. After going over and
greeting him, Weinberg asked
him if he was going to need a
drummer for his show.
O'Brien made a request for
Weinberg to have a formal
audition with his band. However, Weinberg discovered that
minus his drum set, he lacked
a band. After making some
phone calls and calling on
some old friends, he quickly
put together a band 'and formally auditioned for O'Brien's
show.·
Weinberg got the job and
now, some 2,000 ll\te-night
shows later, Weinberg can be
seen on late-night television
playing the druip.s like he
always wanted. He said, "I didn't always know what road to
take, but the road always began
with a dream."
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• Beach Volleyball Court
•Two Swimming Pools
··DVD and Video Gam·e Rental
·Wireless Internet at the Pool
• Pet Friendly

(4~7) 277-4007
•

·Experienve
College Life

with the 2 best
, .addresses near
•

UCF!
College Station Apartments offers the .finest in student nving. Our friendly staff will take
extra care to make your busy life easier. Every detail has been designed to help you
unwind from a hectic day of studyrng and classes. In your free time you can relax in the
sun by the pool or enjoy a game of air hockey or billiards. If the best is what you are
·
looking for, come to College Statior Apartments!
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·HIGH SPEED INTERNET

FREE SHUTTLE to UCF

Service in all 4 bedrooms.
No other Internet service required.

No need to drive when you
can ride. Runs eve.., 15 minutes~

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
Electricit!i.f, water, sewage, alarm,
security, trash, pest control

~

.

CABLE TV with HBO
Service in all 4 bedrooms
with 6o+ channels plus 3 HBO's~

• ('it-G1) 213~S1S1 •

www.universityhouse.com .
~ ~-----t--------~--------__.·----~----~-------------.~----------..1 ~
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Adviser: Time is now to
build durable partnership
FROM
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ALTOIDS

CURIOUSLY SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING
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people and have served to
widen the gap between the
rich and the poor."
As evidence, she cited the
U.N. 1999 Human Development Report documenting
the increased income gap
between the richest fifth and
the poorest fifth ofthe world's
people - from 30-1in1960 to
74-1 in 1997.
In her 30-minute speech,
she shared her thoughts about
globalization and the role of
West Indian communities
from a human development
perspective. The U.N. senior
adviser observed that globalization integrates not just the
economy, but culture, technology and government.
She cited CARICOM, a
Caribbean community and
common market, efforts to
expand its vision of a single
market and economy by
strengthening relations with
Columbia, the Dominican
Republic and Venezuela and
the establishment of the
Caribbean Court of Justice as
t,he Final Appellate Court for
all CARICOM nations.
Presently, 15 nations belong to
CARICOM.
''As students in the Diaspora," she said, "you too, have
a central role to play in helping to foster that durable partnership." She stressed the
need to vote and for "commitment, unity and shared
resources."
She said, "The time is ripe
for adopting a more strategic
approach to building a more
durable partnership between
West Indian Diaspora communities and CARICOM
countries" and referred to the
·success of other ethnic
groups in the United States,
such as the Jewish Americans.
She encouraged students
to learn more about the range
of issues that affect CARICOM countries in order to
become ·an effective voice in
the Diaspora and readdressed the audience at the
end of her speech saying,
"Ladies and gentlemen, I am
not here suggesting that
building this durable strategic
partnership · between West
Indian Diaspora and CARICOM could be done
overnight," but said that "the
ability . of West Indians in
sports, music, academia,
administration, business and
art and culture has been well
demonstrated."
She listed musicians Bob
Marley and Jimmy Cliff; writers Derek Walcott, George
Lamming and Earl Lovelace;
poets Martin Carter, Kamau
Brathwaite and Loma Goodison; cricket greats Sir Garfield
Sobers, Rohan Kanhai, Brian

•

\
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United Nations Policy Adviser Gillian Lindsay-Nanton spoke of unifying Caribbean nations.

Lara and Courtney Walsh and
Olympiads Veronica Campell
and Ato.Bolden as examples of
Caribbean successes.
After the speech, CSA member Jahmar Ignacio said a blessing over the food and there was
a Caribbean-style buffet dinner
and an awards ceremony.
Ricky Ly, 19, president of the
UCF Vietnamese American
Student Association said, "I
believe that students should try
to do more to step outside our
comfort zones and venture out
to learn more about other cultures and the greater global
world around us. We should do
much more than pay lip service

to diversity."
Wesley Kirton, publisher
and editor-in-chief of the
Caribbean Sun newspaper in
Washington D.C. received the
Outstanding Community Person Award for 2005 for his
efforts to include CSA members in the Central Florida
Caribbean community.
UCF alumna Shakeba
Thomas received the Outstanding Alumni Award for her
remarkable
achievements.
Thomas was CSA president in
2003 and currently teaches
English, history and reading at
Lake Howell High School in
Winter Park.
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DATE: TUESDAY, APRIL 5, 2005
TIME: 8:00 PM

( >

LOCATION: WATERFORD LAKES REGAL CINEMA

•
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: STUDENT UNION
ROOM 208

••

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES/I

ARRIVE EARLY! SEATING IS FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE!

If you are struggling due to an inability

to focus or organize your studies....
t

You may be one of the
millions of young adults
who have ADHO.
'

To find out more about
ADHD, contact CNS
Healthcare for a free
confidential assessment.
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Official: Finally faculty will be · KEGS
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rewarded for job performance
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ifies it as well," said Associate
Professor Beth Young, another
volunteer UFF member.
The key to the agreement is a
beneficial salary for everyone,
something that has been questionable in the past in the eyes of
some UFF members. The ratification placed before the
Trustees takes away the. threat of
unfair salary increases based on
loyalty within departments.
'We believe that the new systern for salary increases that is
based much more on annual
evaluations than in the past and
much less on administrative discretion is much better for the faculty and for the university,"
Gilkeson said. "Finally, faculty
will be rewarded .for their job
performance:'
The "administrative discretion" that Gilkeson spoke of
refers to the process of administrators picking which faculty
members get raises instead of
rewarding them based solely on
their job performance.
.
Salary is significant beeause a
better system is being created to
give pay increases to deserving

faculty. Young shares Gilkeson's
beliefs and said this new system
is much better for the faculty
because it levels the playing field
and gives everyone an opportunity for the same salary advancement.
Market equity is another area
in which the faculty were financially concerned The new ratification of the collective bargaining agreement calls for better
salary for UCF employees as
their employment at the university becomes longer. People have
sometimes been forced to seek
employment at other uiriversities and use better offers as leverage ifthey warited to stay at UCF.
Young says that practice wasn't
fair to long-term UCF faculty
and the new agreement won't
solve the problem immediately,
but it will help in the long run.
But from a non-financial
standpoint the faculty were even
more·concerned with reaching
agreement on a plan that would
' eliminate any threat of diScrimination, both of race and gender.
In the past, UCF has lost good
faculty members because they
haven't felt safe, according to
Young. People have taken non-

discrimination for granted, she trol over state universities.
Also on the agenda is a feasisaid, and this new agreement
will help the faculty maintain bility report concerning the·
protection for academic free- establishriient of a medical
dom
school at UCF. In two studies
Gilkeson said that academic launched under the authority of
freedom is important to all facul- · UCF President John Hitt, the
ty members because it allows report outlines a shortage of
them to maintain free speech physicians in the state of Florida
related to their work. For and the potential for the shortage
instance, he teaches finance but to become worse. The report
contends that sometimes his also shows that Florida ranks 41st
curriculum is dependent upon in the nation in medical school
areas not relegated simply to graduates and 26th in physicians
finance. In some regards it is per 100,000 people. The report
important for him to be able to suggests the study should be
use references to anything from accepted by the Trustees and
economics to political science. passed on to the Board of GoverHe said for situatj.ons like those, nors to allow UCF to begin creit's important for all faculty ation of a medical school
members to not have a narrow
A library expansion project,
definition be placed on their aca- which would look at spending
demic freedoms.
nearly $78 million on new addiIn addition to UFF's collective tions, according to administrabargaining agreement, the tive sources, as well as the creTnistees will also be reviewing a ation of a Master of Fine Arts
report on university governance degree in creative writing are
issues. Floridians for Constitu- also being recognized by the
tional Integrity are suing the Trustees. Ambassador Harriet
Board of Governors in the Cir- Elam-Thomas is nominated for
cuit Court for Leon County, an Honorary Doctorate in Public
declaring that it is unconstitu- Service for her longtime work
tional for anyone other than the with the U.S. Foreign Service and
Board of Governors to grant con- her dedication to UCF.

•Budweiser
•Coors Lite• Bud Lite
• Miller lite • Ice House &

Domestii ·Kegs.•• s46" +
Rolling Rock ___ 5 79 99 :r
Killians Red ___ 5 69 99 -+Michelob Lite ___ 5 60 99 -+$6999-+y ueng I 1ng___
,,
' Heineken ___ 5 1 24 99 -+New Castle ___ 5 1 59 99 -+'

GOOD QUALITY ,WINE
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CIGARETTES• CHIPS• CANDIES
DOMESTIC BEER SPECIAL .

12 PK Kirin lchiban
•
bottles
ONLY

12 PK. BUDWEISER
COORS LIGHT
MILLER LIGHT

s799

ONLY

s399

BEST WAY BEVERAGE MART
Corner of University & Dean Rd., Next to Duffy's Subs

407-6 78-4443
Hours: Mon. - Sun. 11 am - lam

Male beauty pageant to take track
FROM

Al

darkness is the uncertainty and
sunrise represents hope and
light, hope that we will find a
cure."
Each group is assigned a
~ campsite for the event, which it
decorates according to theme.
"This year's theme is My Hero,"
Morrell said. "Each campsite
.~ will be themed after the team's
own superhero. Each campsite
gets judged on its appearance,
.1
and the best site wins a prize."
Although the relay is the
focus of the event, there is plenty more planned for the evening,
.i
including a beauty pageant, a
live comedy performance and a
live music performance.
A Miss/Mr. of Relay will be
" crowned, in which male contestants dress up like women to
win the mock beauty pageant.
"The Miss/Mr. of Relay is a
competition for a 'male beauty'
from each team to represent
their team in a mock beauty
.1 · pageant," Relay for Life's Activities Co-Chair Lorena GomezSanchez, said "Each contestant
will receive 10 minutes to rum• mage through boxes of donated
clothing from thrift shops to
find a woman's outfit ... [the
will] answer the
• contestants
mock interview questions asked
by Mr. and Miss UCF [and]
parade around the track in their
'4
heels and with their purses~
~

Audience members will ... vote
for the favorite contestant by
placing a dollar in their purse.
The 'male beauty' with the most
money will be crowned
Miss/Mr. of Relay."
Other entertainment scheduled includes local musician
:John Frank, performing at 11:30
p.m, and the SAK Comedy Lab,
that will be dealing out laughs at
12:30 a.m. Saturday, right after
the Miss/Mr. pageant. Performers will be Darren Vierday, Dave
Russell and Keith Dickerson.
Wigs for Kids Wm also be ,a t
the event to collect hair. donations for children with cancer.
You must have at least 10 inches
of chemical-free hair to dcinate.
As well as entertainment,
there is a Luminaria Ceremony
at 9 p.m., one of the most significant symbols of hope during
. Relay for Life.
Luminaria are small paper
lanterns, ' which can be purchased before or · during the
event. At a specified time of
silence, ;,ill luminaria are lit and
"HOPE" is spelled out by those
in the bleachers.
"People who have been to
one say it's just absolutely the
most powerful thing because it's
still, it's quiet, it's all this hope
andit'sthelightofhopethatone
day we will defeat cancer," Morrell said
In its eighth year, Relay for
Life has undergone a ma:jor

change.
"Because of the size of the
UCF community, this will be the
first year the UCF site will be for
the UCF community instead of
the UCF/Oviedo site," GomezSanchez said. "Everyone from
the Oviedo community is still
invited to attend The more the
merrier:•
' David Toback, spirit of relay
chairman, agreed with the
change. "There was need for
diversity," he said. "To make it
on our own."
But the change has also
caused difficulties.
"If you're not in some organization or club, it's hard to form
teams,'' Toback said. "That's
what 9ur emphasis is now, get- ,,.
ting more clubs and organizations involved"
Relay for Life committee
members relied on fliers and
word of mouth to advertise the
event, but said it will probably
take another year for attendance
numbers to peak.
Relay's history dates back to
1985 when Dr. Gordy Klatt, a colorectal surgeon and runner,
walked and ran for 24 hours
around a track in Tacoma,
Wash., according to the Relay
for Life Web site. He raised
$27,000 dollars for the American
Cancer Society and gained 220
supporters on 19 teams the following year.
Although a significant

amount of time and dedication
is put into the event, those
involved say it is well worth it.
'We plan all year long,'' Patty
Booher, a relay co-chair, said.
"It's almost like a second job.
[But] it's a fun way to raise
money for a cause."
Morrell agreed, saying,
"Obviously you want to raise
money for the ACS, but the relationships that are made
between cancer survivors to
remember and share, the healing and the bonds that are created, do wonders for the people."
There will also be a .survivor
dinner held in the Live Oak Ballroom at 5 p.m. the evening ofthe
event for cancer survivors and
their caregivers.
"The survivor dinner is just a .
chance for us to celebrate them
as cancer survivors," Morrell
said. "Dining Services donated
the food cost. That's one of our
largest sponsors for this years
event."
Entertainment will also
include a carnival hour with face
painting, clowns and a caricature artist; a stage performance
by the UCF Juggling Club; a
dance performance by four
UCF dance organizations at 8
p.m.; and a talent contest at 10
p.m.
If you have any questions,
want to register a team or want
to volunteer, please contact
Patty at pattyakpsi@yahoo.com

12321 University Bl'ld. Orlando.FL 32817

Phone:40i·243·2?.23
Fax 407·243-1959
Websi!e: 1wM.godsoldiers.org
Email:webmasler@godso!diers.org
Across from UCF {NW corner of Uoiversi!y Blvd.and Alafaya Trail)

The University of Central Florida Announces
a Public Presentation:
This event is sponsored by
UCF's Global Perspectives Office, UCF's Political Science Department, UCF's Middle Eastern Studies Program,
the Orlando Sentinel and the Global Connections Foundation.

"The Pentagon's New Map"
Thomas P.M. Barnett
Former Senior Strategic Researcher and
Professor, Warfare Anc:i'lysis & Research
Department, Center for Naval Warfare Studies
U.S. Naval War College
•
Author, The Pentagon's New Map: War and
Peace in the Twenty-First Century (2004)

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

Date:

Tuesday, April 5, 2005
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Location:

Cape Florida Ballroom, room 316
UCF Student Union
This forum is free and open to the public.
.

.

Global Perspectives Office, ( 40 7) 823-0688 or ( 40 7) 823-0935 ·
global@mail.ucf.edu • www.ucfglobalperspectives.org
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Softball splits with Owls
Grand slam erases
bad memories
from recent past
MATT DUNAWAY
Senior StaffWriter

Over the last two seasons, the UCF
softball team.was 1-8 against conference foe Florida Atlantic. The Knights
registered heartbreaking loss after
heartbreaking loss against the Owls,
including the last two seasons in the
Atlantic Sun championship game.
Tuesday afternoon was a big step

fo:r; UCF to get rid of those mental
demons against their league nemesis.
The Knights split a doubleheader at
the UCF Softball Complex, taking
game one 4-1 before dropping a 3-2
decision in the second game.
think that we've always known all
along that we can beat them,'' Coach
Renee Luers-Gillispie said. "For some
reason we just get tight against them,
and it's just frustrating because over
the years we should have a better
record against them."
"It feels good to get a win against
them,'' pitcher Lindsay Enders said.
"Mentally it just makes us more positive the next time we have to face them
knowing that we can beat them."

"J

But it wasn't Enders' pitching that
allowed UCF (29-19-1, 2-2 A-Sun) to
jump on FAU (21-25, 2-2 A-Sun) early in
the first game. It was her bat.
Cici Alvarez started the opening
frame with a bloop double, while Bryttani Lindheim and Stephanie Best drew
walks to load the bases.
Enders then cleared the bases, ripping her second career home run over
the left field fence for a grand slam.
"She did a great job delivering in a
clutch situation,'' Luers-Gillispie said.
"But you have to give credit to the three
kids ahead of her that were able to put
PLEASE SEE

GAME ON A11

SOFTBALL

UPCOMING GAMES
Saturday vs. Belmont
2 p.m., Softball Complex
Saturday vs. Belmont
. 4 p.m., Softball Complex
April 8 at Belmont
4p.m., Buies Creek, N.C.
April 8 at Belmont
6p.m., Buies Creek, N.C.
April 9at Garder-Webb
2p.m., Boiling Springs, N.C.

Sports Editor

tainly remember
for the rest of his
life.
All players and
coaches at this
event get the rare
opportunity to visit
the hallowed Augusta
National Golf Club and
watch a practice round of
arguably the most prestigious event in all of golf, the
Masters.
"I'm excited," UCF Coach
Nick Clinard said "For anyone
that has ever played golf, the
Masters is heaven. It's unbelievable, and when these guys walk
through those gates next week
they will have never seen anything like it."
That experience will come on
Monday, but the Knights know they
·need to have a solid performance as
they venture into the homestretch of
the season. After playing five events
PLEASE SEE

Shoddy relief pitching
costs Knights a sweep
JEFF SHARON
Staff Writer

'

So much for stepping on a conference
· opponent's throat in a three-game series.
In a rare Monday game that was a make
up · for last Friday's rainout, the Jacksonville Dolphins held off the Knights in a
10-9 slugfest, handing UCF its second
Atlantic Sun conference loss of the season.
Ray Rodriguez started on the mound
for UCF but struggled for the first time
since the start of the season, giving up four
runs (two earned) on six hits in six
innings. Rodriguez finished with three
walks and seven strikeouts.
Things weren't much
.better for JU hurler Kyle
DeVries, who gave up five
eatned runs in five
innings. Unfortunately for
UCF, unlike the first two
games of the series, the
bullpen was unable to bail Rodriguez
the Knights out on Monday.
JU took a 2-0 lead in the top of the third
on a double by Daniel Murphy and an , 11
error on the same play by UCF shortstop
Kevin Richmond, allowing a pair of runs
.t o score. UCF answered with a pair of its
('
own in the bottom of the inning, courtesy
of a two-run jack by center fielder Matt
Horwath.
The two clubs traded tallies in the
\.
fourth, with JU's Donald Brickle homering
off Rodriguez and Kevin Richmond atoning for his earlier error with an RBI double
(>
for the Knights, tying the game at 3.
Then in the fifth, John-Michael Howell
came through again with a two-run blast,
his second of the series, giving UCF a 5-3
lead After the Dolphins got one back in ,
the sixth, the Knights pushed the lead to 74 on a Matt Ray RBI double and a wild
pitch. Rodriguez gave way to the bullpen
in the seventh,-and that's when JU made its
r;
move.
'."
The Dolphins scored six runs on four
·->
hits, three of them on a Matt Lopez threeRBI double, to steal the lead back. UCF
reliever Derek Abriola, who began the '
inning and got the win in Saturday's 11- .
inning marathon, left after giving up three
runs without recording·an out. Dominic
~etracca then gave up the other three
before he left the mound in favor of Matt '
Rhodes, who finally recorded the third out
of the inning. But the damage was done
with JU back up 10-7.
The Knights tried to make it interesting
-'•
again, scoring one in the seventh and
another in the ninth, but it was not
enough. As Hunter Davis, who gave up
Drew Butera's walk-off bomb to end game
two on Saturday, slammed the door on the
Knights in the final frame to preserve JU's
10-9 victory. .
The loss drops UCF's record to 25-6, 7-

..

ANDY VASQUEZ

Ifhe is able to travel with the Knights
to Augusta when they leave this morning, it will be a trip that Leong will cer-

struggles
result in
UCFloss

•

Key tournament and
rare opportunity await
men's golf in Georgia

s.c.

Bullpeit·

SOURCE: UCF ATHLETICS
Times subject to change.

Walking the hallowed
ground of Augusta

Five golfers for the UCF men's team
await the experience of a lifetime next
week, but first they have to take care of
some important business.
The men's golf team returns to
action after nearly a three-week layoff
this Saturday when the Knights will tee
it up at the Augusta State/Cleveland
Golf Invitational in Augusta, Ga While
the Knights had a long and relaxing layoff, the return to play came at the wrong .
time for standout Ben Leong.
Earlier this week Leong came down
with a stomach virus and has been out
of commission for the last three days.
The freshman has already qualified for
the tournament and will travel with the
Knights if he is healthy enough to play,
but as of Wednesday afternoon, UCF
· Coach Nick Clinard was not sure
whether or not one of his best players
would be making the trip.
"He's been bedridden for the past
few days," Clinard said. "But we've got
our trainers working on him so hopefully he'll be able to make the trip."
If the freshman can't play, the
Knights will lose one of their most consistent players so far this season, as
Leong finished second best on the team
in their last event, the General Jim
Hackler Invitational in Myrtle Beach,

Freshman Ben
Leong, one of the
Knights' best
young players,
hopes to
overcome a
stomach virus ·
andmakethe
trip with his
teammates to
Augusta.

MOOD ON A12

"

PLEASE SEE

BASEBALL ON A12

Final Four brings on
·final hoops of season

Seniors close out home
schedule with victory

College basketball is ending, not steroid talks

Women bid farewell to Lohomos and Luczak
NATHAN CURTIS .

Final Four frenzy is
Baseball and its majesty
here. For most sports
will triumph in the face
fans, it's the last truly
of scandals, and this will
exciting major sporting
be the last I talk about
event until the World
college basketball in the
Series or the Super Bowl •
Th~day tirade ...
Steroids, steroids,
Louisville and Illinois, on paper, is shaping
steroids, blah, blah,
up to be a classic battle
M 0 UTHING 0 FF . blah. People are acting
like steroids only
that will most likely proASHLEY BURNS
duce the eventual
recently popped up in
Managing Editor
NCAA Champion. But
everyday life: Who are
the other side of the
they kidding? Take a
bracket has incredibly exciting sleeper walk across our campus and I guarantee
potential, as well, which is a statement in one out of every 10 people you see is
itself simply because North Carolina has some 5-foot-nothing, upper-middl~lass
arguably the best talent of the four · 19-year-old male with a Napoleon com· remaining teams, and Michigan State is plex and a needle hanging out of his
backside. But no one cares about the ranjust downright scary.
But the coming and going of the Final. dom Joe Schmo who uses the illegal subFour means two things: Major League stance as a physical enhancer to boost his

'

Contributing Writer

DEBORAH CANNON I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Michigan State might be the scariest Final Four team.

self-:esteem.
All people care about is whether or
not a professional athlete like Mark
McGwire used steroids. Nobody cares
that the guy is retired Nobody cares that
PLEASE SEE

SCH uBY ON A12

Tuesday was Senior Day for the
UCF women's tennis team, and for cocaptain Kristina Lohmos and teammate Ola Luczak, the match against
Marquette would be their last at home.
·~ytime you lose a senior you lose
a lot," Coach Patricia Allison said "But
when you lose seniors at the caliber of
Kristina and Ola, you lose even more."
All the emotion ofSenior Day aside,
the Knights (9-7) needed to focus and
beat a lowly Marquette (3-12) team
In d~mbles, Lohmos and Kyla McNichol won their eighth straight match
when they defeated Elsemieke Dokter
and Francina Bonnelly 6-3 and 6-0.
The Knights' Megan Hunter and
Anna Yaki.mchenkova defeated Marquette's Domika Dabrowski and Erin

Watkins 8-2 to win the doubles point,
helping UCF off to a great start.
In her final singles match at the
UCF Tennis Complex, Lohmos played
against the Golden Eagles' Callan
Smith getting the 6-2, 6-0 win for lier
69th career victory, which ranks seventh all-time at UCE
"The begjnning was tough,"
Lohmos said "But I stuck with it and
could see that she was getting tired By
the end of the second set she couldn't
keep up with the heat."
UCF also scored victories when

Pamela Fernandez defeated Maria Calbeto 6-4 and 6-3 and Jennifer Carati
defeated Watkins 6-2 and 6-4. With the
Knights having already won enough
points to clinch the match, they continued dominating anyway as YakimPLEASE SEE

MARQUETTE ON All
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Marquette no threat as
women complete rout

Game two
not as kind
to Knights
FROM

·~

FROM

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Nikki Green, far right, and the Knights had plenty to celebrate in their game one victory over Florida Atlantic on Tuesday.

defending conference champions.
~'We know that we could quite possibly
see them again in the conference tournament," Shinhoster said "And we know what
is ahead of us."
UCF c;:ontinues A-Sun action hosting
Belmont (9-15, 0-0 A-Sun) on Saturday
afternoon. The Knights split a doubleheader a couple of weeks ago against the other
A-Sun Nashville school, Lipscomb.
"We can't go in against any team and
take them lightly,'' Enders said ''We have to
keep our heads up and play to the same
level day in and day out. It's always a fight
for us."
"It sounds simple, but we need to just go
out there playing our game," Luers-Gillispie
said. "We get ourselves into trouble when
we try to go after the teams we're facing.
We don't need to worry about who is out
there in that other uniform. We just need to
play our game."

UCF plays Belmont next. The action
gets underway at 2 p.m. Saturday at the
UCF Softball Complex.

)

"I did not connect that dot,"
Koetter said. "I missed it."
Koetter said Wade made
verbal threats against two
female athletes and was
involved in two other incidents_
on which the coach declined to
elaborate.
"In retrospect, it's an easy
decision,'' athletic director
Gene Smith said about whether
Wade belonged on the team.
Wade's girlfriend, former
Arizona State soccer player
Haley von Blommestein, is
one of two women who felt
Wade threatened them.
The other was gymnast
Trisha Dixon, who told John
Spini, ~r coach, that Wade
was enraged at her because
she told a friend she saw Wade
with another woman, and
word got back to von
Blommesteiµ and Wade, who

The Bruins have split their last five doubleheaders and will open A-Sun play later
on tonight against Florida Atlantic.
Belmont enters the week at the bottom
of the league with a .229 team batting average and a 5.08 team ERA
Erin Mullen has been the lone bright
spot for the offense, leading the team by hitting .391 with four homers and 17 RBI.
Angela Hoeye anchors the pitching staff
with a 5-5 mark and a 3.82 ERA However,
opponents are hitting .248 against Hoeye
this season. This is the fourth season for Belmont
competing in the Atlantic Sun, and 10th
place is the highest the Bruins have ever
finished in the league standings.

were living in Los Angeles.
In a phone call on Nov. 24,
Wade allegedly warned Dixon
to stay out of his business.
"There was ri.o gun
involved in that threat,'' Spini
said. "But she was afraid for
her life, she said. 'Jtist don't be
walking alone.' To me, that's a
threat."
. Spini said Dixon asked him
not to get the police involved,
and the incident blew over
after Wade apologized to both
of them.
Wadesetaschoolfreshman
rushing record in 2003, but
played only three games last
year before he was suspended
for the season for receiving
improper benefits involving
an overdue utility bill.
Even earlier, Wade was
troubled. He told Koetter in
September that he wanted to

FADES, FLATTOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS
BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!

M-R l 0-6
SAT 9-4:30

I FRI 9-5:30
SUN Closed

407-681-6715

Scouting Belmont

Former running back charged in murder of player

J,

my last home match.
"We're so close to conference now we have to concentrate and just take it as another
match."
The senior was emotional as
she remiriisced of her time at
UCF. 'Tm very sad though I've
been here for three years, and
I'm going to miss these girls."
Next up for the Knights is
Atlantic Sun rival Stetson (11-5)
a match that Lohmos is looking
forward to.
"This match could not only.
decide the seeding for the ASun tournament, but it's also
where the A-Sun tournament
will be played, so it will be helpful to get used to the courts:•
The match is slated for 2:30
p.m. Friday.

THE BARBER ZONE

State & Nation
· TEMPE, Ariz. - Former
Arizona State running back
Loren Wade was charged Tuesday with first-degree Il).urder in
the shooting of another former
Sun Devils player.
The 21-year-old Wade has
been held without bond since
Saturday, when he was arrested
at the slaying site outside a
Scottsdale nightspot. Witnesses say they saw him approach
the cat of Brandon Falkner, and
exchange words with Falkner
before a single gunshot rang
out.
Falkner, 25, was killed by a
bullet to the head.
Before Wade was charged
Tuesday, Arizona State Coach
Dirk Koetter said at a news conference he had been concerned
by Wade's behavior since September, but never interpreted
any of it as cause for alarm.

AlO

chenkova defeated Bonnelly 6-3
and 6-0 and Hunter beat
Dabrowski 6-0 and 6-2.
While Luczak didn't come
out the winner in her battle
with Marquette's Dokter, she
didn't leave the UCF courts for
the final time without putting
up a fight. After losing a hotly
contested first set 6-7 she came
back to sweep the second set 60, setting the, stage for a
tiebreaker. The two went back
and forth, point for point, until
Dokter finally edged out the
Victory 14-12.
"It was a very tough day for
me," Luczak said "on one hand I
had to focus on this match, and
on the. other I was sad to play

A10

her in that situation."
That would be all the run support
Enders needed
The only hiccup came in the third
inning, when Pam Mazzarella singled and
advanced to second on a wild pitch. Mazzarella scored on a JessiCa Braggins double.
Enders fired a complete game, picking
up her 13th win of the season. She gave up
six hits while striking out five batters.
"I had an idea out there of how to pitch
them after facing them last season and get- .
ting firsthand experience against them
instead of just reading scouting reports,''
Enders said. "I was just trying to keep them
honest and not give them anything that
they could hit."
Both teams left runners in scoring position to start game two, but it was FAU that
broke the scoreless tie in the fourth inning.
Danielle Arriaga drew a walk with two
outs. Jenn Piazza, Jerinifer Cavanaugh and
Jenna Lopez all drove in runs with extra
base hits in consecutive at-bats, giving the
Owls a 3-0 advantage.
Jania Shinhoster smacked a homer in the .
fifth that pulled the Knights within 3-2, but
UCF couldn't get the tying run across and
missed an opportunity in the next inning
with the tying run stranded on second.
''We're fighting right now t() be able to
score in games without hitting a home run,''
Luers-Gillispie said. "That's been a challenge for us over the last couple of weeks being able to hit the ball hard and put the
ball in play without expecting the long
ball."
Ashley Greene improved to 4-6 on the
season, going the distance for FAU, while
Kelly Mcintyre dropped to 11-4 for UCF in
five innings of work.
The Knights are well aware that this isn't
the last they have heard from the eight-time

All

give up football out of fear ·of
getting hurt.
"I've never had a player tell
me that," said Koetter, who
sent Wade to a counselor.
Koetter theorized that Wade
was feeling guilty about the
improper-benefits scandal,
which involved the firing of a
school compli:µice officer for
using her line of credit to pay
his utility bill.
At some point after Wade's
suspension, he broke off the
counseling sessions.

Proposed legislation may clear
way for third bowl game
PHOENIX - Lawmakers
have introduced legislation
that could help Arizona land a
new national title game for
college football.
PLEASESEE
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Schuby deserves coaching job
AB

FROM

that's potency ...
People often ask me why rm
he left the sport because his bat- always yelling about being a
ting average was borderline diehard Cardinals fan and then
pathetic, and he didn't want to also celebrating whenever the
become a joke. All people want Marlins do well The same goes
to harp on is a µieory instead of for the Rams and the Dolphins
1recognizing that steroids might (although neither are celebration
build muscle mass, but they do as much as misery). I was born in
nothing to help a baseball play- St. Louis and raised in Coral
er's hand-eye coordination. If Springs; therefore, I have strong
they did then Jeremy Giambi loyalties to two territories' sports
would have been duking it out franchises. Well, that and because
with his brother Jason for batting I can do whatever the heck I
titles. If people want to be right- want
Regardless, my point is that
eous and try to end this problem,1
then stop going after the athletes sometimes that belief -which is
and start going after the dealer ... not bandwagon at all, by the way
It's no secret that I love coun- - helps a guy out when one fran-·
try music. rve been a closet punk chise is destroying its competirocker all my life, but give me a tion and another is spending
good redneck anthem any day. more time in the toilet than WhitHowever, if I hear Martina ney Houston. rm lucky rve been
McBride's "This One's For the a Heat fan since the franchise
Girls" one more time rm going to began because as hard as I've
sma,sh my face into a car door tried to like the Magic, I Just can't
until my eardrums pop out ESPN Anna Nicole Smith could be
has been using the country diva's Orlando's general manager and
ode to female empowerment in hire Courtney Love as coach artd
all of its advertisements for the the team would probably win
women's NCAA Tournament. more games than it has been the
Don't get me wrong, I have noth- past two seasons. Thank GOd for
ing against women's hoops, but I the Heat ...
Speaking of the Dolphins, it
don't need to see a commercial
looks like Miami is looking at runfor it every four seconds.
Rumors are circulating ning backs Cedric Benson and
amongst the last 12 people on Cadillac Williams with the secearth that still care that Britney ond overall pick in next 111onth's
Spears is pregnant rm not one to NFL draft. How must it feel to be
brag, but the former princess of one of these guys knowing that
pop could be knocked up, and their NFL careers could be dead if
I've never touched her. Now either ends up in Miami? It has to

•

be like a really hot girl whose
friend set her up on a blind date
and told her the guy was a stud,
but then he turned out to be a
garage mechanic from New Jersey who smells like he bathed in
Drakkar Nair. Qµite a letdown. ..
Finally, as I often like to do, I
am ending the tirade on a more
serious note. rve written many
good things about UCF men's
basketball over the past two seasons because they've never given
me a reason to write anything
else. But the problem tha~ arises
with winning 49 games and taking two trips to the NCAA Tournament in two seasons is that
other programs start to take
notice. University of LouisianaMonroe has taken notice ofUCF
Associate Head Coach Tom
Schubetth as one of a handful of
candidates for its available head
coach position. As much as I
admire the way our coaching staff
has maintained a fumily feeling, I
want Schuby to get out of here.
Obviously, I only mean that in the
best way possible.
No decision has been made,
but I hope when all is said and
done, the Indians make the right
choice, and I can write another
column biddingfurewell to one of
the three best assistant coaches
our program has ever had Schuby deserves that
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Ashley ButilS can be reached at
editor@UCFnews.com
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includes the nation's ninth
best team, Wake Forest. As of
in six weeks to start the spring press time, freshmen Giwon
tour of the season, the Knights Suh and Preston Brown and
were grateful for the long lay- senior Andreas Hoegberg
were all certain to go. The staoff.
"I think playing so many tus of the final two spots relies
events iii the beginning of the. on whether or not Leong is
season was a little bit too healthy enough to make the
much for us," Clinard said. trip and qualifying at yester'We've had some time to relax day's practice.
"I think our guys are itchand take care of academics,
and we've also been getting ing to play," Clinard said. "It's
a great field, and they're
ready to compete again."
The Knights will need to be ready to compete individual-.
ready as the Augusta ly. You shouldn't have any
State/Cleveland Golf Invita- problem getting ready for a
tional boasts a strong field that big tournament."
FROM

State & Nation

Bowl gaJ!les could bring
$220-million windfall
FROM

All

Bills in the state Senate
(SB1010)
and
House
(HB2035) would amend the
Fiesta Bowl's use agreement
with the new stadium being
built in Glendale for the
NFL's Arizona Cardinals.
Lawmakers gave the plan
unanimous approval Tuesday in the House's Universities, Community Colleges
and Technology Committee.
If the legislation passes,
the metropolitan Phoenix
area could host three games
in the 2006-07 bowl season
- the Insight Bowl, the Fiesta Bowl and the new Bowl
Championship
Series

neers in doing this for college athletics," Junker said.
"This will be a historic deal."
Junker said 11 other cities
have been vying to get a
piece of the new national
championship scenario.
In addition to the Fiesta
Bowl, the new national
championship game would
he shared ·on a four-year
cycle with the Rose Bowl in
Pasadena, Calif., the Sugar
Bowl in New Orleans and the
Orange Bowl in Miami.
The stand-alone nationaltitle game would feature the
top two ranked teams in the
country. Exactly how those
teams· are picked still has to
be determined.

•

Career home run for softball's
Lindsay Enders before hitting a
grand slam on Tuesday.

6
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Runs given up by the UCF bullpen
in the seventh inning of
Monday's loss to Jacksonville.

-.1

42
The national ranking of the UCF
men's golf team in the latest
Goltweek poll.

\;.,J
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Who's hot

•'

U.S.AIR FORCE

Basebalrs John-Michael Howell. He
hit h~s seventh homer of the season in
Monday's loss to Jacksonville.

Who's not
Baseball's bullpen: The relievers had a
roug~ go of it Monday night, giving
up 6runs in three innings work.

Upcoming

'

Tomorrow baseball travels to Stetson
for athree game series with the
Hatters which concludes on Sunday
... Women's golf travels to Miami
tdmorrow for the two day Ryder
Florida Collegiate Golf Championship
.•. Belmont comes to campus to
face softball in adoubleheader
starting at 2p.m.Saturday ... Men's
Golf is in Augusta, Ga., this weekend
for the Augusta State/Cleveland Golf
Intercollegiate.

•l
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Quotables
"I was just trying to keep them
honest."

9)

....:. SOFTBALL'S LINDSAY ENDERS
ON TUESDAY'S WIN OVER FAU

"For anyone that has ever played
, golf, The Masters is heaven."
- NICK CLINARD, MEN'S GOLF
COACH ON VISITING THE MASTERS

Corrections .·

Most nurses spe nd the i r ent ire careers in the ·same hospital. In 't he Unit ed
States Air Force, it's unlikely you'll even spe nd it in th e same stat e or co untry.

The proposed legislation

In the Monday, March 28, issue article

game.
Fiesta Bowl president
John Junker said the three
bowl games could have a
combined econoniic impact
of more than $220 million for
the Phoenix area
"The state of Arizona and
pthe
, Fiesta Bowl will be pio-

would give the Fiesta Bowl
exclusive rights to the marketing and pricing of all
seats, club seats, suites and
revenues from concessions.
It would also exempt .the
game from having to pay the
sports authority fees on
ticket!l>ales.

"tiring on all cyfinders" we incorrectly
~ttributed the pull quote for baseball
to Jay Bergman. As in the article, the
quote was from John-Michael
Howell. In the same article, in the
notes section we said that UCF is 230. This was intended to say UCF is 230when leading after seven innings.
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Mood for men's golf is
relaxed but also ready

•

h torfni;;
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Baseball remains
NUMBERS
leader in A-Sun
receiving votes in the USA
Today Baseball Weekly/ESPN
2 in the A-Sun, one game up Coaches Poll ... John-Michael
. on Thay for first place in the Howell now has the team lead
league. Jacksonville got back in home runs (seven) and in
to .500 at 14-14, but remains average (.370) ... Despite
last in the A-Sun at 4-8 in con- struggling against JU, Ray
ference. ·
Rodriguez still leads the
pitching staff with a 5-0
Notes
record and an ERA of 1.87 ...
Monday's loss was just the Opponent pitchers have an
second all season for the ERA of 6.48 against the
Knights when they lead after , Knights on the year ... This
six innings (21-2) ... In the week, UCF's Drew Butera
polls as of Monday, UCF is was named to the watch list
ranked 25th by Baseball for the Johnny Bench Award,
America, 18th by Collegiate given annually to the top
Baseball Newspaper and is catcher in the nation.
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You'll have the opportunity to practice nursing in as many as 20 different fi elds
in a variety of nursing environ ments. And you'll feel a greater sense of s har ed
responsibility when you have th e opportunity to actua lly lead your t eam.
Sound like the k ind of career you'd l ike to have? Then call 1-800 - 588-5260.
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OUR STANCE

LOOK HONEY, I KNOW ~~~~~
IT LOOK5 EMl7, 61.JT LY
l'M TELLING YOU l'VE
6EEN L05T IN THE
Ll61<'AK"Y ALL NIGHT
...HELLO?

Opposition.~ust
agree to disagree
W
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'I
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hile the Board of
Trustees meets today
to discuss issues such
as the faculty collective bargaining agreement, a medical school
for the university and university
governance issues, there is still
overwhelming attention being
focused on the feasibility study
for a possible on-campus stadium.
In Monday's issue, the Future
reported on the costs that are
incurred with each protest that
arises from additibnal campus·
expansion stemming from the
UCF Master Plan ["The Price of
Protest"]. The purpose wasn't to
point any fingers at the people
opposing the stadium's construction or where it is being
built. The purpose was solely to
inform everyone of how much
extra money is going into buildings like parking garages. Plain
and simple, the numbers are
staggering and should raise an
eyebrow on more than just the
faces of students and football
fans.
The Future doesn't oppose
any group that wants to have a
social voice. That's what is beautiful about a democracy. Each
resident has every right to be
concerned about anything that
'could affect his or her home.
'That concern was expressed in a
story that ran in the Future less
than two weeks ago ["Casting
Their Votes," March 21]. People
.were concerned with the pro.posed location of the football
·stadium, and all they asked for
,was a chance to express their
1

opinions in a public forum.
They deserve thatright,and that
chance was granted by UCF.
The Board of Trustees even
pushed back today's vote on the
feasibility study by two weeks to
provide an opportunity for more
feedback from the community.
On the other hand, for every
story that's printed concerning
growing neighborhood opposition to campus expansion,
there's been nothing informfug
those that pose no threat to the
Master Plan of the money that's
coming out of students' pockets.
Do students, faculty and alumni
nbt have the same right to be
upset that protesters enjoy on a
regular basis? That was the
Future's intention. Monday's
story was in no way meant to
give a one-sided soapbox stance
for UCF officials.
There are three sides to
everything involving the Master
Plan: those for it, those against it
and those who don't really care
either way. Sadly, there are probably more that don't care than
either of the first two, but apathy is an evil in every walk of
life. Those who oppose -the
growth of the Master Plan need
to accept the views of those who
support UCF's growth and vice
versa
In the eyes of many, UCF
needs an on-campus football
stadium. It's absolutely necessary for the growth of this
school's program and the players and coaches that have, and
still do, give their best efforts on
the gridiron. They deserve the

same home-field luxuries that
every major university already
offers. The revenue from oncampus facilities will benefit
this school more than ever
before. But this construction
cannot come at the expense of
the neighboring communities
that UCF needs for support.
That has been the Future's
stance all along, and university
officials have echoed this sentiment, as well.
Not everyone is going to be
satisfied with every story that
runs, and certainly not everyone
is going to be content with the
final decisions that are going'to
be made concerning the football
stadium. If it's placed next to Jay
Bergman Field as current plans
indicate, then the communities
along McCulloch Road and
Lockwood Boulevard are going
to be upset. If it's placed on the
opposite end of the campus,
away from the current athletic
facilities and closer to State
Road 408, then supporters of the
stadium will be upset. There
isn't a place on campus that
exists that will make 100 percent
of the people happy, and there
isn't an opinion that belongs to
one protester or one supporter
that everyone can agree with.
Above all else, not everyone will
agree that construction must
begin on a football stadium
immediately, but that's the
Future's stance.
The only thing that can be
done in this matter is for everyone to agree to disagree. Everyone should agree on that.

OUR STANCE

U.N. scandal may

weaken Annan
T

he United Nations secre:
tary general Kofi Annan
:
has come under fire in
recent weeks due to some speculation that he used his power to
'provide contracts for his son's
,company. But an interim report
by an independent investigator
has proved it to be exactly that,
speculation. Annan as b_een
cleared of all direct charges of
nepotism but the United Nations
·is far from freeing itself of anoth. er scandal dealing with the Iraq
oil-for-food program.
U.N. investigators looking into
the matter concluded that Annan
had not used any influence to
help a Swiss firm that employed
his son, Kojo, get any oil-for-food
contracts. Kojo has been in the
middle of the inxestigation for
being on the Swiss company
Cotecna's payroll as it earned
contracts all while his father was
leading the United Nations.
The oil-for-food program has
had a less than stellar existence.
Since it's creation it has been discovered that billio115 of dollars
were illegally embezzled by Saddam Hussein and used as paybacks to companies, journalists
and other U.N. officials. The
original intent of the program,
created in 1996, was to allow Iraq
to sell oil.in return for humanitarian goods. There was no furthei; need from the program after

the United States-led invasion of
Iraq in 2003 and it was discontinued
Even though Annan was
cleared of accusations, he has
still been criticized for the way
he has handled the scandal.
When asked on Monday by
reporters whether or not he
would resign, Annan answered
an emphatic "Hell no!" But
Annan might not be the one who
has the final say on whether or
not he gets to stay.
Critics and opponents of the
United Nations are seizing this
opportunity to label the organization as corri.ipt and ineffective.
With its leader Arman's authority
in question, the United Nations
is believed by many to be in need
of reforms before it can become
effective again. Even after this
initial investigation, many still
demand answers to some important questions. Who profited
most from this scandal? What
could Annan and his staff have
done to prevent the abuse? Is the
U.N. Security Council responsible at all? These questions will
only be answered once the final
results of the independent investigation, led by Paul Volcker, are
published in June.
The biggest focus out of all
this will no doubt be the Security
Council. Many disagree with the
notion of the "Big Five" countries

holding permanent seats on the
council. Russia, France, China,
United Kingdom and the United
States are all members that can
vote however they like without
any repercussions. While there
are other temporary members
on the council, even those countries don't include growing powers like Germany and India
The purpose of the United
Nations was to resolve international 'problems on a diplomatic
level. But by excluding other
important powerful nations frotn
the most important council how
is the United Nations supposed
to garner support? Reforms must
take place regarding the membership ofthe Security Council
somehow, even if Annan is not
respected. With issues like North
Korea, Syria and Iran all on the
forefront, the United Nations
must be united for any effort to
have success.
White House spokesman
Scott McClellan said the Bush
administration supported ''the
work of the secretary-general,
and we'll continue to work with
him and the United Nations on
the many challenges that we
face." The United Nations needs
the rest of the world to agree,
because otherwise we may see
its demise, which may be a good
thing if it continues to act this
irresponsibly.
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Oooosition looks familiar

--With all this opposition to the Master
Plan popping up at this late stage in the
development, it reminds me of the "Environazi" suits of the late '80s in California.
Any new construction was met with
lawsuit after lawsuit, on behalf of kangaroo
mice and endangered dirt advocates ...
After all was said and done, it was discovered that environmental lawyers were
behind it all, and they were just drumming
up business for themselves.
Maybe the university should file some
lawsuits of their own against these "interest
groups" that are obviously only wasting
taxpayers' time and money.
Sue them for court costs and construction-delay fees at the same time they are
filing suits that we all know will eventually
be decided in the favor of UCF.
I'm no lawyer, but if I were on a jury, I ·
know which way I would go.
- JOEL M. HOKKANEN

Defend our planet

Kate Howell's recent article concerning
the monetary cost to UCF of recent community objections to the school's cancerous
plans for development ["The price of
protest," March 28] was journalistically
irresponsible, logically incorrect and lacking of many facts and views critical to
understanding the UCF Master Plan and
.the costs to the school and our community
as a result of it.
·
What was aiarmingly absent in the article, besides any critical analysis of the
school's position or even a mention of the
other side's position, was the price of not
protesting. The·environmental costs of
some of the proposed developments in the
UCF Master Plan are incalculable.
Remember the torrential hurricane season that swept through our area last summer, inconveniencing most of us and
destroying many of our homes? Scientists
have proven that the recent increase of

destructive weather patterns, such as our .,
monstrous hurricane season, can be attrib- "
uted to human impact on the natural earth ;
- including the rampant development that' ;
has destroyed more plant and animal life in:
this century than any time since the age of ~
the dinosaurs and at a far more dramatic •
rate. Remember what happened to the
dinosaurs?
It is psychologically unhealthy and biologically suicidal for humans to ignore the costs of destroying the air and water on
which we depend for our very existence. The hurricane season of last year is just
one example of the consequences of envi- ronmentally destructive development in
our area.
The arguments of UCF representatives
are suspect, as well. Peter Newman sug- :
gests that the school would "spend more in::
legal fees defending the Master Plan than it,
costs to do the Master Plan," but figures ,;
later in the article dearly suggest other- "
wise.
,,
These fees are also wrongly assumed to
be a consequence of the objections when irr,
reality they should be considered as inherent to the construction projects themselves,_
along with the environmental costs.
;
Next Newman criticizes citizens who ;
would object to UCF's development plans ,.
for not participating early in the game and ~
then criticizes citizens currently objecting · ·
to the stadium for getting involved and rais~
ing their concerns "premature(ly)."
_..
It should be further noted that the recent
Master Plan was not only opposed by com-,
munity members but was also protested by;_
legions of UCF students who were not consulted for your article either.
..
1
Many attempted to participate in the
public process, but UCF has often dropped
the ball with errors in announcements or
inadequate notice.
Sure, UCF places a small ad on a back "
page of the Orlando Sentinel, but rarely if ,1
L
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The Future encourages cor:nments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number.We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions?Call 407-.447-4555.
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'Do you think gays should
be allowed to adopt?'

DESTIN WELLS

WILLIAM GREY

SHENA PARKS

Political science

Civil engineering

Business

"I am in favor of it. However, it opens
up a whole new can of worms for
· debate."

(entral 'loriba 3f=uture

,

BEN HENDERSON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTUR~

"As long as they provide for the kid, I
don't see why not."

"Sure, why not. It sure as hell beats
foster homes."
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"Sexual orientation has no bearing on
parenting ability." ,,

KRISTINA MORRISSEY

PRIYANKA RAMLAKHAN
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Music education

Health services administration
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"Gays are just as able to raise a family
as straight people."

"A loving family is better than no
family."
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ever is the UCF community
itself alerted via e-mails, ads
in the Future or postings on
campus - showing the
school's disregard for trying
to involve the very individuals who will be most affected
by its plans.
Further, UCF recently
wrote a state bill proposal,
picked up for sponsorship by
Rep. Dean Cannon, that if
passed will further limit public process .by, among other
things, not requiring UCF to

disclose the location of proposed structures in upcoming
plans.
If the administration
would be more open and.
encouraging of public input
in its planning phases, later
objections and their costs
could be avoided.
Yet UCF wishes to close
these doors. You should
always be suspect of getting
the truth of a story when you
are only exposed to one side.
It is clear that How~ll and
the Future have painted a
one-sided picture of this situ-

ation, and we should reexamine the issue accordingly. ·
At what cost can we continue to allow UCF to develop.this campus at the ·
expense of our natural environment?
If these plans were truly to
the benefit of UCF and the
community, why does the
school wish to block public
participation via its 'bill proposal?
How can we possibly
afford not to continue our
protests?
-EMILY RUFF

Usted habla espanol?
You may need to soon

COMMENTARY
NATHAN POEKERT
StaffWriter

A recent article in USA
Today predicted that by 2030,
the United States will be 34
percent Hispanic. Currently,
Hispanics represent 12.5 percent of our overall population. This figure, however,
does. not represent the overwhelming number of illegal
immigrants that occupy our
country and cross our borders every day.
Mexicans and Cubans
have admitted that while they
know they are illegally occupying our country, they
"don't have a choice" anymore. While many Hispanics
are caught every day w:ith
illegal documents, they are
granted temporary pardons
through the Immigration
Reform and Control Act to

work in the United States for
three years until they either
receive permanent resid~ncy
or apply for citizenship.
Many Americans feel that
America should "lock our
doors" permanently from
neighboring countries. I disagree.
I can't be hypocritical and
say that I don't think that
America should allow foreigners to live in our country.
Being born in Seoul, South
Korea, and adopted at three
months, I am a foreigner of
sorts myse]f; though my
friends will tell you I'm pretty much white. I'm a banana,
which basically means I'm
yellow on the outside, but
white on the inside.
' In my mind, however, foreigners are important to
developing our everyday culture and maintaining economic prosperity.
Hispanics immigrate legally, or swim, to our country
and occupy jobs that nobody
else wants. They work construction, landscaping (mowing lawns) and the janitorial
work that no one else is willing to do. To us, these jobs
are degrading; to them it is an
opportunity to live a better

life than they had.
Let me stop and point out
that I know not all Hispanics
work in these positions.
Many Hispanics come to our
country and end up being
very successful with or without college education.
What many people have
problems with, however, is
that illegal immigrants are
occupying positions that
lower-class American families need to be able to survive. I can't remember the
last time I saw a Hispanic
homeless person at the
Alafaya/East Colonial intersection. I can only recall
whites or blacks.
While controversy is
imminent with this statement, I am just going to say
it: Puerto Rico either needs
to become our Slst state, or
we need to let them go and
govern themselves. They get
all the benefits, but we pay
the taxes. Heck, some of my
friends from Puerto Rico
even admit that they lucked
out.
Lastly, if you are going to
live in our country, please
learn to speak our language.
Don't call me ignorant. Call
me concerned.

ADH D affects over 3°/o

of the adult population.
In other words, you're not alone.
People with ADHD often have symptoms such as:

0 feelings of restlessness or in:tpatience
0 procrastinati'ng or disorganized
0 bored easily
0 difficulty paying attention

'
(.)

If any of these symptoms sound familiar, you may ·

qualify for a medical research study involving an
investigational medication. Call for immediate
evaluation. Eligible participants · will receive a
comprehensive
psychiatric
evalua'tion
and
compensation. Appointments always available.
I)
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understanding. informing. improving lives.

ORLANDO 407-644-1165
LEESBURG 352-728-4646
ASK FOR EXT. 83
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100 Help Wanted: General
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150 Help Wanted: Fulf.Time
175 BusinessOpportunitles
200 For Rent: Homes
225 Forllent Apartments

250 Roommates
275•Sublease
300 For Sale: General
325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: Homes

375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Events

525 Events: Greek life
SSO Events: UCF
600 Travel
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AO

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

'900 Wanted
999 Lost & Found

AO RATES

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(entral seforiba 31rtun

Seminole Chronicle ·

UCF's award-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly. ·

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

·Classified line ads are published in both theFutureand the Chronicle
• local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
·Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
• Ads also viewable online 24 hours ~ day

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews~com

rm;, HELP WANTED:
~General

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
No experience necessary!
Training provided. Age 18 +OK.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

Willing to Educate
Highly motivated individual
for rewarding career in
financial services.
407-657-9572.
CAMP COUNSELORS
gain valuable experience while
having the summer of a lifetime. ·
Counselors .needed for Outdoor
Adventure, Arts, Aquatic and more in
the Pocono mountains of PA. Apply
online at www.pineforestcamp.com
Get paid to think!
Make $75 taking on-line surveys.
www.cashtospend.com

Now Hiring Silver Mine Subs
FT/PT delivery drivers/in shop
positions on day or night shifts avail.
Great team work environment. Apply at
12219 University Blvd in Universi(X shops
or call 407-619-1194
Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team member,s to move
residet1tial/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages +tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.
HIRING NOW
Preschool in Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100

•

GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
Earn $15-$125 and m9re per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com
Easter Seals Camp Challenge
Openings for residential camp
counselors, lifeguards, and ropes course
instructors. Salary, plus room/board.
Change your life by working at a summer
camp tor adults and children with
disabilities. Located iri Central Florida.
May 29th ·- July 15th
352-383-4711 , ext. 312
camp@tl.easterseals.com
www.campchallengefl.com
Delivery drivers, exp. servers wanted.
Wages plus tips. Cell phone, drivers
license and insurance a must.
Apply within @ Goodfellas Pizza
Corner of Alafaya/50 (Publix Plaza)

BIG RIVER GRILLE
& BREWING WORKS

•

Sharks & Minnows Swim Sctlool
Swim Instructors - FT/PT summer
$11-$13/hr, Admin assistant FT/PT $8/hr near UCF,
Computer tech - PT, $8/hr.
407-699-1992 or 407-699-8103 fax
www.sharksandmlnnoV{s.com

Big River Grille & Brewing Works at Disney's Boardwalk is now seeking energetic and en t husiastic team members! If you are interested in
making great money while working in a high-volume, fun, up-beat
environment, you will not want to miss this opportunity!

Legal Assistant, Post Closer,
Warehouser needed full-time for
busy law firm real estate dept In
Oviedo. Fax 407-977-1976.

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!
Become part of the Levy Team at•••

FULTON'S (RAB HOUSE
PORTO BELLO YACHT CLUB & WOLFGANG PUCK (AFE
Levy Restaurants, one of th e nation's premier dining leaders, is
seeking enthusiastic & dedicated individuals to join our team!
ALL LOCATIONS ARE

Now HIRING:

Have a fant astic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in lake Wales, FL Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, May 31 and
leaves Wednesday, August 3.

Servers • Host Staff • Cashiers
Dishwashers • Line/Prep Cooks
ALL loCATIONS ARE ALSO SEEKING:
RECEIVERS -

Qualified candidates will have inventory and
invoicing knowledge and basic computer skills.

Call

407-295-0080 .

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com

We offer competitive wages, great benefits,
flexible scheduling & real advancement oppty's!

for more information

Apply in person daily, from 2pm-4pm
at one of the above restaurants.
L9cated at Downtown Disney, l-4, exit 68.

WWW. LEVYRESTAU RANTS.COM

eoe

- $10.00/hour
- UCF area Location
- AM & PM Shifts Available
- Part-Time Schedules
• Paid Training Provided

NOW HIRING:

BARTEN-DERS,SERVERS
LINE COOKS & HOST STAFF

Call or visit www.kellyservices.com
(407)648-9408
5 MOTIVATED PEOPLE NEEDED
Work from Home
Earn $500-$5,000 PT/FT
866-355-5476
thenaturallifestyle.com

All applicants must have previous expe.rience and
must be able to work flexible schedules. £0£

•

APPLY IN PERSON TODAY!

·•

2101 N. Epcot Resort Blvd.
PH: 407.560.0253
Or Apply on line: www.work4gb.com

Two Men And A Truck is seeking an
experienced FT customer service
representative." We offer great starting
pay, bonuses, benefits and a casual
work environment. Please e mail resume
to todd @tmtorlando.com.
or Call 407-852-1 777

lmagJnc bctng sum)mtdcd by Ille br.au!y and warmth of our exotic tropical oasis... and knowing tJ1at
you play an integral parl in its success. It's a breeze when you'join the frlemliy ceam at Discovery Cove.

As Central Ylortda's ultimate family advcntun•. we're looking for outgoing, upbeat peopl~ to lavi.~h our
guests with attentive service and ensure they cxpericuc:e tl1e vacation of a lifetime. Join us for our:

Job Fair
Sunday, April 3rd• 12 noon to 5 p.m.
Enter the main SeaWorld parking area and follow the signs in t he parking lot

•

to the Ports of Cati banquet facility.

Discovery Cove

SeaWorld

• Lifeguards • Guest Relations
• Park Cleaning Operations • Photographer

•Education

• Benefits available
• Free tickets to SeaWorld &
Busch Gardens for friends and fami ly ·

Can't make It lo our Job l'alI? 'Thrn apply in persoil,

Monday-Friday. from 9am to 4:30pm or call: 407-370·
lJOll. Wl1crc Adventure is lJOll Awayl

ol___..ogicals

.A'"'~
OJSCOVER.Y COVE

An,cqual opponunity employer WF/D/V. Drug-fr.cc workplace.

www.becjobs.com

_ _1 _ ·

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com

321-235-9100

Needed for evaluatioi:is of
Local Stores, Restaurants, and Theaters
Flexible Hours, E-Mail Required
Call 1-800 585-9024 ext 6339
Weekend Helper Needed
To work with twin 5-year-old boys. Must
have experience with children.
Call 407-599-7127

Pegasus Pointe, UCF Affiliafed Housing,
is seeking motivated, high-energy
student applicants for the Lifeworks
resident assistant program beginning
ASAP. Fax resumes to (407)384-9060
attn: Brandon Dixon or submit in person
at Pegasus Pointe.
HELP WANTED
Get paid to drive n ice cars!
Locations in Wt r Pk & Orlando.
Flex hours, FT/PT Seasonal avail.
(407) 616-3296
HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421

When rou Donate Plasma You
Help Create Life Saving Therapies for: .
Newborns and their mothers
Children and adults with hemophilia
Burn, shock, and trauma victims ·
Vaccine developments
Surgical patients - Hepatitis patients
Bone-marrow transplant adult recipients
lmmunedeficient children and adults
Research and development in medical testing

SECRET SHOPPERS

HELP WANTED FT/PT Flex Hrs.
Will work around school schedu le. Must
be fun , honest & responsible for unique
store @ Universal's City Walk. Will train,
Call(407) 903-1633 11AM - 9PM

Hiring for part-t ime and seasonal positio ns at:

(Weekday and weekend availabilit y required)

•

Kelly Services is currently hiring
Customer Service Reps for part-time,
positions at Cingular Wireless's UCF Area
Call Center. Must Have a HS
DiplomatGED, 1+ year(s)
Call Center/Customer Service
Experience & be flexible
to work between the hours of 7 AM &
Midnight, 7 days a week.

SUMMER POSIT IONS NOW AVAILABLE
The City of Winter Garden Rec. Dept. is
now accepting applications tor Summer
Staff. Positions include Day Camp
Counselors, Day Camp Director, Art
Instructor, Swim Instructors, and
Lifeguards. Please pick up an application
at City Hall (251 W. Plant St.), at the
Recreation Office (1 Surprise Dr.) or at
http://www.cwgdn.com
For more info, please call 407-656-4155

6200 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819

.Swim Instructor
Positions Available for City of Kissimmee
award winning Aquatic Center. PIT
position responsible tor teaching swim
classes to children. Weekends off.
· $1 2/hr American Red Cross WSI
required. Call 407-870-POOL or visit
www.kissimmeeparksandrec.com.

.Orlando's BIGGEST & BEST
Water Theme Park
is accepting applications
for the following entry-level jobs:

Summer Jobs

• Ride Operator
•Lifeguard
•Food & Beverage:

• $2100
·Co-Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included

Cooks and Cashiers

•Front Gate
•Merchandise Cashier
•Warehouse
•Security

Get Paid to Play!

Appy in person at the
Human Resource Department
6200 International Drive
Orlando, Fl 32819
Or Call Melissa @ 407-354-2085
r

The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
45Q·in Umatilla, FL. Thecamp
runs June 6 - July 23. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext. 250 or
352-669-9443 ext. 250.

March 31, 2005 • Wtttal :flociba "1ture

Florida Bearings Inc.
Hiring for all positions ASAP
Sales, Engineering, Management
Excellent Salary-Room to Advance
Call us! (800)441-1741
Bmarchetti@Floridabearings.com
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A swim test will immediately follow the interview.
Please bring a swimsuit and towel. Full·time, part-time
and seasonal roles are available. Lifeguards receive
paid training and certif"tcation. Qualified candidates
may receive a job offer the same day.

$200/wk. College Age Counselor
Wanted. FFGC Wekiva Youth Camp. We
are a Camp for Boys and Girls ages
8-14. All Room & Board included.
Contact mj.meh8'g @worldnet.att.net
UNFAIR PAY?
PDS is paying self-motivated reps to find
people with hurricane damage. Up to $20
a person you can document.
CALL FOR DETAILS 407-812-1887

-

PT/FT service staff pas. avail.
Previous retail exp. pre't. Flex. work
schedule. Competitive salary and
benefits package. Must have superior
cash handling and customer service
skills. (i.e. Snack bar or cafe sales,
Ticket sales and usher.) Depending on
status, benefits may include Universal
. park admission, free movies, sales ·
commission, vacation, 401 K, tuition
reimbursement and more. Inquire alter 6
P.M. at Theatre: 6000 Universal Blvd. At
Universal Studios City Walk or call
407-354-3374 to speak with a Manager.
Internet inquiries should be directed to
(latlceuniv@aol.com) E.O.E.

l

COLLEGE STU DENTS !!
$3K to $5K/mo plus bonu.s es
Work your own hours PT/FT/ Flextime
Fast growing Orlando based
Construction company looking for sharp,
well spoken individuals to offer our
services to homeowners with hurricane ·
damage. Fax resume to Attn: Anna
407-771 -4431

HELP WANTED:
[r;r.:11
~Part-Time
LOOKING FOR PROGRAMMER '
FOR PAID INTERNSHIP
With skills in Visual Basic,
HTML, asp.net, o r .net.
Flexible hours, Mon-Fri.
407-339-2626 send resumes t o
davem@consolidatedlabel.com o r
dave@onlinelabels.com

(eutraf 1foriba "1ture -

PUT YOURSELF
IN THE FUTURE

Customer Service/Inside Sales
PT/FT positions avail. Must be happy
and intelligent. Good communication ,
and computer skills. Fun place to work.
401 k and health plan.
Resume to (407) 679-1699 or
jobs@rewonline.com

•1

BABYSITTER WANTED
Tues 8-5. Early childhood education
major pref. Experience and
references req. To start
immediately.
Please call Debbie at 407-977-4882. ,

Cu~ous. msciplined. Determined. Aperson with a flair for writing

or adesire to develop one.
Someone who can ask tough questions and not be discouraged by lame answers.
Fit the bill? Then there'sajob waiting for you at the Future.
UCF's year-round award-winning student newspaper is searching for:
NEWS REPORTER• SPORTS REPORTER: Responsible for writing at least one story per
week and attending weekly writer's meetings. Positions at all levels are open now
and throughout the spring semester. Full/partial scholarships available. ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR: Responsible for covering one sport regularly,as well as ·
assisting the sports editor in layout duties twice aweek. Scholarship position.

Phone Sales
Experienced, Money Motivated.
O nly 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon.-Fri. $350
base + comm & other bonuses. Call Nick
407-467-4102.
Looking for PT help
in optometric office.
10-12 hrs per week.
Must be able to work Saturdays.
Call 407-359-8016

There's a place for everyone at the Future! Ideal candidates are those who want to grow with the
newspaper. Applications for paid positions as managing editor and sports editor are currently being
• accepted. E-mail inquiries to Dana Delapi at newsroom@UCFnews.com.

TUTOR WANTED
Tutor needed to work with 5 yr. old
autistic boy. Must have basic applied
behavior analysis knowledge.
Mornings, afternoons, and weekends
available. Weekly training with a
BCBA. Located in Bald w in Park. Call
now 407-599-7127.

GET HIRED TODAY!
$8.00 .- $15.00/Hr
100 Openings
Weekly Paychecks
P~id Training
Flexible Schedules
AM & PM hours available!
Two Locations
Orlando 407-243-9400
Winter Park 407-673-9700
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r;T::I HELP WANTED:
• lIL:il
Part-Time

Crossword
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Large Fully Furnished House
5 mins from UCF, prvt bdrm,
$525/mo all utils Incl. Call Katie @
941-720-1886

• for the Central Florida Future 1O to
15 hours per week. Tuesday's and
Wednesday's preferably. Must be
1 proficient in Photoshop, Illustrator
j ·
and Quark. Please e-mail
1 publisher@ucfnews.com with a
.
resume and avallabllity.

!

•
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•

•

• •
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UCF area - 1O mins. away. Female only.
' $450/mo. including everything.
N/S only. Available in August.
Call 407-243-2630.

. .J

RFA Media, a sports marketing firm that
specializes in the outdoor industry,
producers of Adventure Sports
Magazine, ASX Magazine, ASMagazine.com and the Adventure Sports Mobile
tour, is looking for a select marketing
·team to promote the two hottest growing
magazines in North America. Work
independently around your schedule and
set your own hours based on your
income goals. Duties include selling
subscriptions and supporting local and
regional RFA Media events·such as
races and festivals. Pay is based on your
willingness to work - plus have an
opportunity for free gear, trips, and more.
Email us a brief overview of your student
activities or.resume.with your contact
information to r.yitcher@asmagazine.com or .fax to 770-817-9001.

3 Bedrooms, 2.5 Bathrooms.
Brand New Townhouse in a gated
community. Bright, spacious,
1700sq ft. All new appliances,
huge closets, 1 car garage..
Monthly Rent: $1500 plus utilities
Available: ASAP
For more information, call Belinda

(561) 445-3482
Ashington Park 5 min to UCF
2 homes. Both 3/212 family rm, new
paint, ceiling fans, all appliances
including w/d, built.in microwave,
lawn maintenance. One with
hardwood and tile floor, fireplace,
back facing pond - $1275. Other
with screen porch facing pond$1200 call 407.568-7608

PERSONAL f\SSISTANT
Small business entrepreneur needs
help! I am looking for fun, creative asst.
for light clerical & office duties. PT & very
flex daytime hrs avail. Duties include
filing, typing, answering phones, &
errands. ·Email Gina@
WanderingRootsFL@aol.com

HOMES.FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bei:lroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Cal~ 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. REtMAX 200 Realty.

..

Appointment Setters
Winter Pa.rk/University area. PT,. flexible
all days/nights/weekends. Call from
current client list. Easy $1,000 bonuses.
average $20/hr. Will Train! 407-671-6615

•

TUTOR NEEDED!!!
High School Algebra,
some essay writing.
3 Hrs per week ifl UCF area.
Call Lindsay@ (202) 297-4479

Available A!Jgust.
3/2 duplex in Sherwood Forest
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher.
$900 mo. Call 407-496-0888

Servers wanted PT/FT. No exp.
necessary. Energetic people with
positive attitudes. Only 20 min. from
UCF. Come in between 10 and 2.
The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Cal.I 407-628-8651

Huge 4BD 2.5BA w/ office. Wood
floors, fenced-in yd. Pets ok!·Avail
03/01. Excellent Price!!!
Call Nick@ 407-810-7622

..

•

Beautiful Avalon Park Town. Home
Available for rent May 1st. Fantastic
location. Must see. 3bd/2.5ba.
Close to rec. center, gym & pool.
407-488-9656

;. Child care needed for Saturday nights
1 (6-12) and occasional other evenings
•
for 7-year-old boy. Must have
references and live near downtown.
Call Jim@ 407-748-3717.

Summer rental, rm for rent 412
apt, female only, Northgate Lakes,
McCulloch Rd, 1/4 mile from UCF,
$399 mo incl all utilities, Internet,
cable, washer/dryer, contact
ucf_chick@hotmail.com or
407-517-8331.

Marketing Internships $10/hr plus ·
bonuses, PT/ work your own hours.
('ast growing Orlando based construction
company needs marketing assistance.
Some of the activities you will assist with:
'
• Brand Building - Advertising
.:
• Direct Marketing
• New Market Development
• Marketing I Sales Liaison
' ·Expanding our commercial database
• Public Relations Initiatives
Fax resume Attn: Anna to 407-771-4431
Please indicate your college on fax.

1 Room Avail in Pegasus Landing 4/4
$495/mo incl all util. Fully furnished
private room & bath incl central ac/heat,
full kitchen, balcony, w/d, ethernet, cable.
1st month free, lease begins Aug 1st.
. Call Ian at 321-354-9479 or
631-965-1714.
***FIRST MONTH -FREE***
Lease April-July. N/S F for furn Pegasus
Landing 3/3. Reduced $495/mo incl all
util and shuttle. No move-in IEies!
772-778-0552 or 772-287-1983

Are you looking for a Part-time job?
Looking to make some extra income?
Independent Contractor opportunities
Orlando and surrounding areas.
Must use own vehicle, Pass Drug and
Background checks, Clean MVR
1-877-973-7447

UCFAreaSummerfleld 3/212 1400 sq. ft.
No Pets, new carpeting,
2955 Talladega $1200
407-234-5665, www.rent6.com
1 BEDROOM-AVAILABLE 4/4 APT.
for sublease may-july or any portion
of that time. All utilities/wireless
Internet incl. 4o7-595-7554 or
kristapeckyno@yahoi:>.com

Appointment Setters $8 - $1 O per hour
plus bonus. Flex. days & hours.
407-736-8395.

•

FREE RENT

TELEMARKETING SALES
; Easy energy and gas programs.
~urly·plus commission. 5 miles from
• campus. Mon-Fri, 9-4:30 shift.
t., Sat .optional, 10-3. 407-618-3000

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

!
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La Nueva Mega 98.1 ·FM
t ·central Florida's #1 Spanish Radio
lstation is hiring qualified candidates
- for Account Exec. for marketing
sales. BA degree pref. Looking for
enthusiastic and motivated people.
Exp. a plus. Please email resumes to
'
lanuevajob@megastations.net
or fax 516-349-4934.
Mega is an EOE.

INSIDE ADVERTISING SALES
tlighly motivated inside sales rep needed.
Bus. to bus. sales only. M-F, 9-5.
Hourly plus comm. 436/Lake Underhill.
Fax resume to Academy Publishing
407-736-0111.

~ FOR RENT:
l~Roommates
10 MINUTES TO UCF
F roommate wanted. $325/mo plus
1/4 util. Quiet 4/2 furnished house.
All house privileges. Pet and smoke
free. Lease. Call 407-319-3751.

l roommate needed in nicely furnished 3
bedroom I 2 bath house.
Front/back patio. 2 miles from UCF.
Bedroom not furnished .
$415/mo. + util. Call 407-489-3075.

UCF/OVIEDO AREA
N/S female seeks same. Clean, quiet,
beautiful room w/ private bath.
New W/D, cable. $400 + 1/3 utilities
Call 407-971-6805

Avalon/UCF Area. Just reduced. Almost
new 3/2 town home w/ 2 car garage.
Very spacious, great amenities.
Call 407-275-9595
Legacy Real Estate Group Inc.

Room for rent. 5 minutes from UCF.
Furnished house with pool, garage, and
yard. Cable & Internet included.
$425/mo -r 1/4 power. Move in ASAP!
Call Brad at 407-808-8039

4 BEDROOM IN NICE SUBDIVISION
Avail April 1st for responsible
females. Normally $475/mo per
room, if rented immediately,
$375/mo for April.July. Incl all util,
appliances, w/d, and community
pool. Huge 6-bedroom house also
avail July 1st. 913-908-8185 or
rebeccaduke01@hotmail.com.

~

•.

SAVE MONEY: No need to buy gas or a
parking pass when you bike/walk from
UCF to your spacious 3 bed/1 .5 bath in
eautiful Bonneville. G~den in your
backyard. $850/mo 38 -795-1 561

Female Roommate Wanted for 4/2
Spacious house in beautiful Waterford
· Lakes. 15 mins from UCF. $475/mo incl
all util & high-speed internet.
863'398-6398 or 407-282-7774
UCF Area. Pre-leasing for summer &. fall.
Large 4/3 house with 2.5 car garage.·
Executive homes. All appliances.
Quiet .f'.rea. $425/rm/mo including all
utilities. 407-625-0238

PEGASUS CONNECTION
Female needed fot fully
furnished 212. $575/mo
incl all utll. Free tanning.
Contact Laura 352-258-8980
laura_reddlsh@yahoo.com
***FREE RENT TIL APR.IL•••
Bd & ba avail now in Pegasµs Landing
3/3. Oversized room. $510/mo incl all util,
ethernet, cable, w/d, and shuttle.
Call 386-316-4908.
Pegasus Pointe Apartment
Available for Summer term. Female
needed ior 4BR unit. Quiet & private.
I WILL PAY ALL TRANSFER FEESll!
Call 321-604-9029
***FREE RENT FOR APRIL***
Bd & ba avail in Pegasus Landing 4/4.
Discounted rent, $470/mo Incl all
util, ethernet, w/d, shuttle. (3reat
roommates. Lease til end of July:
Call 352-585-3164.
,
**$100 Off First Mo. Rent - No Fees..
1 room avail in Pegasus Landing 4/4.
$495/mo incl all util. Starts Aug 1st.
'Building next to bus stop and club house.
561-676-2465 or irenegwen@yahoo.com

$100 Off 1st Mo Rent. No Fees
Female for 212 @ Pegasu.s Pointe.
Move in after April 30. $580 per mo.
Includes utilities, cable tv, ethernet, w/d,
ucf shuttle. Quiet roommate,
Call Sarah @ 407-620-7623

FREE MONTH RENT.
UCF Cypress Bend
.4~5 Two-Story Homes
Gated/Brand New 2005. Broadband
Internet. Prof roommates. Rooms for
$425-500/mo, $600-700/mo. with
private bathroom. Util. avg = $80.
Photo: Model home.
Call Leon at 407-334-6658
ROOMMATE NEEDED to share large
new 412 house. 10 min. from UCF.
Large rooms, furnished. Yard &
· security. $550 + 1/3 util. Call Ariel
(954) 610-9214.
· UCF AREA - F. roommate needed to
share luxury gated apt w/M.
Pool/fitness rm, own bath. No pets, no
drugs. I have 2 cats. $550 incl elec &
water. Contact Austin, 321- 695-9898
Roommate wanted, 212 condo in
Aloma/436 area, $400/First/Last,
mature M or F, clean, no pets
321-663-0882, available now!
•••2 ROOMS AVAIL IN 412 HOME***
5 mins from UCF. $350/mo Incl
water & electric. Clean & fully
furnished.
Contact John at 904-669-2640.
Room for rent In great 312 house
with pool & huge yard. Single F
pref. Young prof. household with 2
quiet friendly dogs. 25 min from
UCF, but worth drive. $350 w/util.
Please call 407-579-7590
Male - professional seeks responsible
student roommates, 4/2.5 Waterford
Lakes home. $425/mo incl. cable TV,
W/D, kitchen, in-ground pool, & util.
Month to month lease. Tennis, basketball
& volleyball avail at rec center.
No pets, family cat on premise.
Call (407) 380-4893 or (407) 737-2871.
1 room Avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share utils.
Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din. room,
kitchen, W/D, garage, sun room, lg. yard.
Individual lease. Near UCF off Dean Rd.
$450/ mo. Call Jen 561-351-8906
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all util.
incl. 954-816-3127

Sublease now through August 3.
1 Bd/1 Ba in 2/2 unit at Jefferson Lofts.
Furnished, all utilities. $600/mo
Call Lindsay @ (561 )670-9619 ·

READY IMMEDIATELY!!!
Village of Alafaya Club. $500/mo,
incls all utils W/D, trash service, fully
furn. Girl Only!! Great People. Call
Kate@ 503-341-3923.
JUST WHAT U NEED!
Sublease from May to August
· $605/m included: Fully Furnished, All
Utilities, Cable, Ethernet, Reserved
Parking space. Own bd and ba.
Get to live w/ one quiet, clean female.
5 mins from UCF
Please contact Ty@ 302-383-3170

1st two months free.
Room for rent for male student at
Pegasus Landing. No move-in expense.
$495/mo. all util. incl. Must assume
existing lease. Call 407-332-0181.

SUBLEASE 3/3 APT

Responsible roommate wanted to
share clean furnished house w/ 2 other
roommates. $500/mo all incl.,DSl,
Walk in closets, Private pool. avail
through Aug 1. call asap 407-748-0887

I
I

1 rm avail in a 4BD/3.5BA in a huge
beautiful lakeside home. 3000 sq. ft.
Avail in April $405/mo + 1/4 Utils.
Right behind campus. Econ Woods
Contact Daniel @ 407-466-1274
Roommate wanted for 3/2 house in
Oviedo. Responsible student wanted to
share spacious and well-furnished home
with two UCF graduates. Available
immediately. $400/mo incl. utils.
Call 407-617-1151 .

ROOM ON UCF SHUTILE RT
Quiet clean furnished> 312 home, DSL,
W/D share bath. Nice F and M
Roommates. No pets. Prefer n/s F or M
student. $375 mo incl all, $200
deposit. 407-971-6748 leave msg
Female roommate needed for 3/2 house.
5 min from CJCFli $475/mo, all utilities
incl~ded. ogs allowed.
Please,con act Renee@ 407-446-5422

DISCOUNTED RATE!!!
M or F needed for bd & ba in 4/2.
$455/mo incl all util, ethernet, w/d,
shuttle. $20 in your pocket upon
signing of lease. Call 407-538-9655.

Village @ Alafaya Club
Summer lease. 4BD/4BA Huge walk in
closet, W/D, cable, ethernet, valet trash.
3 great roommates brand new furniture
$490/mo. Call John @ 321-217-5264

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT. .
, Building over pool
in Pegasus connection
All util Included. Available In May.
Call 386-295-2506
Summer sublease avail. in Collegiate
Village Inn. 1 bed avail. in room. All util.
and m~al pian incl. Ideal for
UCFNCC/Full Sail student. $1400 value
offered at $1100. Call Rinaldo at
(407) 781-3768 or (405) 623-8599.

7 Horse do
8 Decide
9 Afternoon alf<iir
1O Poet Glasgow
11 Blackwater fever
12 Some diving
ducks
13 Origins
18 Some French
22 _Alamos
23 Condemnation
from the church
24 Exist
25 Large
26 Before too long
27 Radner of "SNL"
29 Wise counselor
30 No later then
33 _had it!
34 Canvas coating
35 Still
38 Palermo man
39 Accumufates
40 Composer
Donizetti
41 Short trips
43 Exclamations of
surprise

1/1 available in a 3/3 apt. for sublease in
Tivoli from May to July. $400/mo. W/D,
cable, appliances. Clean. M/F.
Call 321-765-1787
Avail. May 1 - July 22. $485/mo. July
prorated to $355. Incl. cable, wireless
internet, security system . 2bd/2ba.
Very clean. Free shuttle to UCF.
Call Melissa 904-476-6266.
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44 Writer Hentoff
45 Porky's pen

47
51
52
53
55

61.

ID

"My Gal_"
Office subs
Deadlock
Sunken ship
Plat division

VI

0

56 Had the answer
. 59 Comic Carney
60 Cigarette
drawback
61 Vegas cube
62 Lowest bill
63 Called the shots

Licensed Independent Agent
Hablarnos Espanol

Life

· 2254 Aloma Avenue
Winter Park. FL 32792
Phone 407-629-2011

Autp

Commercial
• Mobile Homes
Motorcycles

· Horne Owners
Motor Homes
• Boats

Fax 407-629-5445
davenportinsurance.org

Foreign Drivers are welcome.

1994 Nissan Sentra
4 dr automatic. Very good condition
Cruise control, power locks, good tires,
owner. 154K. Asking $1900
Call 407-222-9506 cell

$500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502

1/1 in 4/4 at Pegasus .
Connection
Old renewal rate only $425/mo obol
All util incl, 3rd floor, tennis ct view,
fully furnished. Free shuttle to UCF.
Beautiful pool. Call Anthony at
954-461-6939.

•• 1 •

"tJ

c:

Tim Davenport

1999 Suzuki SV 650 motorcycle, Blue
Excellent condition. Only 4,700 mi!!
Wife says "it goes, or I go"
Garage kept. $2,500 OBO
Call 407-221-5672

JEFFERSON LOFTS!
Free months rent! 1bed/1bath in a 212
unit, furnished, all utilities $599/mo, price
negotiable. Sublease now through
August call Adaris @ 5P8-648-0473

-- _ , ••II-- w•

Professional Insurance Services

MARCH FREE
F sublease, 1BD/1 BA in a 414 in
Northgate. $400/mo all inclusive.
No move in fees. Avail immediately
Call Sarah@ 321-501-1"363
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DAVENPORT

For Sale: Convertible. 1999 Pontiac
Sunfire, 2 door, white eXterior, 5 speed
transmission, new battery, 50K.
$6185.00 (407)977-1367, (407)929-5934
or menards@mailaka.net

Dedii;ated to UCF Students/Families
Real Estate Needs. Avalon Realty
Call Eric Voss 407-489-0877
Email: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com ·
Fast Cash For Your Mortgage
Note. Call Today For A FREE
Quote. Close Within Three Weeks
Call Tom @ 407-348-1220

[mil

SERVICES

Frustrated? Need Assistance?
Term Paper Help?
Call our professionals. With over 20
years experience meeting
your research and writing needs.
Toll Free 1·888-345-8295.
Jump start your job search here!!
www.college-resumes.com
Computer Repair - Sick of slow Web
surfing and annoying Pop-Up ads? UCF
student can fix your PC for 2-3X less
than any repair shop - guaranteed! Reply
www.ucfspyware.com or 407/926-5549

Come out and meet author, David
Williams at the UCF book store on April
20th from 12-2pm for a reading arid
signing of his debut release, "My Lover
My Brother My Daddy's Son".
Become a Certified Personal Trainer!
Certification workshop only $299.
When: Sunday, April 3rd, 2005, 9am-1pm
Where: Orlando Fitness & Racquet Club
Call 407-383-6965 for more information
Register online at www.ptclass.com

550
!"Arr:
j()ffRNAT.isrvflliiAJORS~
1
1
Multimedia job/internship fair.
10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday April 4.
Cape Florida Ballroom in the SU.
Come meet, network and Interview
with over a dozen media outlets in
Central Florida.

L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·.J

SAVE MONEY! servicing 'your vehicle.
Full warranty on parts and labor. Your
repair is guaranteed because I answer to
a higher authority.Call the mechanic from
heaven @ 407-257-10731321-235-1083

$10! Computers, TVs!
, Police Seized! From $1 O
For info call 1-800-749-8128 ext M383

MORTGAGE - 1st Time Home Buyers
100% Financing-No Income Verification .
Interest Only Option-No/Low Credit Ok
Refinance/ Home Equity/ lnvestmenl Ok
Call Rosie 407-616-8359 United.First

Hey Emily, it's Pat from the cruise.
Robbie says hi to you and Shannon. ·
Email me at knappattak@aol.com.

Whoa Whoa Whoa Stop

POSTERS
For Depressed Walls
www.RightBrainTerrain.com

LOOKIN~F R DISCOUNTS?
.
TV'S ELECTRONICS
including b not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
*******WWW.BUYTVSNOW.COM*****''*
Solid Teak Executive Desk
34"x60" and 30"• high.
5 drawers, 2 writing "surfaces, 1 hanging
file drawer. 407-923-7379.
mmackubin1@atlas.valenciacc.edu
1600 Hip Hop/R&B RecordsNinyl
For Sale. All in exceffent to mint
condition. Mostly 12" singles and albums
from 2001 and on. Best deal around. For
complete listing of titles: Spliff@tmail.com or 561.306.4799. $3500 obo
Teak Scan Design Queen Bed, $575.
New priced at $1200, incl mattress.
Mirror, two dressers, and sheets also .
avail. Teak book case also for sale,
$50. Call 407-365-1907
Bedding Mart Mattresses
New/Used Starting Prices:
Twjn $70,Full $80,Queen $90,King $100
Delivery Available! 9909 E. colonial

Village at Alafaya Club

407-249-2649 open 7 days 10-6:30pm
Sun. 11 -4pm

Sublease at Pegasus Landing!
As low as $495/mo incl util, w/d, cable,
and ethernet. May 1st - July 31st,
can be ex1endtd if desired.
Call Jessica at 127-687-4987.

2 That woman
3 Mister
4 Monty Python
member
5 Mall element
6 Pay-phone
aperture

All rights res.erved.

Summer lease at Jefferson Lofts
1 room in a 4/2, fully furnished, next to
pool, lake view, ethernet. Only 5 mins.
from campus. Util. incl $450/mo but
negotiable. Call Sarah@ 727-744-2533

FIRST TWO MONTH RENTS FREE!!
Pegasus Connection (Jefferson
Commons) sublease. $510/mo incl. util.
1 BR with private bathroom out of a 414.
Includes carport. 407-234-1324
Room avail in 313. $500/mo incl all
utll, w/d, fully furn. First month's
rent free. Rent negotiable, ready
Immediately. Call 786-302-0511

DOWN
1 Psychic power

© 2005 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

2001 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE
4-door, black w/ grey Interior, power
windows & locks. Good condition.
$7000 obo. Avail first week of May.
For more info call 407-758-1961.

for May-mid August. Looking for
own bd and ba in a pet friendly apt.
Call Jackie @ 850-980-2267
and leave a message.
Greaf room for rent! in Jefferson
Lofts. Loft style apartment starting
May 1st, $350/mo includes utilities,
and Reserved parking spon
Call Stephanie @ 407-252-7627

ACROSS
1 Wormy shapes
6 Struck, old·style
11 NYC arena
14 Polo or sweat
follower
15 Collar
extension
16 Star pitcher
17 Of tooth·
supporting
tissue
19 Cambodia's
Nol
20 El Greco's
birthplace
21 Make jubilant
23 Infants
26 Turns a blind
eye to
28 Parched
29 Bond
designation
31 Father
32 With casual
abandon
36 Horse's relative
37 Twilights,
poetically
39 Ripen
42 Guesses
46 God of war
48 One and only
49 Idle talk
50 Aquarium
requirement
52 Full of turns
54 Old hat
55 Play bagpipes
57 _Jose, CA
58 Hollywood
heartthrob
64 Wrap up
65 Talk idly
66 Star of "Alfie"
67 Distress letters
. 68 Throw about
69 Struck with a
bent leg

Jefferson Lofts apt avail May 14th-Aug
3rd. $580/mo per room incl all util, cable,
HBO, fully furnished. 5 mins from
campus. Call (407) 281-~590.

SUBLEASE NEEDED

200

NEW TOWNHOME, GREAT LOCATION
312.5, $1500/mo plus utll.
Incl lawn maintenance.
Call 407-443-7340.

Female Roommate Wanted
212, $500/mo incl util, w/d,.cable, internet.
10 minutes from UCF. Non-smoking
Available April 1. 1st mo rent free.
Call Amanda@ 407-207-1439

Female apt. available beginning summer
term. 4/4, beautiful pool area. 3rd fir,
vaulted ceilings, great location. Util and
internet included.
W/D, $505/mo. Additional savings: $150
off 1st mo. rent. Call 407-352-2681

Outback Steakhouse on

WINTER PARK/GOLDENROD
Nice 212.5 Townhouse
Living Room, Dining ~oom, Patio,
~torage. Water included
407-823-8071

2-4 Female Roommates. 4/2 Home in
quiet neighborhood, 1 mi. from UCF
entrance. Fully furnished except bdrms.
$425-550/mo. includes utils, W/D, DSL,
Cable &_phone. No lease reqd.
407-830-8775

Summer Sublease in Pegasus Landing
Renew Avail. 1 bed 1 bath in a 414.
Util Included. Across street from UCF.
$425/mo OBO
Call Oliver @ (954)240-5623

Tivoli Apts Room for Rent

fled Bug and Tuskawilia Rd. Now Hiring
lor cooks, busboys, and dishwashers.
Apply within M-Th 1-3 p.m.or Call for
appt. 407-699-0900.

Clean and quiet 3/2 house 5 mins to UCF! 1
Large kitchen, living room, dining room,
big screen TV, backyard. 1 semester
lease available. No pets/smoking. $475 +
112 utilities. Call Kellen at .(407) 928-2129.

F N/S Roommate needed for 2/2 apt.
Own huge room and private bathroom
$550/month. Includes Cable, Road
Runner, phone, & electric.
Available 6/1. Call Jackie 407-678-6967

UCF AREA HOUSE

Tutors Needed? Orlando Youth
Enrichment Program is looking for tutors
io provide in-home tutoring services to
Central Florida's kindergarten - 12th
grade students. Earn $10-$20/hr. Please
• visit our website @ www.oyep.net to
register as an OYEP Tutor. You must
have reliable transportation.
•

Rooms in new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All utll. Incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki @ 561-212-6291.

MOVE IN ~OWi APRIL-FREE RENT
Sublease at The Villages at Science
Drive starting April 1st! 1 bed/1 bath
4/4! W/D,Cable, Ethernet,
·
furnished utils. included for $520/mo.
Gym, pool, UCF bus provided, valet
trash, HUGE closet and nice view! Girls
only. Call Ashley@ 407-761-4190

corner of colonial and dean

Best

of Summer

Europe
Eura ii

Passes
t.omS234

Vou..-

Summer Travel
~=~;:::

MUST SELL 1999 ISUZU AMIGO
New tires, fuel pump, battery, tinted
winqows and viper alarm. $4500
407-252-4915
tiew all classifieds onllne anytime
at www.UCFnews.com1
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GOT MATH? PASS IT ON!

open your mind .... all
teaching jobs are not
- the same. Visit our
website to learn more.
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Celebrating April Fool's.Day by
going back in time .- Way b~ck
Prepare to graduate · The Unsung Zeros
with The Graduate
are now sung out
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Melinda & Melinda:
Woody in top form
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HAPPENINGS

Graduate with damesand Shakespeare live

•I

From horny friends to horny older women, here are
three plays to satiate your varied theatrical needs
TIFFANY FORD

affair with hei".

· ·staff Writer

The chaos heightens when Benjamin
starts to fall in love with her daughter.
Dames at Sea
After 40 years, this story has stood the
LOOking for a good t:4fle? Call 407~5- · test of time. As a play, The Graduate adds
0145 to see some dames!
, some new dimensions to the story of BenDames at Sea is playing at the Wmter jamin's seduction by Mrs. Robinson, as well
.Park Playhouse tomorrow through April as his.love for her daughter. The New York
23. It's a hilarious tap-dancing extravaganza Tunes calls it "one of the best social satires
meant to spoof1930s Hollywood musicals. we've ever had"
.
An energetic All-American girl arrives
For tickets or more informatio~ call the
in the Big Apple with nothing but a pair of Bob Carr box office at 407-849-2577.
tap shoes and high ho"Pes to make it big..
She lands a part in the chorus of a AMidsummer Night's Dream
Ever fantasize about getting lost in the
Broadway sho"YV" and meets a ~or (who
just happ·e ns to be a songwriter): You'll woods and hoqking up with all your
never guess what happens! Well ... you friends? William Shakespeare sure did
probably will.
A Midsummer NJght's Dream brings us
The New York Times calls Dames at Sea through the frenzy of four lovers who flee
into the Athenian woods, seekirig cover
'~winner! A gem of a musical!" So as Wmter Park Playhouse says, "Come have a tap from their disapproving parents. Throu~
· miStaken identities, woodland creatures,
dancing good time!"
· Call the playhouse's box office at the fairY spirits and love potions the four horny
previously mentioned phone number for kids ev~ntually fmd true love. .
. A Midsummer NJght's Dream is usually
. tickets or more information.
presented as a cute, silly show for all ages.
The Graduate
' But if you can.see past the sugary extetior,
The Gradriate, a novel adapted for film, you'll fmd that it's really all about one dirty
has. finally been adapted for the stage. The little thing. Ifs just part of the brllliance of
play is on tour and is- hitting the Bob Carr Shakespeare.
Performing Arts Center Tuesday through
So come out to see this outdoor production of William. Shakespeare's A MidsumApril 10.
If you.baven't seen the movie, 'T}u: Grad- mer NJght's Dream. The show is _playing at
-uate tells the story of Benjamin, a college the Walt Dfsney Amphitheatre at Lake
grad who returns home because he doesn't Eola, April s·thr0ugh May 1, with previews
know what to do with his future. In the starting Wednesday.
,
.
~For tickets or more information, call the·
middle of this ·confusion, Benjamin is
.
COURTESY THE GRADUATE
seduced by an older woman and begins' an box office at 407-447-1700.
Jeny Hall plays Mrs; Robinson and Rider St~ng po~rays Benjamin_ Braddock in th~ stage version of The Graduate.

-
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Hear ye, hear ye! The indie has
gone back in time! Well, at least the
µfe section did And just this once,
for April ~ool's. Starting 'on page
seven, take a look back at news of old,
and get a glimpse at the future while
.
you're at it.·
Thankfully we're not all stuck in
the past, though.
We have a review of Woody
Allen's latest; Melinda & Melinda,
and also Miss CongenialitY 2: Armed.

and Fabulous, which we were
assmed is better than Superbabies.
There's also a D.MAC double-threat,
and we· take a shot at reviewing the
Iraq war documentary Gunner

Palace.

.

And sorry, no music reviews for
this week But we do have the first
half of our· "Greatest Covers. Ever"
feature as well as an interview with
soon-to-be-defunct Unsung Zeroes.
- BRANDON HARDIN

-,
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High Society Pipes &Cigars

HAPPENINGS

'ffine Glass Smoking Accessories"

CALENDAR

• Phat Pyrex Pipes
·Wood ~ipes
• MetalPipes
• Sher1ocks)Bubblers

SHOWS:
Unsung Zeroes, In Passing, Abagnale, My
Getaway (punk)
March 31,6:30 p.m., free to $6
House ofBlues
.
Downtown Disn~y West Side
407-934-2583

•"Oemxify''Oeaners

·Hand Blown Gla$
•Csamks/Aaylics
•Incense/Pipe Oeaner
·Body Jewetry

·Scales
·
·Hookahs
·Water Pipes

541 S. Semoran Blvd, Winte Park ,. 407-679-8365
10% Discount with Student JO
Must be 18 to enter, ID required

Bad Bear, Landing on Land (indie)
March 31, 10 p.m., $5
Will's Pub,
1850 N.MillsAve.
407-898-5070

Catch 22, Don't Look Down, Liars
Academy, Whole Wheat Bread (punk)
March 31,7-p.m., $12

·

The Social.
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Aaron Carter, Jordan Knight (pop)
April 2, 6. p.m.1 $38 to $48

Recover, Armor for Sleep, Say Anything,
Chase Pagen (punk)
March 31, 7 p.m., $10 to $12

April 2, 7:30 p.m., $39.95 to $59.75
Universal Studios at Universal Orlando
407-363-8000

ADay to Remember, Snow Hill Road,
Dogpile (rock)

And You Will Know Us by the Trail of
Dead, The Swords, Octopus Project
(indie)

March 31, 7 p.m., $7
0-ZoneCDs
1002W.Hwy436 .
407-862-1002

April 2, 6:30 p.m., $15
Tiibu
46 N. Orange Ave.
407-648-8363

Sole, Pedestrian (hip-hop)

April 4, 8 p.m., $15
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Beny &The Penetrators, Supervillains,
Knup, Fortitude (various)
April 5, 7 p.m., $6
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Remembering Never, Since the Flood,
The Acada Strain, The Esoteric (punk) .
April 5, 9 p.m., $5

April 1,8 p.m., $10

Back Booth
37W.PineSt
407-999-1570

Cassandra Wilson ijazz)

Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Aprit-2, 7 p.m., $17.50

. Papa Roach, Trust Company, No Warning
(rock)
April 1, 7:30 p.m., $15 to $17.50

House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

.

The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

69 Fingers, Power Movement Project

Canvas, Monroe Brown, Black Star
Morning (hard rock)

(ska/rock)
April 1, 10p.m.,$5

April 2, 9 p.m., $5 to $7

Copper Rocket Pub
106 Lake Ave.
407-645-0069

Waitiki
26 Wall Street Plaza
·407-48F1199

The Curve, Clayton Hall (rock)
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

April 3, 6:30 p.m., $12 to $15
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

\
..
Hank Williams Ill, Assjack, Artimus
Pyledriver (hard rock)'

April 3, 9 p.m., free
Slingapour's
25 Wall Street Plaza
407"849-9904

The Edge Concert Pavilic:m
100 W. Livl'ngston St.
'4o7-841-1258

Studio K, MourningYesterday, Kenoxls
(rock)

·

April 1, 9 p.m.,.$5
-

FRIDAY
Take-Out & Gasworks
10pm - close
SATURDAY
wvnn Brothers
. 1oum • close

---$3 cover--SMOKERS WELCOME

Evergreen Terrace, Until the End, Casey
Jones, The Warriors, Kids Like Us,
Donnybrook, Burning Season, Every New
Day, Summers End.(hard rock)
April 3, 4 p.m., $12

or

or

Chicken Spring Roll
or

•

I

Scallops over Pasta
Goh/en Brown Scallops served over Angel Hair
Pasta and topped wllb Sesame Ginger

Small Mixed Salad

or

(topped with house vinaigrette dressing)

863 N. Alafaya Trail
Waterford Lakes Town Center

407-382-8201

8.8.Q. Chicken
Thai Styk Marinated Cbarcoal Grllkd
Cblclum Breast, served wllb Sweet 0- Sour
Sauce on the side

Cnfii:~s Choice ,
BESTTHAIRE~TAURANT
- Scott Joseph; Orlando Sentinel
Foodie Award 2003

-·-·

THURSDAY NIGHT- MARCH 31 ST
LIVE JAl·ALAI SEASON ENDS!
ORLANDO JACKPOTS MUST GO!
60-INCH HD TV TO BE GIVEN AWAY!
YEAR ROUND SIMULCAST •
HORSES, HARNESS & JAl·ALAI

f:qllege ·~ttl4J~nts . Mways ,Free
{~ith Valid [D~)

---$3cover---

FIOrganism, Shak Nasti (rock)

April 1, 7 p.m., $15 to $17

Stir-fried Tllapla. BeU Pepper, Basll with
Sweet Chill Paste

(Must Be Present To Win} •

Rise Against, Brazil, The Black Maria
(punk)

• April 1, 9 p.m., $6 to $8

Spicy Basil Tilapia Fish

(stuffed with chicken and shrimp)

ID Required
WllhRamez
THURSDAYS
Karaalle
SUNDAY
· Blues Jam. 5 - 911.BL

April 2, 10 p.m., $5

Screamers
360 State Lane
,407-244-0299

Wonton Soup

April 6, 8 p.m., $5

IPID Mic Night .

N·Vegas (rock)

April 1, 5:30 p.m., $8

CHOICE OF ONE ENTREE:

CHOICE OF ONE:

The Social
· 54-N. Orange Ave.
. 407-246-1419

WEDNESDAYS

Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
. 407-898-5070

Defiance, Action (punk)

SOUP OR
-APPETIZER
&ENTREE

SPECIAL
LUNCH
MENU

Power Mo~ement Project, Audiology,
Luxembourg,Ten 13 Concept (rock)

Atomic Tangerine, Fin (rock)
April 2, 9 p.m., $7

House ofBlues. .Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Tift Merritt (rock)

Jason Mraz, Arrested Development (pop)

Will's Pub
1850 N.MillsAve.
407-898-5070

I

Hard Rock Live
ClfyWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

'-

1

.

ThisAd·Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any ·Performance)

. CLASS A PLACE

. 401-211-1665

12727 East Colonial Drive• Orlando, Florida
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MUSIC
Part 1 of2 of the indie's
Park Ave CDs Jr.: Top 25 for
the week of March 13-19 ·
1.Copeland
In Motion ·

BEST .COVERS EVER

2. Mars Volta
Frances the·Mute
3.Jack Johnson
In Between Dreams
4. D«emberists
Picaresque
5. Queens of the Stone Age
Lulla~ies to Paralyze

6. Ben Folds Five
Whatever and Ever Amen {reissue)
7. Spitalfield

Stop Doing Bad Things.
8. Coheed & Cambria
Live at the Starland Ballroom
9.Anberlin
Never Take Friendship Seriously
10.M.l.A.
Arular ·
11. Prefuse 73
Surrounded by Silence
12. Perceptionists
Black Dialogue

INDIE FILE PHOTO

..

Elvis Costello's masterful rendition of Nick Lowe's '(What's· So Funny 'Bout) Peace, Love, and Understanding' ranks among our top 10 best cover songs ever.

13. Gratitude
Gratitude
14.SOCent
Massacre
15.Shipping News
Flies the Fields ·
16. Bloc Party
SilentAlann
17.Moby
Hotel
18.Stars .
-Set Yourself on Fire
19. Kings of Leon
Aha Shake Heartbreak
20. Academy Is
Almost Here
21. Interpol
Evil
22. Whole Wheat Bread
Minority Rules
23.Aqueduct
ISold Gord
24. Yo La Tengo
Prisoners·of Love
25.Mf Doom
Live From Planet X

titled, "I W~n't- Content With Creeping, The Clash:'I Fought the Law'
.
.
So I Ate Her Cat, Killed Her Friends, And
This song has been covered countless
Threw Her Down a Hole (It Puts the times throughout the years, but The Clash
Lotion on Its Skin)." S!ill, the darker tone offers the best known and, truthfully, best perworks surprisingly well and gives the song ·· formed version of the Bobby Fuller Four
an entirely different feel
·
song. Looking at the title, it's easy to forget
- DIANNA ZISMAN that the original was written as a love song ("I
onestly, we could keep trashing horleft my baby and it feels so bad/ She's the best
rendous covers, . but the feature Johnny Cash:'Hurt'
. girl that I ever had"). The Clash, as it tended
would never end. And we think all
Painfully obvious. Putting "Hurt" on a to do, turned '1 Fought the Law'' into a battle
bad things must come to an end too, no list of greatest covers is like giving Jamie cry against ... something. Listening to it this
matter how fun it may be to bash them. So Foxx the Oscar for his ~cting in Ray: Pre- very evening made me want to stand up and
now, proving that we're not all grouchy dictable, but irrefutable~ The sadness of go fight for the Zapatistas in South America
6mnudgeons, we show the-love. Here are · Cash's acoustic take on Nine Inch Nails' dia- or join the Communist party or at least buy
our favorite covers, divided once again mond in the rough from The Downward one of those "Free Tibet" T-shirts. Then I
over two issues.
Spiral doesn't solely stem from the emotion remembered that I heard "Should I Stay or
of the song. Nor does the inclusion of this Should I Go" in a car commercial a couple of
The Afghan Whigs:'Creep'
on any covers list pert~ to the imagery of · years back. Ah, dammit Everyo;ne's a sellout
When The Afghan Whigs covered the solemn music video. If Johnny Cash's I hate The Man.
TLC's "Creep', on its Honky's Ladder EP, last commercial single should be remem-NICHOlAS MARKOVICH
the result was fairly sinister.- As sung by the bered, it's because you could believe wholeladies (T-Boz, Left Eye, and Chilli), this lit- heartedly that the song was written for EMs Costello:'(What's So Funny'Bout) Peace, Love,
tle tune about creeping around .on your Cash himself. The track's told from the and Understanding'
possibly-cheating boyfriend still managed point of view of a heroin addict slowly
Hey, what is funny 'bout peace, love, and
to sound fairly chipper. They're not bug- watching his life decay as he loses the last understanding? Nothing. But here's what's
gin', so why should we? Not so when the thing that means something to him: His funny: It took that stupid, overrated Lost in
Whigs tackle it. In Greg Dulli's hands - or, lover. The Man In Black always !llilde every Translation movie to tum everyone on to this
vocal cords - the song becomes infinitely song his own, but 'in this instance, the little chestnut. Nick Lowe wrote "Peace, Love,
more foreboding. One sometimes begins changing of lyric, (the original "crown of and Understanding" as a response to the cynto wonder, in fact, whether creeping sh*t" becomes "crown of thorns") is appro- ical backlaSh against the hippie movement,
around is all the guy intends to do. It priate in affirming his status as country and Elvis Costello brought the song's optiwouldn't have been surprising to see the music's' immortal messiah.
- Whigs come !01.lt ·with ~a: foilow-up song
PLEASE SEE WILL ON i5
- CURTIS MEYER

From Cash to The Clash,
here's the first 10 ~ntries,
listed in alphabetical order

H

,-
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Will Ferrell's 'Dust in the
Wind' riot in Kansas anymore
FROM

The Gourds:'Gin and Juice'

i5

mistic.question into the me-first mentality
of the 1980s. PoiJ?.t of information: if you
fmd EJ.vis•s voice a bit too chaotic for your
tastes (many people do), the original version may be for you. Nick Lowe may not
have the energy of Elvis Costello, but the
straightforwardness of his performance
serves the song well. And, you know, he
wrote it ... so he can do whatever the hell
he wants.
-, NICHOLAS MARKOVICH

Will Ferrell:'Dust in the Wind' · -

.

Through the years, there have been
plenty 9f covers that have .almost
seemed inevitable. Aretha Franklin covering "Respect?" Sounds goodi sure.
The Stones covering Bob .Dylan's "Like a
Rolling Stone"? Well, of course. That
just makes sense. A lot of covers, on the .
other hand, come out of nowhere. They
elicit an initial, "Huh. Never would have
expected that cover," reaction from the
audience that is often quickly replaced
by the reallZatJon that the odd little song
they're hearing is quite good: The
twangy "Gi.Ii and Juice" cover from altcountry-rock-honky-tonk rockers The
Gourds is a song that definitely falls

Moviegoers who went to see 2003's Old
School expected a few things at the theater:
Will Ferrell being funny. Will Ferrell show- under the latter category. It's exactly
ing some (or, more accurately, all) of his what you've always wanted a cover of
skin Will Ferrell remaking Kansas' ''Dust "Gin and Juice" to sound like, without
in the Wmd.''· Wait No, it's .doubtful that realizirig it. And it's done without a hint
anyone expected Will Ferrell to make the of wink-wink irony,. which means that
song a ~c, but somehow he did It's a the song is, in a word, awesome. As are
song (and a singer) that's perfect for the their earnest shouts of "beeotch!" at ·the
moment An 80-year·dd guy named Blue. end of it.
A funeral. A touching tribute to a fallen
::'_._ DIANNA ZISMAN
comrade. Why, if there's a better time for a
guy named Frankthe Tank to bust out with Guns N' Roses:'Knockin' on Heaven's Door'
a little Kansas, I haven't seen it So go ahead
This Bob Dylan .knockout has seen ·
and say it loudly, and proudly: You're 1!1Y - its share of remakes, from Eric Clapton
boy, Blue. You're my boy.
to Warren Zevon to an 1,lllSavory rap ver- .
-DIANNAZISMAN sion by Wyclef Jean. But no one go at it
is right more than GN'R's, who on !ts
blistering Use Your illusion IT not ·only
Aretha Franklin:'Respect'
Well, duh. The First Lady of Soul's take featured a ethereal Gospel choir, but the
on Otis Redding's gem about a conniving mandatory Slash guitar solo. With those
·lover is a pop and R&B .opus. So much so ingredients, there's no way this could
that not only is it of course Ms. Franklin's have ttirried out badly. Sure, this retelling
signature ~t, but it played a large part in of a dying soldiets tale gets interrupt~d
making her the first female inducted into two-thirds of the way through by a garthe Rock 'N' Roll Hall of Fame. Sure, you'tre bled spoken word bridge, but it never
heard it a million times, be it from The prevents this powerhouse from de-railBlues Brothers ftlm or hack American Idol , ing. Easily the best cover Axl and comcontestants or in the new Amencan pany ever tackled, and not just because
Express CQ~ercial with Ellen so many of their covers were garbage.
DeGeneres dancing inah elevator; but call- CURTIS MEYER
ing this a bad song is like relating the Sis- ·
tine Chapel to a kindergartner's fmger- Ben Harper: The Drugs Don't Work
painting.
It's a little strange when somebody
-CURrlS MEYER covers a song that just came out recently. Case in point: the Verve release "The
Drugs Don't Work'' in 1997, Ben Harper
Frente!:'Bizarre Love Triangle'
A perfect example of why cover ver- covers the song three years later. Shouldsions are better off reinventing the materi- n't we be given enough time to forget
al instead of just redoing it In 1994, Frente! about, or at least grow nostalgic for, the
stripped down one of New Order's mas- orig4ial? Regardless, Ben Harper does a
terpieces (one of the few songs in history fme job connecting with the mood and
that has managed to be both heartbreaking the feel of the song (the tj.tle gives you a
and completely danceable) and empha- pretty good idea of what's going on).
sized the emotional weight of the lyrics Hey, has anyone heard from the Verve
without losing any of the song's catchiness. lately? Or the Spin Doctors, or the New
Using only a single gllitar and a voice, Radicals, or Primus? Where are all the
Frente! managed to strike a deeper chord· bands that 1 grew up with? I'm. getting
than even N~w Order themselves could old. Anyway, go listen to "The Drugs
Don't Work." It's a good cover.
Sometimes, less can, in fact, be more.
,.-NICHOLAS MARKOVICH

.
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~~~didates should-have a positive ~ttitude.1 good speaking
~oi~~ and resemble the charaCters in look and height···· . • •· ·. ·. . ·
Selectee candidates will also perfo.r m as costumed char~~teti.
Quallfied .Disney Character Pert~triie(cattdi~fotes-: snould be
able to demonstrate effective; non~yetl)<il, communication skills.
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Piease wear tennis shoes and comfortable attire that allows
· ,~n>;·
free movement and arrive early to register.
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Height range is open from 4' 811 to 61 311 , added consideration win be
given for height rariges 41 811 to. 5' 011 and 61 011 to 6' 311 • ;::::

· - NICHOLAS MARKOVICH
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.MUSIC
INTERVIEW

Unsung Zeros celebrates its swan song
Songwriter JoSh Bonner on why they are
eriding the band and where they're going next
_· CHRIS BOWERS

power-pop anthems with souring 'hooks advanced and
matured with its members into
·ometime around mid- the depths of indie rock. The
night, ·the music will fade lyrics progressed as well, from
out, and the audience will songs ab.out girls and good times
die down, and for the last time into metaphorical musings
under the banner it has shared about society and love which
since 1997, Unsung Zeros will ·fl.ow with an intelligence that
walk off stage. Tonight, before comes with age. The differthe calendar officially turns its. ences between the songs "S.O.S
page for April, a group of fans (Story of a Stamp)" and "Russstanding sweaty on the floor of iaii Waltz" are astounding.
the House of Blues will come to
Fans got a sample of the new
tenns with the fact that no more . mature sound when a quintet of
will they hear the band they have songs (including "Russian
grown up with and are proud to Waltz") was released on the
call their own.
band's Web. site last year. OrigiClearly it will be .a night of nally slated' to be a five-song EP,
goodbyes, but by no means will it the songs ended up being availbe a somber event. For while the able only on the 'Net, and would
group has made no se<.:ret of its be the last new material the
disbanding (they haven't played band would release.
a show together since DecemBonner further elaborated on
ber), they never did play a prop- the new style. "Well, we're older
er farewell show.- So when this · now then we were when we
opportunity arose, they decided started the band," he said "I was
one last time to get together and only 19 when I first joined A lot
end it the right way.
about my life and how I view
"There will be a good repre- things has changed,.as well as
serit~tion from the whole time Jerry's~ Omar's and Nathan's
we were a band, song-wise," lives and views. So I think that
songwriter, bassist, and original some of that was inevitable.
member Josh Bonner said.
· Also· though, we got trred of
This will be the last time he playing the same things again
takes the stage with one of his a11d again. We would write
best friends, Jerry Phillips, who songsand look at each other and
on rhythm guitar is the band's go, 'OK, this is alright, but how
oth~r founding member. Togeth- can we make it better.' Also, we
er with newcomers Omar Surillo know a heck of a lot more about
and Nathan Chase, the band will music now than we did back
attempt to give the kids who then, and we want to utilize that
have bee!l there from th~ begin- to get our point across, play soft
ning one last rocking show.
as well ·as loud rather then just
"We just want to put on a · our stuff cranked to 11 all the
great show to give UZ a good time."
sendoff," Bonner said "It was an
·Such natural advancement
amazing thing for. us, and we can be a blessing and a curse for
had a great time and ar~, very a band though. Oftentimes the
thankful for everything we were same progression that leads to
able to accomplish. I think that new musical heights is the same
in our minds this show is for force that will begin to pull
everyone who helped us do that members into their own direcmore than anything else."
tions. The farewell show is an
For. those of you unfamiliar illustration of this paradox, for
with the band, that good repre- not only does it close a door, but
sentation which Bonner men- it opens several others. Bonner
tioned is actually an incredibly had this to say on the future of
advanced sound, which continu- his future bandmates: "When I
·ally adapted as the band pro- walk off stage and my feet actugressed What began in 1997 as ally hit the bottom of the stairs,

·StaffWriter

S

it'll be like 'wow, I'm a totally different person noW', but I ~de
my peace .w ith this long ago. My_
musical interests as well as
everyone else in · the band's
interests are spreading far
beyond where they used to be,
·and we are looking to do things
that are totally different and
unique at this point. This feels
like the next step in getting to
where we want to be."
What comes next is a mix of
both music and the real world."
Chase is playing· with a band
named
Abagnale,
which
reunites former members ·of the
Florida ska band Brownie
. Points. Bonner and Surillo had
been working on a production
group titled The Scientists, but
this was put a'Side so ·surillo
could finish school and Bonner
could begin law school
While Abagnale and The Scientists may own the future, the
pres~nt belongs· to the entire
Unsung Zeros family, including.·
former members Kevin Johnson, Eric Porak, Jason -Burro~,
Zach Gehring and Chris Martin
for one more night It's a family
that includes the fans, whom
Bonner is quick to tribute _w hen
he says, "To anyone who's ever
seen us play or bought an album
. of ·ours, without you, none of
. this would have happened, and
we're indebted to you forever."
~ And· so one last time, they
.will walk on stage. In a veriue
that they can call home, in front
of audience they cah call family,
one last time .the. will plug in
their instruments. And the lights
Guitarist Jerry Phillips is ready to rock Orlando for last time as an Unsung Zero.
will dim, and the curtain will
rise, and for one last time Omar
Surillo, Nathan Chase, Jerry
Phillips and Josh Bonner will
play the songs that meant so
much to so many. Then in the
calm silence of the morning,
when the last notes have faded
out and the doors have closed,
so too will a chapter of Orlando's musical history.
See the farewell show tonight
at House of Blues. Doors at 6:30
p.m., ·show at 7 p.m. It's free for
over 21 and $7for 21 and under. -

COURTESY UNSUNG ZEROS

Across from UCF in the UC7 Plaza
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"p,, · ;,, , lea!J?.tl;J.ephyslcafandmeti.tal togJs, begiris }$seatck
· · ·
"'\, ·, ,, . ,fQr work . .
. . ..,.. . '!\ ~
. This , game favors strategy
., -.~'t;~."·····:§pidetliem! ,G~dthe111iMold . r3:theri~ just.reflexes.The first
." them~, But teachthetn as well' We ,persoJ!. \found .l?Y the ' it _1:1~ayer
i can:p.8.~ '!UO<.!etn ~es as a means, : ~90lll:es i~fq~ the, n,~ r6und But
"tQ 1Jtepar~ ·oµt childi:en to ~utviv~··: pnly «:.1~v4l' ·~~e~~'.can finish
D.Qtjusttjje,futur~~ut now. "'., · .11(,'.'.it'·,,·pl~i,{l~g~e.. ~~Wd~~~d~~eek
; :,,O!J:e s.uch game goes -pf -,ti!~ : WJ.thou~ eyei; be1119:1 t Whµe some
,, -n~.~ ~~·"tag.'~ It merely reqiptes ·~ cb.lldr~n ~t iinp~ively- scram-' .
i ·" ~[f?tOUP ofchildrep ~d ;:i siin.;
ble aW<lY d!ll111S jJteir.20 seconds,.
il3fly ,smhlJ. area ,with _· ~esignated cley~r-r;hil<lren'will take ai11oment
boµndaiies~ _
One child·,start:s th~ to,C()~iqethldfugnotjust tel~pve .
gafue,as ·"it1'·.while the oth~'-~ijifo ,,l~~:it:+.:but ~soi:elatiye to·tb.eir
dren trytO'run away from ~ ,~d \oth~r. fell.qvy b,icJ:ers. This so~ of
$tay within the•· boundarie~f >1£;". ·iogic. puzzle !~acl!es ·cbj.ldren 'tP
~meone, gets .ton,:ched "by ;:1!~ ~~,~::'}~il)k '. ottE..,~.'-~e ;yvorld, not
~ps out-of-bounclsi.Jhell ,,,.t~.~,., f.~nylned ·t,~rth:e realtl;1 of musty.
:l~er ·now"'bec~~es:''it .ati'd t~e : ~ te~b 00~~ -·
.,
. -.. ·.
'l?,l;~-yiPl:lS,it'qecom,~s :just ~9~~1,''. • _ f'h~se··~es··~? ·r~q~e nothpla1er ~l?~irig: tjiased ~,er bf rl'\g -~g. .to .-~~~ - 'l)?ugb.~; ·:': i9:P 'toys~ :.rio
new it~ :<.- . , .
,:- · _ . equip~ent, rm ;atcess9ries. Tag
' '. A1(.owiJ?-gpbserver , m:~r - ~fil.i - be e~~ily playe~ ill':m open
,· d,i~fniss the. game . pierelyJ ~~·:. -~ · field~ with pi:-o~entttrees and
, .:;c;;: :y\i'~lwind of 'screaifilng, gl~ful hill's I!l~king , bounQ,aries. Hide::· "S':'.:];i ,~~Uren, b~t amoreJ>.b's~rvarit eye : and-see\< wor)is well in 'l~ger
;.,'.'~~- ~ ·:~;;'. :~Y: node~ the I¢8son,s l~n~d builqjng_s, with, fiirniture and dos1
": )! .; ,.,_, 'froxii:' such Ji gam~,. ..:\vqiding tht: > ~~~ pr9viding ample cover. We can
,.
tq:ucli of anotQ.~nmer~t!c chjld ··s~eak ~ife l~ssons.'into our ~hil.·helps ge~lop- dexterity and_ starni~1 ' <qren's ey~ty~}T ~~~s ~o .. that
na.that c~ be applied to w-orking, :, they~re · :prt;i:are~-".~O~'-,th¢::;:vvork
·.·. out~ ·~~ fields."",t"' .'· .·',. :;i~;;;,,''•"· ·: '-1' required ~pm ~~in: ~· th~~, grow
···: .,,, -~imiJar ,tq"t~g,. tll~'E;~ :·~d~:-~. up.
;
. ,;\/: .;'

~om

we·m~t
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NICHOLASMARK~YICH
StaffWriter

'l>e.
p~amQ~t to all e~e..;(fro,!£..' ~·
fmdyo~lfunfulfilledmthecar-'
. .

se~reiiiindher

e·. · .i-.·t ec_e·n
·. ·co
·... m. e to 1!1Y nal
ofher dutieS
. '\~ention that sev~ as yotir wife ~om .before God.
· . ~foqng . :tpeil 4i town and IruUL If the pfobJem persjs~:
~ve qU,estion5 regard.. take ort~a mistress. Or mistresses.-.
ing >&e proper methods of If she stiltdoes not relent, a~
· courtShip, I set down th~ ppncr- ~r of Witchery·and convince.the
ples to follow to e~e a proper townspeople to bum her at tlie
and Christian-like relationship.
~
.
_.
.
...
1. Know ye. that _woinen _ar~., - 8. Any sign of-independen,~e. ,.:
, insecure and shallow creatures. "1:t must be swiftly . .Q:wiJ.t :w;\,_~~swift.pat on the bottom to make·" Rel1lind het of her plate by chal.. her feel comely will be most 1enging her to .some type -0( conapp~¢ciated (in private quart~~ test.Any one will do, as long as if
oWy-). · ,
is. phys_i~al in ;nature. Wrestling,
2. Signs of wealth and prosper- boxing, or some form of swoidity· are absolutely essential in play work$_ well. If she should
attracting the fairer sex. A sturdy S{>mehow defeat you, aci:use'.h er
pair of false teeth and a freshly of witchery and ·convince the
powqeted wig will enSure that 'townspeopl~ to burli' her at the
each morrow be filled with pleas- stake ~.• and then mova to .a new
urablecompany.
town; for while the wohiai;i may ,.
3. Save the talk of politics and be gone, the taunts from your
religion ·for the town ·meetings. ,, brethren shall remain forev~
'Young ladies have .neither the
Now take what I have given
intereStn8r1henient3lcapacifytQ you and go forth to find happi,;.
digest such serious topics.
ne~ Remember these things tQat
4. When choosing a ~young I have told you,·· ancl"JOU shallfmd
lady, avoidtheone tbat:firSt ~tch- true love as I have.~~MY
es the eye; for many.m~navemef Annabelle, is simple and sub~
their end chasing after a pretty sive in ways that all women
face. A more homely, UJ,lattractive should aspire to be. I am a li.J.cky:
wife provides comfort, attention · man to have been blessed with
and a strong dedicatiOn td th¢: Silch a wife. I cantt imagix>:e 'liViog:
hearth an:d home.
in this world without hei Howev5. Treat your lady aJ~ys :with ~ if she ever burns the evenings
respect. Carry yourself a g~ntle- roast, I sweai; to Him Above that!
man in all manner :of work and shall accuse that wenclrof witch..
play. Put ~ide all filthy or unde- ery and convince the townspeosirable behaviors for your mis- pie to bum her at the stake. Good
tress.
tidings!

.
'

•

~-.

6. It .~~ important to kee.p a
woman ·1gnqrant. If they are to
become learned, focus on the
famjly,'.and children may wane,
and tl!e very foundations...of our
:soci~ty will cruyible. If she is
caught attempting to read a bOQ~
simply strik
.· e he:r with an op.eeR
.·- ·
palm across the left cheek (right
cheek if you are left-handed). I(
this fails l:o solve tqe probleJ:llt·
~ccuse: !\~ of witchery and CQn.,y,i.Jl~ ~¢ townspeople to burn
her.at~the stake.
«·"' _, ,;"/.,.A. ~s needs must 3lways

t
· l
. y

_wife.

-~

-~

..

~u~

O,c news.!tlrtf.er: n~~~
forcign an~ ~onlcstj~ .

w~ wrote tbiS by ban~; \1~ ~«a~ ~l ·aboltl it

"·
.
MAlTHEW MERIWETHER HEDGECOCK

should remain steadfast.'!:

,

Other townsfolk, contended that
despite their tendencies tfY:wotshi:Q
amilton killed in wrestle bout Man's 'Great Jbmienter, witche5 are ·
by villain Burrl Steele ca~
citizens of the Ameacas·-and are entibrawl a true'slobberknoCker,' tled to l~ harsh punishment_
says stunned NewYorkian!
''\¥hat is next?" asked PID-Wrt~
·Fonner Secretary of the Treasury Rights· leader .and accused witch
and upstanding gentleman Alexander Sarn!l.ntha Go6dwife. "~ ye -stole a
Hamilton was mortally wounded two pig-to the gallows with ye.' It]~ 1ruly
weeks ago in a: fierce wrestling com- delirieust''
·
petition .against former-friend and-There are currently 24,~ persons
general ~undrel Aaron Bun:
· accused c;Jf bewitchery in MassachuThe ·tltanic duel, held in~a .steei~ - .. -· ~~tts, .including 13 individuals on Gal..:
cage ring, ~ the result of weeks of lows Row. Constables have been
antagonism between tl1e two politi- advised to be on the loo:lcout for
c~ rivals. Hamilton cballenged Burr · increased cauldron activity while the
to .f"tsticuffs after Burr coJ.Ilfilented de _Jes aieJn session.
that "Hamilton's motber is ~ corpu·
lent she can churn b~tter with her · E.xJ>lorerteam discovers Ohio
. . ·:
~'
--~~ team. of explorers_searching for
:Repli~ Hamilton: ''It's go time.,,
an easier route to South Caru;idia were
The match lasted somewhere startled to find they had accidentally
between 45 minutes and .a;fo~ discovered the fabled region of O~o.
according to .varying Witness re:Po:rtS.
Earthographers 3:fe unsure what
Hamilton is reported to have been the will be found in the exotic terrains, but
champion of the first sevei'al rounds, they have not yet elim'inated the posbut his vigour began to ebb after Burr sibility of''rivers of quicksilve~ forests
cclasped hini ill his .p atented,.Wain- of gold and mountains of even·more
, wright Alex-Lock. Burr continued to gold."
maliciously beat and taunt Hamilton
"Ohio'' is from an Indian word·
before delivering the fatal blow via his -~ 'tGod, this place is boring.'"'
Fort Ticonderoga~·Legdrop.
Staff-Writet

~usetts debates witch-burning
-- policy, igniting protests on both sides
~

.Delegators for various Massachu-

setts town councils met to debate the
future of the state's witch-burning
r"' ~ 11Je meetings trlggered a lively
... - 'dlbate'between Anti-Witch and ProWrtch Rights factions.
''The law·is clear - 'If ye serve
~ Satan,, then ye shall join him in the
fiery pits of Hell for all eternity,"' said
Anti-Witch fuction leader Rev. Harry
Powell. "This policy is sound and

COLONY PRESS

That loathsome scoundrel~that ruffian fiend, Aaron Burr holds his victory belt for·slaying ifamilton.

sympathy for the pirates' actions. - - .. · ProteSters stonn.wastiington chanting ·
''It's the musical instrument com:.:". ·'' 'No blood for bitumen' ·
panies' fault because of their high
Liberally minded rabble-rousers
prices," said rebellious youth Johnny descended on the capital city today in
Tremain., "Twenty half-pence for a opposition of President J\4artin Van
fife? Verily, they are fools!" Buren's military expedition into the
Tennessee valley aimed at driving
Military testS new'stealthy' cannonball"
Indians from valuable coal deposits.
praise5 new, more pleasant sinell
··
"This is· an · ill~ excursion!"
Weaponists with the First Conti- shouted Jonatl)an Ford, protester.
nental Brigade began testing proto- "The justification is ab~d. 'TomaFCC aacks down on music pirates
types for a new "sneaky'' cannonbalL
hawk$ ofmaS.9"Scalping?' Who does ye
The Federal Coastal Commission
"Ordinarily, cannon fire is accom- think we are?"
·
announced six months ago that they panied by ,loud report arid a. _d ense
Advicemen to President Van
wiltrtcflOnger tolerate the scandalous . puffof smoke,'' said Brigadoon Gener- Buren dismissed tl:le.protestors are
deeds of team of pirates that have al Odysseus E. Romwalis. '"IheseneW' ''pipe:-smoking hill folk.''
been marauding th~ Virginian coast cannonballs are eq_lla]ly as mighty, but
'Il'affic into the city Was snarled for ·
for the past year.;
less conspicuous:'
... .,
_ se\Teral hour8.
"This is an Odd lot, as they chiefly
The new balls ate similar fa
Early reports est~te that as
target ships carrying shipments of appearance to ordinary shells, yet many as seven horse and buggyteams
musical instruments," said FCC com- they are the color of cobalt and gener- were stalled waiting for the protests to
missioner Thomas T. Thomason. "Let ally more discreet. Their smelFiS; subside.
~:,'.f; ,, -"- "Consamit, I gotta g~ my rhubarb
us make it perfectly clear this type of almost much more pleasant
music is NOT free. 'This is a crime."
"I love the smell of cannon in the t~ market!" said pipe-smoking hillSome Americans have expressed morning," said Romwalis.
farmer R®ster P. Grizzled
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NICHOLAS MARKOVICH
Staff Writer

tlilldjft:Jm c/uJhrlf

hat I am about to
.

tell you ~ shock"
and surpnse yeu-.••
bµt fear not, gentle
readers! .1 have been blessed
with the gift of foresight, and I
shall share with you six of the
magical things in store for us
200+ years in the future. Yes,
ZOOS will be a very different
world than what we are used""
to. Read on
_
l Behold a magical box that
shows 'mesmerizing pictures
and plays sounds of a contest .
where fellow townsfolk compete to not be -voted off a mysterious island for the grand
·prize of10 ear of com
· 2. I foresee .· a miniature
device that shrinks and encapsulates several talented and
diverse minstrels to insect-siie
and forces them to play up to,
10,000 strikingly different
tunes at your request (fits in ye
pocket ~) comes in 10,000,
7,500, 5,000, 1,000, or new miniminstrel verSions.)
3. At this early stage in our
country's infancy, lOok at all of
the outstanding leaders that
we have amongst us: Thomas
Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin,
Patrick Henry and the great
George Washington. Just picture the man who will be lead-·
ing America in 2005, when we
have fully Q.ev~J.op~d ,;;·~~'. a
r

tkif?

""¥'did ltidr.Jiu!

·~·1

~1<.

_..,...
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the combustive properties of
milk shall provide the cheminatiQn! I see a man intelligent, . shall be granted the classes · ·Cal energy to power these
steadfast, courageous · and they desire. This school's - devices, called "milk-powered
belbved in ways that those·liv- jou.Sting team Will go undefeat- riding machines;' on jQurneys
ing in this time cannot com- ed - setting the benchmark that will take, a fraction of the
time they take now. Simply
prehend! He will be a peace- · for athletic supe~ority. Mos
loving man, a friend·' Of the importantly, once this school is push down on the "milk
i:tnderprivileged and a certified built, it will remain as it is at pedal" with your righ_! foot
genius (with an uncanny mas- that time. No hand shall modi- and you're off!
i~ftthe original deSign.
6. Men and· · wom~ both
tery of the English language).
4. I predict thatthere·will be -~~4 s:~ Say "farewell!" to the . will overcome their petty
a great institution of higher horse-and-buggy apparatus flaws and establish themlearning built upon the central that we use today. In 2005, we selves as fully ~ctualizeQ. creanatlands of the teqitory shall travel to and fro on four- tures. Men will renounce their
known as Florida. I envision wh~eled, non-animal powered philandering ways and vow to
plenty of available spaces for vel;ricles that travel faster than support and nurture . their
the students to 1eave-.. their you c~ imagine! What pro- female cmmterpart_s. Women
methods of transport -wh~n . vides the kinetic fore~ to pro- will cease to be evil backstabthey arrive. Friendly caretakers pel these miracles of science, bing shrews and embrace men
will ensure that all students you ask? Milk! Believe it or not, for the quality of their characIn the future, cows milk will be used for more than the drink.Get thy milkmaid ready.

•

•

ter, not their rank/wealth/
social
status. . Fighting
JlID.Ongst the genders will he.
history and divorce will ·be
non-existent
Well, there you have rit.
Quite .exciting, isn~t it? 2005
will go down as a Golden Age
in human history. We "will
have accomplished so much
by that .time. How could we
not, what, with the eight arms
that we will develop after the
fallout from the horrible meteorite crash of 1921? We s
stand tall as paragons 'o f virtue
and industriousness; and it is:
all done in reverence to Zoltor,
the three-headed, alien creature who has taken over the
universe. All hail Zoltor!
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D.MAC docs
capture race
war, life in
Baghd<id
The _Letter and Aboµt
Baghdad ready to stir .up

SOCiOJ?Olitical controversy
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor.

T

wo soberfug and minimalist documentaries will opei_i at .D.~C
tomorrow. The Letter IS a dissection
'o f a recent Maine race Wen; and About Baghdad is a confrontation ofthe.American occupation in Iraq. .
The two films share little in common
aside from their shoestring budgets; while
The Letter is an enthralling and meticulously structured machine of high drama, About
Baghdad is merely a collection of testimonials and opinions from Iraqi people, a more
journalistic and 'less cinematic approach
than The Letter. While the irrepressibly
bleak portrait of Iraq presented by About
Baghdad is.not without its merits, it is The
Letter that is ultima!ely more w~rthwhile.
.

1heletter

****•

There are a lot of shocking facets of The

Letter, not$ly the amount of racial hatred

that still exists in America. The documentary's situation took place just three years
ago, but you couldn't tell the opinions of this
film's World Church of the Creator NeoN~ collective from Klan members ~ the
"separate-but-equal" Americcui South. But
perhaps the most astonishing part of The
Letter - ·a ·film about the presence of a
Somalian cominunity in the U.S._sparking a
natronal confrontation between white
supremacist and prO-diversity groups - is
its location. It takes place not in the Midwest
or the-Deep South, areas that have a history
of interolance, but in Maine - one of the
most liberal States in the union.
The letter of the title refers to a notice
Lewiston, Maine Mayor Larry Rayniond
sent to the growing population of Somalian
refugees that had found a home in Lewiston
in 2001. The letter warns them not to send
· any of their friends or relatives to Lewiston,
since the city's resources were ''maxed out"
1bis causes an uproar ofvolatility on oppos· ing radical left and radical right factions, the

COURTESY ARAB FILM DISTRIBUTION

magnitude of which transcends the issue of
Somalians in Maine and analyzes the state of
contemporary racism in general.
Director Ziad Hamzeh packs two hours
worth of material into 75 minutes thanks to
his breathless editing style. There is not a
moment of silence or dead air, .leaving no
room for contemplation of the film's many
prqvocations. Hamzeh frenetically jumps
from one faction to another to preserve the
.heated urgency of the situation. He uses
some flashy editing devices, intercutting
both sides' arguments like a point/counter- point debate. This is most effective ~en
· _Hamzeh cuts together an interview with the
niayor - as he tries to justify his letter with
reasons like ''They co~e here without skills,
don't speak English and don't pay taxes" with interviews With intellectual Somalians
refuting eacb. point
·
·

Abol!f Baghdad

*** • •

There are five directors credited to About
Baghdad, which, in a Dogme95-like move of
directorial reductiqn, is officially dubbed to
be a film by InCounter Productions. Still, at
the forefront is Sinan Antoon; an Iraqi poet
and journalist who fled the country in 1991
and returneq to make this, the first film
about Iraq since the fall of the Ba'ath regime
in July of 2003.
1bis grim portndt uses no Stock footage,
letting everyday citizens, U.S. soldiers and
decayed ruins of Baghda,d sites tell the story

...

. e

Above, two schoolgirls in Baghdad
voice their opinions
of the American
occupation after a
final junior-high .
exam. Left, graffiti
mars the walls on
Abu Nuwas Street.
Both stills are from
About Baghdad.

COURTBY ARAS ALM DISTRIBUTION

of deeades of oppression that didn't end Iraqis, which start to have a desensitizjng
when Saddam was captured. Indeed, the effect on the audience halfway through.
Other gripes included a repeated use of
interviews with Iraqi citizens, from schoolchildrep to survivors of Sad¢un's prisops, ~plit-screening a la Tzme Code, where
images are bo~ in two upper comers of
form the nucl~us of Antoon's argument that conµ-aty to wJ::tat some American news the screen and the subtitle translation scro:US
media outlets would have you believe, an along'the bottom, sometimes·an entire paraoccupied Iraq is no better off than an Iraq graph's_ worth of text. 1bis becomes pretty
ruled by a dictator. Some say ifs even worse. demanding on the viewer; the split screen is
IIiterviews with a co:uple ofU.S. occu- distracting, sometimes using irrelevarit
piers are telling. One spouts tired Bush liber- footage on one end that detracts from the
ation rhetoric while the other seems gen- speaker on the other.
It's reasons like this ·that make clear
uinely uncertain about why the United
States is.there, using his youth as the reason InCounter Productio~' statuses as journalfor his ignorance of America's formerly rosy ists rather than filmmakers. For an expose
relationship with Saddam's regime. But as a _that is as riveting as it is provocative, see The
way to give the film less of a bias, Antoon Letter. For an expose more fit for a liberal
could have used more voices from our front news magazine than the sil:Ver screen, check
instead of so many tales of devastation fro~ out About Baghdad.

ti!
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COMING TO DVD -

APRIL 5

Spanglish does

not translate well
Plus, Sideways and Primer
pack on the commentaries
BRETT RYAN BONOWICZ
Staff Writer

Spanglish
Rumor has it that Spanglish director
James L. Brooks is quite fond of mint
julips, and he would have to be to write
Spanglish.
Obviously written on a cold dark night
on a mint julip binge, Mr. Brooks has
handed out one of his most uneven films,
a film so wavering that its focus is a constant shift until the final credit roll.
The DVD tries to explain the film by
including audio commentary with
Brooks. Some deleted scenes are ffi9ud...:
ed (12 to be exact) each with optional
commentary. The DVD also features the
HBO First Look: The Making of Spanglish,
and as a DVD-~OM f~ture, the Spanglish
screenplay:

BOXOFFICE ·
U.S. movie revenues for March 18-20
· All dollar figures in millions
RANK• FILM- WEEKEND GROSS
GROSS TO DATE •WEEKS IN RELEASE• SCREENS

1. Guess Who- $20.7
$20.7 •One week· 3,147
.
2. Miss CongeniaHty 2: Armed and Fabulous- $14.0
$17.1 •0neweek•l,233
3. The Ring Two- $13.6
$57.9 ·Two weeks• 3,341
4.Robots- $12.9
$87.3 •Three weeks• 3,431
5. The Pacifier- $8.1
$85.8 ·Four weeks· 3,102
6. Hitch- $43
$166.4 ·Seven weeks• 2,233
7. Hostage- $4.1
$26.2 •Three weeks • 1,977
· 8. Ice !>rincess- $3.7
$13.3 ·Two weeks• 2,501
9. Be Cool- $2.8
$523 • Four weeks • 1,883
10. Million Dollar Baby- $2.6
$94.1 •J5weeks•1,710
SOURCE: AP

Woody Allen back into fme
form with Melinda & Melinda
Director seamlessly intercuts tragic and comedic stories

MOVIE TIMES

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
BeCool(PG-13) * .
12:20 3:106:4010:1012:50a

Beauty Shop (PG-13)
12:001:201:004:007:108:009'5010:4012:30a

Constantine (PG-13) *
1;103:507:4010:30

GuessVJho(PG-13)*
12:201:002:50 3:50 7:00 7:30 8:10 9:30 10:0010:40
12:00a 12:40a

Hitch(PG-13) ***
12:30 3:40 6:509:4012:30a

Hostage(R)

1:104:307:4010:20

Ice Princess (G)
1:003:40 6:40 9:30

Million DollarBaby(PG-13) *****
12:504:40 7:50

Mi~ cOngeniality 2: Armed and Fabulous

(PG-13) *****

.

12:10 12:40 2:50 3:20 7:009:3010:3012:10a
PLEASE SEE

From hereon, the film will tell the same
story, more or less, as two different films, one
a comedy, the other a drama. The players in
·oody Allen's films are free-flowing the stories are different, with the exception of
intellectual exorcisms that, at their Melinda, played by Australian actress Radha
best, have the liquidity of a jazz Mitchell' (Everything Put Together). The
improvisation. Jazz may no longer be a hip premise is, Melinda is a woman who crashes
phenomenon, but it still has its 'followers and a dinner party and becomes.a permanent resit'll never truly go out of fashion.
ident in the lives of the hosts. Melinda is suiLikewise, Allen's films are no longer con- cidal and has a checkered history, and in both
temporary, no longer major events, but his is stories, .her friends will try to find her
a style impervious to becoming dated Accu- romance.
.
sations that Allen has become out of touch ·
In the dramatic interpre~tion, the dinner
with modem language and interests are only party is populated by people she's known
looking at the surface _of things.
most of her life, including Laurel an~ her husThe compulsively watchable Melinda & band Lee (Chloe Sevigny and Jonny Lee
Melinda, Allen's latest production, shows that Miller). It's in the dramatic half of the film
the director has retained his breezy ease and that we learn all the details of Melinda's past,
willingness to play around. Allen opens the and the atmosphere is one of dread and no
film with a casual dinner meeting amongst exits..In the comedic interpretation, Melinda
four people, two of which (Wallace Shawn has nowhere near the intensity of her alter
and Larry Pine).are playwrights. One writes ego, and the couple whose lives she's entered
comedies and the other writes tragedies, and are Hobie and Susan (Will Ferrell and Amanthey entertain a lighthearted disagreement da Peet). Across both stories, the respective
over the virtues of their respective genres. A couples have marriages in crisis, and across
third friend introduces an anecdote, and the both stories, the respective couples are crep4iywrights launch into their personal interPLEASE SEE MITCHELL ON i12
pretations of the anecdote.

PAUL HAYNES

,541 N. ALAFAYA TRAIL,407-9n-1107

.

COURTESY FOX SEARCHLIGHT

Will Ferrell and Amanda Peet play the requisite Woody Allen bicker~ng couple in the comic half of Melinda & Melinda.

MOVIE TIMES ON i13

Staff Writer

W

Sideways
One of the most textured comedies tc
grace the silver screen in the last 50 years,
Alexander Payne's Sideways comes to
DVD with seven deleted scenes, behindthe-scenes footage and an audio· commentary by Paul Giamatti and Thomas
Haden Church. Roundit)g out this gem is
the theatrical trailer.
Though it might seem like slim Rickens with a film this strong, ·one doesn't
need all those bells and· whistles to distract from the feature.

Primer
The winner of some stuff at Sundance
ago, Primer tells the story of some
nerdy guys who stay in their garage, don't
have sex with their wives and make time
travel possible. ·
The DVD has two feature-length audio
commentaries,
. the
first
with
writer/director/editor/composer/cine- matographer/star/producer Shane Carruth and the other with the rest of the cast
and crew.
~while

Elektra
A prime example of a film that needs
distracting bells and whistles, Elektra was
an uneven misuse of the otherwise intelligently striking Jennifer Garner.
The DVD includes deleted scenes, a
making-of entitled The Making ofElektr'4
four featurettes (Comic-Con Presentation,
I Died Once; The Way, and Don't Force It)
and the theatrical trailer.
· Some previews for newer Fox films are
included so that one might forget this
one.
c
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Mitchell,
Ferrell shine
-in Melinda
FROM i11

Gunner Palace chronides the lives of soldiers, such as 18th MP_Brigade gunner SPC Ca.sey Cooper, abov~, charged with keeping the peace in l~q• .

Gunner Palace lives the soldiering life
J?ocumentary offers an ~biaSed look at American troops in Iraq
MATT HEDGECOCK
Staff Writer

R

emember Iraq?
Yeah, Americans are still over there, fight:irig .it out Of
course, you wouldn't kn-ow it by the news coverage,
which has felt more like the Terri Schiavo and Michael Jackson
Show over the past few weeks.
The timing is just rlght for aremindei: The new documentary
Gunner Palace, which chronicles military life in Iraq, is a harrowing, humorous and ultimately truthful look at the day-to-day
life of the men and women in the armed. forces.
The movie, filmed in Iraq for a year by director Micliael
Tucker, follows the soldiers in the United States Army's 2-3 Field
Artillery Division. The division'~ unique home is one of Uday
Hussein's former pleasure palaces in Baghdad - once a testament to corrupt opulence, now a bombed-out barracks for the
America soldiers.
Of course, even a ruined palace has its perks. When not busy
patrolling the streets of Baghdad or conducting raids on suspected insurgent homes, the soldiers unwind by swimming in
the pool or fishing in the stocked pond
This focus on the daily grind of the soldiers' job makes Gtm.ner Palace much more educational than any nightly news program. We get to see when they're bored, and we get to see when
they're scared We see them interact with the friendly Iraqis, and
we see them interact with the hostile Iraqis. By showing us the
highs and lows of the soldiers' routine, we get a more complete
picture than ~uld ever be presented on any nightly new$ show.

The camera also gives face time to the various soldiers, and
we get a good idea of the·variety of opinions aboµt their tours.of
duty. One cracks jokes about makeshift Humvee armor, while
another muses about the hardship of taking someone's life. Others express pride jn their job, and even another performs beat"!'
box freestyle rap about wanting to go home. Any beliefs one may
have in a homogenous soldier mindset are soon thrown out of
the window.
· Gunner .Palace is also refreshingly apolitical - questions ·
3bout the purpose of the war are eschewed in favor of a more
personal experience. Aside from afew general "War is hell"-type
remarks from Tucker, the film takes no liberal or conservative
position, ensuring both Red- and Blue-minded moviegoers can
gain equally from the experience.
Ifs· actually Tucker's sporadic narration that is the worst part
of the film. Sounding like Martin Sheen on a ~d day, Tucker's
~t, less-than-witty narration serves as little more.than a distraction to the real interest --- the soldiers. There's even a jcirring
moment where we follow Tucker home after Iraq and watch
him make a pot of coffee as he reflects on his experience.
*YAWN.~ Ifs a stupid moment that should have been escheWed .
for more field footage.
Despite this, Gunner Palace is a poignant film that actually
could charige somebody's opinion about the situation in Iraq for or against, liberal or conservative, all viewpoints are fair game
~
here.
1bat fact alone makes it 10 times more significant than any of
the partisan, invective-spewing movies released last year. If you
want the real scoop about the war in Ira~ look no further.
. Q.

ative people.
There's a certain problem inherent in self. reflexive storytelling, which is, the self-deconstruction makes for an interesting cerebral
experience, but a dead dramatic experience.
·Adaptation failed dramatically because its selfreflexivity came from within the narrative like
a cancer. What Allen does with Melinda &
Melinda· is simply open the film with the playwright's discussion and dive into straight narrative, regularly intercutting the two dramatized interpretations. He establishes what he's
doing and doesn't allow it to impede thereafter
on ·the movie's respective dramatic and
comedic thrusts. In fact, the intercutting leavens the film, making it episodic' and the~efore
more brisk.
So, the·movie succeeds on all three counts.
It's compellingly self-refle:Xive, its comedy is
very funny, and its drama is very potent. It's
Mitchell whose performance shines in the
drama, and Ferrell whose performance stands
. out in the comedy. Ferrell is the ideal player,
with a natural compatibility with Allen's style.
He's essentially the Woody surrogate here, but
he gives a unique reading of Allen's quips. He
utters his lines iri an immediate, sometimes
stammering manner, making it seem as thoUgh
the character's words are being spoken for the
very first time.
While not a groundbreaking concept, the
movie's shifting between two modes draws
some i,nsights into the respective voices of
comedy and drama In the drama, _Melinda is
th~ subject, whereas in the comedy, she is ·the
object. Mitchell's intensity in the drama does
not bleed over into the romedy, in which the
focus iS squarely on Ferrell. Both segments are
about anxiety, but it's the gravity of that anxiety
that defines the approach. In the drama, that ·
anxiety is deadly, a multitude of doorways leading to the same dead end, while in the comedy,
it's a doorway to a multitude of possibilities.
There are elements of tragedy in the comedy, and elements of comedy in the tragedy.
Both share the same ingredients, but the difference is in the cooking, and this heightens the
importance of both ge~es. The comedy is a
representative· of a particular mind frame, an
optimistic and reassured one, a:nd so is the
drama, which · comes from a darker, more
despairing place. Ultimately, outlook makes all
the difference.
Melinda & Melinda ultimately falls short of
being dazzling, which Allen hasn't been since
1999's Sweet and Lowdown, but the -movie is
truthful, not boring for a moment and can eas- .
ily withstand a second viewing. It's one of
Allen's best minor filins.

aieindie • MAR.CH-31-APRIL 6. 20os .
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It's easy to <3 Hart_in cute . sequel Miss Congeniality 2
FBI agent Grade
Hart (Sandra Bullock, here with a
gun) is back in Miss
Congeniality 1,
snorts and all.

Armed and Fabulous is able to retain
the humor pa~ing of the original film·
GINA SCANLON

course, by doing so she accumulates a hair/make-up stylist
entourage that once again
racie Hart is at it again and changes her entire image. She
more hostile than ever. But agrees to the request after being
what ever happened ~ to dumped by Eric, her coworker
- (Benjamin Bratt from the first
world peace?
Sandra BUJ.lock hasn't had one).
.
much ,Iuck wi!h sequels. Take
There is one c.atch. She is
~peed 2: ~ruzse Control, for - assigned a bodyguard, Sam Fuller
~tance, which ha? no reason.to (Regina King), who happens to
eXISt and had nothing to ?o with have extreme rage issues. And.
the !~t one: However, M_zss Con- Sam doesn't quite feel at.ease with
geniality IS an endearing and the new little miss prissy celebrity
entert~g
~t matches walking around in ·h er Prada
and does Justice to its predeces= shoes and demanding iced-ventisor.
_
mochachinos~ Gracie and Sam are
Gracie Hart, famed FBI agent entertaining rivals with great
· extraordiriaire, is having difficulty ~emistry.
leading a normal, covert op exisWilliam Shatner and Heather
tence after being runner-up in the Burns (who .Plays Miss United
Miss t)nited States pageant and .States) make a few appearances,
saving the entire show from a . and there are a few follow-up
bomb disaster.
jokes that will .keep fans of the
Her boss gives her the option first film pleased, but the movie
of being the new face .of the FBI, stands on ·its own, with a fast::therefore giving it a more positive paced, amusing plot and supportreputation by . appearing on ing characters that ~ be onenumerous talk shows. And, of dimensional but are good for a
staffWriter

G

?
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COURTESY WARNER BROTHERS

few laughs. The style stays true to struggle 'with he~ phony new
the first, although the jokes aren't identity and Sam helping her gain
quite as successful There are too her true tomboy charm back.
many. easy gay jokes thrown in Another reason why this sequel
· and cheesy one-J.i:ners that feel · succeeds is because Bullock's
character keeps evolving and dislike laziness on the writer#part.
Still, the script is very versatile, covers a healthy balance between ·
managing. to blend intriguing her newfound peace of mind and
caper and action with hilarity. her craving for violence and
There are three subplots, the revenge.
But the main reason is the
most interesting being Gracie's

f:rln:i's star. Bullock
is a gifted comedian who gives the
performance plenty of heart,
~ong ·w ith the dynamics needed
to carry a sequel
· Gracie Hart may not exactly be
a class act, but she's an everywoman kinda gal who knows how
to kick some serious derriere
where and when its needed. And
she still wants world peace.
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12:303:307:209:4012:20a

The Ring Two (PG-13)

*

12:40 3:50 7:009'5012:40a.

***

Be Cool (PG-13)

Ice Pri0cess (<i)

*** *
Million Dollar Baby (PG-13) * ****
Melinda & Melinda (PG-13)
12:554:00 7:0510:05

SinCity(R)
12:1012:501:30 3:104:104:40 7:10 7:50 8:20
10:0010:4011:3012:SOa

The Upside of Anger(R)

****

1:204:107:2010:1012:50a

Miss Congeniality 2: Anned and Fabulous
(PG-13)

*

****

11:50a 1:252:304:15 5:158:1010:45

The Pacifier (PG)

*.

*

Fever Pitch (sneak preview)

*

***

REGAL WINTER PARK

The Ring Two (PG-13)

510 N.ORLANDO AVE.,407-628-0163

***
Sideways (R) ***

Ice Princess (6)

SinCity(R)·

Million Dollar Baby(PG-13)

BeCool(PG-13)

*.

12:45 3:557:3510-.20

Beauty Shop (PG-13)
12:05 2:45 5:25 8:0510:40

Bride & Prejudice (PG-13)
12:35 3:356:409:1512:00a

Fever Pitch (sneak preview)
7:30

Guess Who (PG-13)

*

12:001:10 2:40 4:25 5:10 6:55 7:25 7;55 9:30
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Hitch (PG-13)

* **

1:004:05 7:159-5012:30a

The Upside of Anger (R)

* ***

ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE
1300 S.ORLANDO AVE.,407-629-1088

****

Friday: 3:30 7:30
Saturday:5:307:30
Sundi!y:3:009:00

SinCity(R)

The Sea Inside (PG-13)

About Baghdad (NR)
•

Friday: 5:30
Satunlay:3:309'30
Sunday: 7:00

** *

Alllisted umes arefrJrthe weekend and subjedtrJdKwje.

****-

12:104:006:5010:00

Hostage(R)

Robots(PG)

11:SOa 2:154:359:3512:0Sa

12:25 3:456:409'.2512:20a

12:2012:501:203:404:104:45 6:507:20 7:50
9:4510:1510:4512:40a

~Upside of Anger(R)

The Letter(NR)

12:204:207:3010-.20

8:109:4010:1010:4012:20a

_H"lt<h(PG-13)

D.MAC
39 S.MAGNOUA AVE.,407-CJ)2-1200

* **

10:101.0:4012:30a

12:1012:401:10 2:50 3:204:10 5:30 7:10 7:40

11:S5a 2:204:40. 7:009'.2011:50

*

12:301:101:403:304:104:406:40 7:10 7:409:30

12:()03:106:409:40

Guess Who (PG-13)

3:30 6:30 9'30

12:1012:50 2:40 3:30 5:10 7:509:4010:2012:10a

12:201~03:204:007:208:0010:1010:40

7:30

TheRingTwo(PG-13)
Robots (PG)

Beauty Shop (PG-13)

Constantine (R)

1:304:307:209'5012:20a
1:003:506:S09'5012:30a

12:40 3:407:0010:00

. 12:152:505:208:0010-35

12:10 2:35 5:057:4510:1012:40a

12:001:302:40 4:00 6:508:0010-.20

*****

12:00 3:50 7:50 11 :30

1:154:207:4010-.25

The Pacifier (PG)

Robots (PG)

TheAviator(PG-13)

Hostage(R)

****

12:30 3:30 6:459:4012:2Sa

REGAL OVIEDO MARKETPLACE
1500 OVIEDO MARKETPLACE BLVD.,407-977-1107

N'AI*V
_· RA.._
_.,,-r-.~

· 1:304:30 7:30 10-30 "
1:204:107:209-5012~0a

*** * *

7:0010~0

Miss Congeniality 2: Anned and Fabulous
(PG-13)

****

12:0012:301:002:40 3:10 4:20 5:20 7:30 8:00
10:0010-30

The Padfier(PG)
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A different
lot -ofhero

o:ffice·to

name

·Aptiheros are the way to go
ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

I

~':e alwa}'s .pre.feJ!~d ~e

anti-hero to the knight m shin-.
ing armor. Boy Scouts like
Superman have always seemed
quite distasteful to me. Give me
some darkness and depth of char- .
acter, for cripes' sake. I have
always preferred the Batmen of.
the world Or even better, the Catwomen of the world
'
For me to actually be Uiterested lh any human beiiig,_much less
a fictional character in an imaginary world, there has to be more
to them then just a single attnbute. There have to be layers to
personality, a hidden truth
. beneath the surface. Oh so many
individuals, fictional and otherwise, seem so linear. I prefer peop1e to be an ocean of secrets.
My favorite .comic books, be
they American or otherwise, are
peppei-ed with characters still try. ing to come to terms with their

chcmges

own demons, to
quell their own fears
or learn from the mistakes and
experiences that fractured them.
They have secret basements hidden in Sl,lbterranean depths that
must be explored at a slow pace.
super
, A little film-noir flair never hero career. Washurts, either. Batman comics, n't he the one who said that with
with their black-clad hero fight:ini . great power comes great respon- ·
his enemies in the darkest of sibility? lie had to lose his dear
nights, striking fear as he attacks Uncle Ben, after already losing
from ~e shadows, really spoiled both his parents to a plane crash
me early on. I was bot.n in the'80s, that somehow resulted in
so I started reading Batman just them being brought back
when things really got dark. Bat- to life as
man wasn't the only book I read robots,
of course. My rpain obsession thanks
with comics was born after read- to his own
.ing the adventures of a delightful failure to act.
web-slinging wall-crawler.
These
lessons
Spider-Man really got me indeed ,, have
hooked on the comic book craze, meaning,
and he is still is and always will be and the
one of my favorites. He may seem pain
· rather chipper, but that is just a must
testament to his strength of char. • PLEASE SEE REAL ON i15
acter. Terrible failures loom~ his

The final 10 in the
'30 Before 30' list of ·
ultimate importance
MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

H

ere are the fmal 10 in my ''30·
before 30" list. These are
things I must do before I
reach the three-decade mark

21. Run for some fonn of public office.
My small. step toward slowly
conquering the world begins locally. It's only a matter of time that my
$uave demeanor wins over the populace and allows me further control

22. Get really wasted.. .
I've never been drunk. My lone
experience with alcohol involved
me ·sitting down in a chair while a
girl's butt grew in size. This lasted
five minut~s before I sobered up .
and realized it wasn't her butt I was
lookirig at I have to top that somehow, but only once. Booze is bad

CRAZED INDIE ROBOT

A fine list of nine lines.not so sublime ·
Cinematic·clunkers
bring us verbal joy
DIANNA ZISMAN
Staff Writer

o~es can sometimes
give us dialogue that's
incredibly 'w itty or
.moving, inspiring audiences for
generations. We hear these
quotes, and .. can't help but to
dreaµi up unique ways to work
the phrase into our daily lives.
Unfortunately, such moments
are few and far between, leaving
us with dialogue that doesn't
-inspire as much as it bewilders:
For every "My name is Inigo
Montoya You killed my father.
Prepare to die," there's an
''Immortality! Take it! It's yours!"
And, frankly, I wouldn't have it

M

XXX, "Bitches, come!'' - One
Read on for nine of the worst _ of my favorites because it's really
liries in cinematic history. There's ftin to say ''Beeeetches! Come!" at
much material to work with, randomly throughout the day. I
though, so don't be surprised to can't believe that someone actusee this little countdown pop up ally got paid to write that, but still.
Increchbly useful in everyday life.
again.
X-Men, "Do you know what Try it out You'll fove it
happens to a toad when it gets
The Mothman Prophesies,
struck by lightning? The same "Chapstick ... ,, - Richard Gere is
thing that happens to everything on the phone with the entity,
else!' - OK, then. This might not attempting to determine whether
have come off quite so badly if it's omniscient So he asks it what
Halle Berry didri't deliver it like he's holding , in his hand. The
she was auditioning for the lead thing answers (correctly) "Chapin a Shakespearean play. Like, stick ...." Scary. Except, not so
tone down the intensity there, much. Couldn't they have come
Halle, you're a mutant mother -µp with something better. for
nature, not Desdemona (yeah, Gere to test the creature's powers
yeah, I know. Four words: Orson with? Anything better? After
Welles as Othello).
"Chapstick," the movie no longer
Working Girl, "I'm not steak. unnerved me. How can you be
You can't just order me." - Ooh, scared of a voice hissing "Chapahh. You go, girl
·
stick''?

any other way.

I Still Know What You Did
Last Summer, "Let's not tell anyone it rained the whole time." Everyone has' just be~n murdered, and Brandy comes hob- ·
bling over to Jennifer Love
Hewitt, they hug, and Brandy
delivers th~t line wµne they
laugh~ Cretins. Everyone has
been murdered. Including her
own damn boyfriend But, whatever. laugh it up, ladies.
Jerry Maguire, "You had me at
'hello!" - Oh, puke. You lost me.
'during the opening credits.
Pirates of the Caribbean, "You
want pain? Try wearing a corset~."
The filmmakers. _obviously
thought this would elicit whooping from everyone in the theater
over the big "girl power'' smackdown. Yeah, not so much. Too
PLEASE SEE

HE'S ON i15

23. Fall asleep and wake up in a different time zone.
It's the close5t we have to time
: travel For now. Falling asleep on the
bus next to someone and waking up
only to realize that there's someone
else sitting next to you is freaky
enough, but probably not as cool as
doing this.

24. Bury a $20 bill.
I've been debating whether to
say burn or bury, and as you've seen,
''y'' must be more powerful than
"n,"· as it ultiinately won out. It's
harder to bury than it is to burn, but
ifl can go a whole day even without
thinking of the money I wasted,
then that's a victory over my neuroticism.

· 25. Piss in the middle of an ocean.
Another way of giving ·back to _
the community. Knowing that fish
are swimming around in.my waste
PLEASE SEE
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You'll KEKE ·and
happen to be pushingmore than a
few agendas. In the comics section; you can join Sally, Sam, and
elco~e to the end of the Kelly as they learn about how rats
first week of class regis- make great pets and the cruelty of
trations, when every laboratory testing. I especially
browser on campus can finally enjoy the drawing of a monkey
leave the horror that is my.udedu with its head cut open to reveal
. and return to the horror that is the · brains with electrodes on it.
rest of the Internet. This week, That's totally what every small
enjoy some awesome links that child rieeds to see. Of course, it
have absolutely nothing. to do ~also features a conversation about
with each other!
·
political activism over a lunch of
veggie burgers. In the comic
about cows, Bailey the cow says
PETAKIDS Comic Books
''moo" after a smng of activism
http://petakids.corn/comics.asp
fflhaven'tlinkedtoanything conversation The children laugh.
PETA-related in the past 26 issues That's PET.Ns attempt at intenof this column, it's absolutely . . tional comedy. Awesome, isn't it?
amazing, since they do something
worthy every few days or so. On Gasbuddy.com
petaki.~~com, the group lures in · http://www.gasbuddy.com/ .
Holy crap, it's a link in this colthe unsuspecting youth with
games and comics; all of which umn.that migh~ actually be useful!

CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ

Staff Writer
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" your <3 out

With gas prices being as high as at Sambakza.net have done it
they are, it makes sense that peo- again, producing this awesome
ple would use the internet to try flash sequel to- their original
and find the best deal This net- ''There She Is,'~ easily one of the
work of sites offers constantly best Flash movies rve ever seen
updated listings of gas prices <h;ttp://www.albinoblacksheep.co
around the country. The orlando- m/tlash/ddautta.php). Featuring a
gasprices.com section ·easily tells stiper-CUte cat-and-bunny-rabbit
you who in the area has the couple, this romantic -comedy
cheapest price. ff you're feeling miniseries is also a musical, set
paiticularly helpful, you can join entirely to Korean pop and ska
the other bargain-seekers submit- · tracks. The songs are ridiculously
ting local prices for the greater catchy. I have no idea what the
good. Additionally, you can go lyrics are saying, but I'd totally
check hovy much people in other buy some albums if they were in
areas -are paying, allowing you to English. Anyhow, watch the
make fun of friends and relatives movies. They're clean enough to
when it's like $3 per gallon Sucks send to your family and just
to be yol;J, Honolulu!
·
· downright great. ff you've ever
dabbled in Flash animation; you
Cake Dance
should also appreciate how
htq>://gprime.net/flash.php/
damned hard they m~t have
been to make. You'll KEKEKEKE
cal<edance
.
The trio of
dud~ over and"-·" your <3 out

Korean

Real antiheroes·in darker conrics
i14

of a serial killer .whose mind is so of The Sandman. As dark as the master of dark cox;nics and author
fractured ·he can't tell reality from series gets, and it does have a ten- of such masterpieces as The Dark
linger with him always.
the dreaded poreine figments off dency to wallow in those comers Knight Returns, is bringing his talBatman and Spider-Man, dai-k his tortured ·imagination that are of ·t he huinan mind devoted to . ent to the Hollywood behemoth.
as ·they may feel at times, are still the blasphemies that pass for his stark misery and loneliness, it Sin City, directed by Miller and
pretty much in the h~ category. friends. Untjl, of course, he meets .• always finds ways to slip in a bit of Robert Rodriguez is based on his
To find true antiheroes you need a little boy he names Squee. I optimism and hope, and even series of stories taking place in a
to turn to comic books such as mean, it does not get much darker rebirth and return to joyfulness.
film noir dystopia, may open the
Preacher, The Sandman, and John- then that, folks.
Now that comic-book. movies door for more comic movies feany the Homicidal Maniac. The
There are true masters who hav'e proven to at least offer the turing antiheros that aren't candy
writers of such series' really make can weave a miracle and irifuse possibility of good scriptwriting - coated like ShUmaker's damned
an effort to define the word anti- light into the areariest of tales, like and directing, I can't wait to see desecration of the Batman franhero. JTHM, for example, can be · Neil Gaiman. This brilliant mad- some of these dark tales see the chise. Let's keep our fingers
sUmmed up as ~e misadventures man came up With the epic story light of celluloid. Frank Miller, crossed.
FROM

'He's in it for the money, not the science'
FROM

i14

glow of stomi chasers and meteorologists. Just check out their
contrived. For a. moment that endorsement deals.
The Patriot, '~ I against taxactually worked, see Eowyn's ''I
am no man!" from Return of the ation without representation?
King. That's the way you do ass- Yes. Yes, I am." - It's been five
kickin' female.
years; and I still can't get over that
'!Wister, ''We all started out in line. From now on, I want Mel
the same tab together.Jonas got - Gibson delivering every famous
himself some corporate sponsors. · slogan; quote, or motto exactly
He's in it for the money, not the like this in his movies. "Do I
science." ·- That's Bill Paxton; believe ¢at only he wl}o is withexplaining why Cary Elwes' Dr: out sin should castthe first stone?
Jonas was the epitome of evil in Yes, yes I do." ''Would it be corscience circles. Because we all rect to say that never was so
lmow that McDonald's and Nike much owed by so many to so few?
are eager to bask in the reflected Golly gee whiz, you betcha!"

Say hi to .
Thomas ..
N. Gazebo
FROM
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allows. me in my own ~ted
mind to contribute to that circle
of life thingy that blue-assed
monkey was babbling about in
The Lion King.

26. Leam to drive.
Have to start sometime. rve
always believed that I will die in a
car by my own hands. There's
nothing in the least becomiiig of
that sort of death. Falling, ~wn
ing, electroC1,1tion: Those are
noble demises. Car crash? Who
am I, J.G. Ballard?-And yet, if rm
ever to go anywhere, ril hale to
do this. So it's that pendulum-like
question= Stand still and be safe,
or move and take risks?

27. Curse someone out in Latin.
Not just a phrase or two, we're
going five minutes, chew-themout-so-much-till-you're-wearinztheir-face-in-your-teeth. And it
has to be the sophisticated elegance .of Latin Leave someone
wishing they were dead with the
language of dead tongues.

28. Fall in love for the first time all
over again.
-.
You've seen how hopeless I
can be, and also how romantic I
am. Should this be any surprise?

29.Cover an entire room in comicbook page5.
I tried this in my first year of
college, when I covered the cell..
ing of my donn in Power Rangers
coloring-book pages. The trick
isn't fmding enough pages. That's
easy. The hard part is taking it
down without your :whole room
covered in nasty blue .sticky tac,
. looking as if that bluebe~ girl
from Wdly Wonka explodOO. At
least that's what happened when
I tried it with the Power Rangers.

30. Legally change my name to
Thomas Northrop ~ho.

COURTESY 20TH CENTURY FOX

rm shooting for 25 with this .
one. ril be old enough to be on
my own and have my own job.
Our names define us, don't they?
And since everyone asks why this
Specific name: I look like a
Thomas, Northrop is just crazy,
and gazebo is my favorite word in
the English language.
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The indie invites you

to join·our
treasure hunt for a prize!

~-

Clues:
1~ The competitor would be <alled
Productive Sun Pizza

2. The organic choice for coffee &tea
3. Aristocra s avei to Semoran to
buy their smokes fr m here

Solve the clues and visit these
establishments. You must obtain proof
of your visit. Valid proof includes

receipts, business cards, or items with
company's logo.
Bring you~ findings to the indie office on Thursday, April 7 by 5:00 p.m. to receive your
C-amplimentary pass good for two to an advance screening of SAilililihi%l on . ·
Jfpril7th.
·

IN THEATRES ON APRIL 8!

1

Official Contest Rules: The ind/e or participating partners do not condone Illegal ac!Mty within this contest nor will
•
the indle or perticipatlng partners be held Hable for participants' actions. Participating establishments ha~e been lnfonned •
of contest and official rules. No.purchas.e necessary. Olfers available white supplies last. Employees of
the India and Paramount Pictures are Opt eligible.
_,.
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436 & UNIVERSltY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN

WINTER PARK
ph (407) 673-4100

REGAL 10
WATERFORD THEATRES

,...,t..3
....1..

MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN.i I AM - 8 PM

Easy instructions for building your own gourmet meal:
CHOOSEANYTWO of the following selections for only $6.79!
~

• Cup of any soup selection
• Half of any classic sandwich
• Garden or small .Caesar salad

Substitute any chowder or gumbo for soup... just $I more!
Add cheese to any classic sandwich for only 30¢

The coupon is worth a cookie ... but not just any cookie.
We're talking Crispers ridiculously delicious gourmet cookies.
· Buy your Pick a Pair' combination, give us the coupon,
and -we'll give yo~ a cookie for dessert.

Visi"t: the Cri~pe.rs riear Ct;lll1.pus today!
Find oul; aboul; Crispers restaurants, our growth and career opoortunities at www.crispers.~o..;.
,

'l

,

CRISPERS~

·~
ALA FAYA

WATERFORD LAKES ·
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLANDO

ph ( 407) 482-4727
MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

CRISPE~
436

SEMORAN BLVD.

